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Abstract
The research reported in this thesis investigates the attitudes of Open University
(OU) students towards work-based learning (WBL) and reflection in learning and
practice. It also seeks to evaluate the potential of educational technologies to
support work-based learning and reflection.

The research was carried out using a mixed methods approach, which yielded
data amenable to both quantitative and qualitative analysis. The methods used to
collect data consisted of an electronic survey sent to 788 OU work-based learners
and follow-up telephone interviews conducted with 10 learners selected from
amongst the 200 who responded to the survey. The paradigm of pragmatism
informed the research design, data collection and analysis.

The findings of the research suggested that:


OU students derive motivation by participating in WBL and could see its
relevance and benefits to their personal, academic and career
development.



OU students had an understanding of the key concepts associated with
reflection, although this understanding tended to focus on the dimension
of reflection concerned with looking back at experience and learning from
it rather than on surfacing tacit knowledge.



Most work-based learners saw the value of using reflective techniques to
help them to integrate work and study and to improve performance.



Although the more established technologies of email and online
discussion forums were the predominant for both work and study
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purposes, it was found that ‘Web 2.0’ technologies were used by many
students for leisure purposes.

Provisional conclusions include the suggestion that, although there is evidence of
a latent demand for using new technologies to engage in informal reflective
activity, simply making these technologies available without sufficient thought
being given to the pedagogical efficacy of doing so may lead to sub-optimal
results; in particular, when considering the use such tools for reflective activity as
part of a formal assessment.

The research also indicates that the demography, attitudes and behaviours of OU
students also need to be taken in to account when integrating new technologies.
There are several aspects to this, including the willingness and ability of students
to use new technologies effectively for study purposes and whether the OU
prescribes the technology or allows some student choice.
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Preface
This section describes the structure of the thesis and provides an overview of the
contents of each chapter.

Chapter 1 outlines the research context, explores the origins of the research, sets
out its scope and rationale and describes briefly how the research evolved. The
primary aim of the research, its core themes and supporting objectives are stated
along with a justification for the specific research questions

Chapter 2 is concerned with critically reviewing the literature on the core themes
identified: work-based learning (WBL); reflection on learning and reflective
practice; and technology-enhanced learning (TEL).

Chapter 3 presents a detailed description of the research methodology and its
philosophical underpinnings. The chapter explains that a pragmatic, mixed
methods approach was selected and justifies that choice. The research design,
instruments and processes of data collection and analysis are explained.

Chapter 4 presents the results and discusses the findings of the research.

Chapter 5 contains a further analysis and synthesis of the key findings in relation
to the primary aim, core themes and supporting objectives.

Chapter 6 draws conclusions and makes recommendations for policy and practice
on the basis of the preceding analysis of the key findings. Theoretical
implications are also addressed.

Chapter 7 contains a reflective and reflexive account of the research journey and
makes suggestions for further research.
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Chapter 1 Research context, origins and aim
The research reported in this thesis is grounded in my practice as a lecturer,
curriculum designer and work-based learning (WBL) module developer in higher
education, amid the changes being wrought by policy initiatives and
technological innovation within my immediate practice context, across the higher
education sector and in society more generally.

I am an OU academic working in the Communication and Systems Department
of the Faculty of Mathematics, Computing and Technology. The OU is a UKbased higher education institution that offers a wide range of higher education
modules and qualifications by ‘supported open learning’, a type of distance
learning (see, Open University, 2012a. for further information).

The Department develops modules and qualifications and conducts research and
scholarship in a wide range of subjects including environmental decision-making,
systems thinking, technology management, information and communications
technologies and web technology (see the Faculty and Department websites
available via Open University, 2012b. for further information).

Context
My curriculum design practice primarily involves WBL and experienced-based
learning (EBL)1 and I have been involved with the design, development and
delivery of four work-based learning modules and one module that has
experienced-based learning via reflection at its core. I am currently the Chair of
Career Development and Employability (module code T122), a level 1 work-

1

WBL and EBL are defined and discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
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based learning module, and an author on Change Strategy and Projects at Work
(module code T227) its companion level 2 work-based learning module. I am
also a contributing author on a 30 credit, level 1 module, Make Your Experience
Count (module code U122), which gives academic credit for identifying,
analysing and reflecting on the learning processes and outcomes associated with
prior experiences. 2A work-based learning team, of which I am joint Chair,
manages all three modules (see Open University, 2012c. for further information
on all of these modules). All modules carry 30 higher education credits (see Open
University, 2012d. for further information on how the higher education credit and
levels framework works at the OU).

Career Development and Employability and Change Strategy and Projects at
Work constitute the compulsory work-based learning component of the
Foundation degree in Computing and IT Practice and the Foundation degree in
Combined Professional Studies (FdCPS), for which I am the academic lead (see
Open University, 2012e. for more information on Foundation degrees). The
FdCPS is an innovative, multi-disciplinary qualification appropriate for students
from a wide range of occupational backgrounds; T122 and T227 were developed
as generic WBL modules to assist in this aim.

Learning and teaching
‘Learning’ is defined initially as the acquisition of new skills, knowledge and
understanding and not just a purely instinctive response to stimuli experienced. A

2

Note that modules T122 and T227 are genericised versions of T121 and T226, which were the ICTfocused WBL modules included in this research.
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more in-depth discussion of different models of learning and teaching can be
found in Chapter 2 below
The modules for which I have direct responsibility3 employ a blended learning
model and seek to encourage active learning through a broadly constructivist
pedagogy. Blended learning in this context means a mix of electronic and paperbased learning resources supplemented by online and face-to-face teaching
support (see, for example, Garrison & Kanuka, 2004). Constructivism refers to
the theory that learning is more than the simple transmission of knowledge from
teacher to learner, and incorporates the notion that the learner actively constructs
their own meaning from new information based on what they already know
rather than passively receiving it. In other words, the learner needs to make sense
of what they are learning for themselves in order to properly assimilate and
‘own’ data and information which they can transform in to new knowledge (see,
for example, Liu and Matthews, 2005).

This broadly constructivist approach to pedagogy, which facilitates the
construction of meaning by the learner and seeks to develop their reflective and
metacognitive4 capacity, is located within an assessment framework based on
learning outcomes. In common with all UK higher education institutions,
modules and qualifications offered by the OU have explicit learning outcomes
associated with them. Learning outcomes within the OU are defined as: ‘…
statements about what a student is expected to know, understand and be able to
do at the end of a period of learning.’ (Open University, 2012f.) The learning

3
4

U122, T122 and T227
The key concepts of reflection and metacognition are defined and discussed in Chapter 2 below.
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outcomes associated with T122 are included at Appendix 1 as an example of the
OU approach.

Some sources argue that the learning outcomes model springs from behaviourist
roots (Smith, 1996, 2000) whilst others (for example, Anderson and Krathwohl et
al., 2001) see this association as misconceived and argue that Tyler (1949) who
first coined the term ‘educational objective’ was actually describing desired
(intended) goals of the education process rather than prescribing objectives
(responses) that would arise as a result of an educational input (stimuli). Eisner,
cited in Allen (1996), thought that educational or instructional objectives were
too prescriptive and constrained the educational process to an unacceptable
degree, and coined the phrase ‘expressive outcomes’ to signal a change in
emphasis away from a sole concentration on what the teacher intends students to
learn towards what students actually learn from an educational process. The
potential dilemma created by pursuing a constructivist pedagogy, which places a
high value on reflection and metacognition, within the framework of a learning
outcomes-based model has been mitigated by advice for curriculum designers
from the OU:

One outcome that is fundamental to OU study at all levels is the capacity
for meta-cognition [sic] - 'learning how to learn'. This may be encouraged
and developed through activities and tutor guidance throughout a module
or a qualification but not specifically graded at any point … similarly, with
outcomes involving reflection; some students find it very difficult to
become reflective learners. Reflection can be encouraged, self-assessed
and guided through feedback without grading. (Open University, 2012f.)
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This advice assumes that metacognition and reflection, although viewed as
important ‘outcomes’, are actually difficult to assess formally. This assumption is
explored further in Chapter 2.
At the beginning of the research (2007) all of the modules mentioned above5 had
dedicated module websites containing resources to support students learning at a
distance. Module texts accompanied by study guides were provided in both paper
and electronic formats. Face-to-face tutorials were also available when the
number and distribution of students allowed.

However, at the heart of the learning experience on these modules were activities
contained in worksheets. These activities were predominantly either work-based,
work-related or drew upon prior learning experiences. Students were required to
carry out tasks, write-up outcomes and reflect upon evidence derived from their
practice at work or from other life experiences, with the aim of identifying
learning processes and outcomes that would help them to improve future
performance and practice, and to plan for their future personal, academic and
career development. T121 and U122, in particular, had a significant
metacognitive component. Metacognition, in this context, means encouraging
and facilitating learners to identify and reflect on their cognitive and learning
skills and preferred learning styles (Flavell, 1976, 1979; Veenman, 2006) in order
to achieve a level of self-awareness and understanding of their learning strengths
and weaknesses. See Chapter 2 for a fuller definition and discussion of
metacognition and its relationship with reflection.

5

Note that this refers to modules T121, T226 and U122.
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One of the main aims of these WBL and EBL modules, therefore, is to facilitate
reflection and metacognition in order to derive learning from life, work and study
experiences. Personal development planning (PDP) activities are key aspects of
all three modules and the development of employability skills is also a central
strand that runs through T122 and T227. The PDP aspect of these modules
encompasses personal, academic and career development planning in line with
guidance produced by the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education
(QAA, 2009). The employability skills strand facilitates students to develop a
wide range of transferable skills (sometimes called ‘soft’ skills) such as
communication and team working: ‘…– that makes graduates more likely to gain
employment and be successful in their chosen occupations, which benefits
themselves, the workforce, the community and the economy.’ (Yorke, quoted in
Pegg et al, 2012, p. 4). A full list of employability skills used in the modules can
be found in Appendix 2.

As noted earlier, in order to facilitate reflection in learning and on practice,
metacognition, PDP and employability skills’ development, T121 and T226
students were asked to complete activities and worksheets which they were
encouraged to keep in a study folder so that they could easily retrieve evidence
for revision or assessment purposes. In this sense, the modules could be
described as de-facto portfolio modules (see Chapter 2 below for an initial
definition and discussion of portfolios). Students were provided with the
worksheets in both hard copy and electronic form and could choose either format
to compile their study folder. Students were, however, advised about the
importance of taking an organised approach to their studies and supplied with
information, advice and guidance and resources to help them do so.
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As noted above, the pedagogical approach adopted is broadly constructivist.
Constructivism has at its core the notion of reflection, i.e. the idea of turning
experience into learning by not only focusing on what is being learned but also
by thinking about how it is being learned (metacognition); the process as well as
the outcome. In this way students are encouraged to think about their learning
and to actively seek out strategies to improve as learners. To help facilitate this
metacognitive approach, students were also encouraged to keep a reflective
learning journal or blog. However, reflective learning journals and blog entries
are not used as part of the formal assessment on the modules, mainly because, as
noted earlier, the direct assessment of reflection has been perceived by some to
be problematic based upon the concern that some students find it difficult to
develop reflective capability or that authentic (as opposed to superficial)
reflection is difficult to capture within summative assessments (Boud et al.,
1985). On the other hand, Moon (2005, p. 3) advises that assessing reflection is
feasible, but that curriculum designers need to be clear about whether they are
assessing: ‘… students’ ability to reflect or the product of the reflection.’

Assessment

Assessment followed the common OU model of tutor-marked assignments
(TMAs) and end of module assessments (EMAs) in which students are required
to respond to questions and undertake tasks to demonstrate that they had met the
learning outcomes for the modules. Formative activities and the worksheets used
on the WBL modules feed in to the summative assessments.
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Summary
WBL provision offered by the OU in the mid-2000s was still anchored within
traditional academic disciplines and heavily contextualised to specific
occupational areas, for example, T122 was entitled Information and
Communication Technologies at Work, had a distinct ICT ‘flavour’ and sat
within a range of technical ICT modules within an ICT Foundation degree. On
the other hand, OU WBL provision was a distinct strand in the curriculum and
imbued with a clear pedagogical rationale with an emphasis on reflective and
metacognitive capacity building, PDP and employability.

The OU took WBL seriously as an endeavour and the provision was not simply
viewed as a ‘work placement’ in which students would learn through ‘osmosis’
by prolonged exposure to a work environment. In this sense, OU WBL provision
could be viewed as a hybrid model; neither entirely work-based nor entirely
discipline-based. Moves to create the new multi-disciplinary Foundation degree
(FdCPS) created a requirement for some research data on WBL provision and
this, along with, other factors will be considered in the next section.

Origins of the research
Developments in both the internal and external environments from the mid-2000s
sparked a reappraisal of the WBL provision within the MCT faculty and, to some
extent, within the institution as a whole.

The research had its origins in the confluence of factors flowing from these
developments and as a consequence of issues that arose during the reappraisal of
WBL provision conducted by curriculum designers. These factors and issues can
usefully be divided in to four inter-related categories: theory, policy, technology
19

and practice. Each of these will be examined in turn with the emphasis on the
potential of the first three categories to impact on the practice of WBL at the OU
and on how each informed the development of this research.

Theory

Theoretical issues arose during the development of T121, the introductory workbased component of the Foundation degree in ICT. The development work
highlighted differing conceptions of what should constitute WBL at higher
education level in an ICT context. The substantive theoretical discussion of WBL
is contained in Chapter 2, suffice to say that essentially there appeared to be a
dichotomous view of higher-level WBL as essentially either ‘disciplinary’ or
‘trans-disciplinary’, i.e. viewed as a mode of learning that facilitated disciplinary
study or as a legitimate field of study in its own right. The latter view is summed
up in the dictum ‘work is [my emphasis] the curriculum’ (Boud, 2001a, p. 5),
meaning that authentic WBL should be concerned primarily with the actual work
being carried out by the worker-learner and equipping them with the skills to
interrogate and understand their workplace, work role and to improve their own
knowledge, skills and practice. This latter conception privileges experiential
learning over academic learning, practice over theory and trans-disciplinary over
disciplinary.

Clearly, the dichotomous model of WBL discussed above presents a
simplification of a complex reality, and WBL could more usefully be conceived
of as a continuum of provision that travels from disciplinary at one pole to transdisciplinary at the other. In between there are various mixes and melds, including
multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary.
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This theoretical debate about the place and purpose of WBL was a constant
source of discussion and tension as the WBL curriculum was developed within
the disciplinary context of ICT and this issue became more acute as T122 was
being conceived and developed to appeal to students across disciplines and
occupational areas as part of the FdCPS. Debates about how much disciplinary
‘content’ to include in the WBL modules and how much of the modules should
be devoted to transferable skills development were lively and the module
development team realised that more research was required in a number of areas
to inform curriculum design and module development.

Government policy

British Government policy was also a key driver for the reappraisal of WBL
provision within MCT. For example, the Labour government (1997 – 2010)
made it a requirement that a higher education Progress File consisting of a
supported PDP process and an academic transcript should be made available to
every student across the UK from 2005 onwards as part of that government’s
strategy to encourage more personalised planning for lifelong learning and to
engage more learners in higher level study (see, for example, HEFCE, 2005, p.
13). The MyStuff e-portfolio (see Chapter 2 below) was developed partly in
response to government-sponsored initiatives.

The employability agenda also became increasingly salient during this period.
For example, the influential ‘Leitch Review’ (Leitch, 2006) called for more
emphasis on ‘economically relevant’ higher level provision and transferable
skills for employment as well as the traditional emphasis on specific vocational
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skills. The Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC, 2009a) sums up the UK
policy context relating to e-portfolios in the first decade of the 21st Century:

Lifelong and personalised learning policy drivers propose that all learners
should be able to (electronically) develop, record, repurpose and transfer a
wide range of information about themselves as they progress through
different levels and episoldes [sic] of learning, training and employment.
(JISC, 2009a)

Although, PDP and employability had been a key component of T121 it was
decided that some data on students’ evaluation of these two key aspects of
graduate employability was required to inform the development of T122 and
T227.

Technology

In late 2006 curriculum designers within the OU became aware of plans for the
rollout of a virtual learning environment (VLE)6 to replace the module websites
and the associated rollout of MyStuff to replace the study folder resources
mentioned above.

The OU has often been at the cutting edge of TEL for example, in the use of
television and audio to support its distance learners (see Open University, 2012g)
for a brief outline of the origins and development of TEL at the OU). However,
when it came to exploiting the Internet to support teaching and learning the OU
displayed a cautious approach. For example, although the OU first used an

6

VLEs are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
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asynchronous online forum7 system (CoSy) on modules in 1986 (Mason, 2000),
it was not until 2004 that the OU developed a comprehensive teaching and
learning strategy incorporating the development and implementation of online
technologies within a VLE. Weller (2004, 2007) recommended that the OU
develop its own VLE and in November 2005 the OU announced its decision to
select Moodle open source software as the core platform for its VLE
(Dougiamas, 2005).

At that time the plan was for the VLE to provide some level of support to all OU
modules and students by February 2007. The VLE roadmap envisaged the rollout
of new module VLEs incorporating a range of tools such as wikis, blogs,
podcasts and audio/visual synchronous conferencing tools to supplement the
more established tools, primarily forums and email. These new technologies are
often characterised by the term ‘Web 2.0’ to capture the ease with which they can
be used create, manipulate and share content and to communicate and collaborate
with others (see, for example, Anderson (2007); Ravenscroft (2009) on the
meaning of Web 2.0 and its implications for education and beyond). A detailed
definition and discussion of Web 2.0 can be found in Chapter 2 below.

The challenge facing all OU staff involved in the development of modules was to
think about the best way in which to use the new technologies coming on stream
to enhance teaching and learning, especially in relation to learning through
reflection, which many believe is a core component of higher-level WBL and
(see, for example, Lester and Costley, 2010).

7

Referred to as ‘forums’ throughout this thesis.
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Practice context

Structural changes within the OU (e.g. the merging of the Computing and
Mathematics and Technology faculties) meant that there was a requirement to
rationalise the Foundation degree provision within the new MCT Faculty. This
need, along with the requirement to produce a ‘generic’ WBL component for the
FdCPS, provided a further impetus for some research to inform curriculum
design and development. The research reported here formed part of that evidence
base and is thus inextricably linked to actual curriculum development within the
OU context.

Summary
The formulation of a comprehensive online teaching and learning strategy within
the OU coincided with the increasing popularity and salience of Web 2.0
technologies such as wikis, blogs, social networking and social bookmarking
sites. For example, Facebook and YouTube were both founded in 2004, the same
year in which the OU’s VLE strategy was published.

The wider sectoral, societal impact of the range of new technologies loosely
described by the term ‘Web 2.0’, and their relationship to e-portfolios and VLEs,
also intrigued me and provided an opportunity to conduct some practice-based
research, which would allow me to explore both the academic literature and
current practice. Such research carried the potential to learn lessons of direct
relevance to my own practice context, while also being of interest to others
within and outside of the OU working in similar contexts. The research also
carried the potential to produce findings that would be of interest to policy
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makers in this area and make a contribution to theoretical understanding of the
relationship between TEL, work-based learning and reflection.

Research aim, objectives, scope and rationale
On the basis of an exploration of changes in the practice context and an initial
review of the relevant academic literature a research proposal was submitted and
a pilot study carried out (see Appendix 3 for a brief report on the pilot study).
The result of this work was the formulation of a clear research aim and the
identification of three core themes on which to base a more thorough review of
the literature. Further consideration of impending change in the practice context
and the results of the literature review led to the definition of more precise
objectives and the development of questions to help explore the core themes and
primary aim of the research. A simplified version of this process is depicted in
Figure 1.1 below and the aim, themes and objectives are set out in the subsequent
sections.

Figure 1.1 Simplified research structure
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Aim


To assess the potential of technology enhanced learning to support
students’ reflective learning and practice within the context of supported
open and distance work-based learning.

Themes


Work-based learning



Technology enhanced learning



Reflection in learning and on practice.

Objectives

To help address the main aim and themes of the research six subsidiary research
objectives were formulated:
1. Explore students’ motivation for engaging in work-based learning.
2. Establish students’ views on their work-based learning experience.
3. Investigate students’ ability to organise their studies and to integrate them
into their work.
4. Investigate the use and potential of digital learning technologies to
support work-based learning.
5. Explore students’ understanding, behaviours and attitudes towards
reflection in study and at work.
6. Ascertain the perceived efficacy of work-based learning, including for
personal development planning and employability skills development.
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Justification of research questions

To address these objectives, explore the core themes and illuminate the primary
aim of the research an online survey was devised with sections of detailed
questions relating to each objective (see Appendix 4). Subsequently, a follow-up
interview script (see Appendix 5) was developed that also conformed to the
structure defined by the research objectives, but which built on the analysis of
data from the online survey.

Questions designed to meet Objectives 1 and 2 (refer to Sections 1 and 2 of
Appendix 4 and Appendix 5) provided information about why students engage in
WBL and what they think of their experience. For example, how the work-based
learning module fits in with their study plans, what kind of support they have
received from their employers and the problems and benefits associated with
work-based study conducted partly or wholly via supported open and distance
learning.

These questions emerged primarily from the need to learn more about the OU
practice context but were also framed by the critical review of the literature
(Chapter 2, Theme 1); in particular, the apparent dichotomy between experiential
and academic learning.

Questions designed to meet Objective 3 (refer to Section 3 of Appendix 4 and
Appendix 5) probed in more detail how work-based learners organise their
studies, focusing on issues of integration of work and study and study planning.
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These questions were designed to probe in more depth the student experience of
OU WBL but were also framed by the critical literature review; in particular, the
apparent importance of integrating theory and practice and work and study.

Building on an understanding of why and how students engage with work-based
learning modules, questions designed to meet Objectives 4 and 5 (refer to
Sections 4 and 5 of Appendix 4 and Appendix 5) focused in on the use of a range
of technologies for work, leisure and study purposes (Objective 4) and
understanding of, and attitudes towards, reflection in learning and reflective
practice (Objective 5).

The questions associated with Objective 4 were designed to acquire an
understanding of existing patterns of technology usage amongst OU work-based
learners to provide a baseline against which to assess the educational potential of
new technologies coming on stream in the OU practice context. These questions
and were also framed by the critical literature review on TEL, which identified
both affordances and constraints in the use of educational technology.

The questions associated with Objective 5 were designed to acquire information
about the existing understandings, attitudes and behaviours of OU work-based
learners, aimed at providing a baseline against which to assess the degree of
alignment with the theory and practice of reflection that emerged from the critical
literature review.

Objective 6 questions (refer to Section 6 of Appendix 4 and Appendix 5) sought
to acquire an overview of the work-based learning experience provided by the
OU. Students were asked to evaluate their experience and indicate whether or not
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it had helped them to integrate work and study, develop their skills, engage in
effective PDP, improve their practice and enhance their employability.

The questions were designed to probe in more depth students’ evaluation of OU
WBL, but were also framed by the critical literature review. In particular, the
apparent importance of integrating work and study and the success, or otherwise,
of developing PDP and employability skills and improving practice. This was a
‘capstone’ section of questions designed to elicit an overall evaluation of the OU
WBL experience.

Scope
As noted above, the development of the OU’s online learning strategy and the
imminent deployment of MyStuff was one of the primary drivers of the proposal
underpinning this research. In the event MyStuff experienced some major
setbacks, both in terms of timescales and functionality during the first year of the
research. Moreover, the version of MyStuff that was actually deployed during the
year suffered ‘teething troubles’ (see Herman, 2009; Goodfellow, 2008 for an
analysis of the problems that beset MyStuff).

During the year misgivings about the concept of an institutional e-portfolio
system, which had hitherto simmered in the background, acquired more salience.
Firstly, there were concerns about the portability of MyStuff, which was not
developed on international standards for interoperability to enable students to
take their portfolio with them or to easily allow the transfer of information to
other e-portfolio systems. Even though OU students were promised access to
their ‘stuff’ for two years after completing their studies, there were real questions
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about the extent to which MyStuff could be seen as supporting life-long/wide
learning (see, for example JISC, 2012a) for a discussion of the issues surrounding
institutionally-bounded e-portfolio systems, life-long learning and
interoperability).

Secondly, the increasing popularity of Web 2.0 tools called into question the
utility of the predominant institutionally-bounded e-portfolio system for creating,
storing, compiling, editing and sharing content in all contexts for all purposes.
Finally, another issue concerned the extent to which the use and components of
an e-portfolio should be prescribed by module designers and whether or not such
prescription would act as a constraint on students’ learning (see JISC, 2013a for
further discussion of these issues).

At the very least, the relationship between e-portfolios and Web 2.0 tools had to
be taken in to account as the research developed. This relationship will be
explored more fully in subsequent chapters.

Summary
The strategy of relying on MyStuff as the primary focus of the research, given the
uncertainty surrounding its development and roll-out seemed to pose an
unacceptable risk to the timely completion and usefulness of the research. This
concern was strengthened by questions over the sustainability and the efficacy of
the institutional e-portfolio concept in a supposed Web 2.0 future. Moreover, as
the OU VLE took shape, and it became clearer that Web 2.0 functionality such as
blogs and wikis would be made available to students as part of the VLE rollout,
the narrow focus on MyStuff became even more problematic. Finally, another
reason for the decision to broaden the scope of the research was the fact that data
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from beyond the IT sector was required to develop the work-based learning
component of the FdCPS (the new multi-disciplinary qualification with a generic
WBL core that was discussed above).

It was decided, therefore, to reorient the research to encompass the range of
technologies widely included in the term Web 2.08 and to use the umbrella
concept TEL 9as an analytical framework to facilitate the analysis and discussion
of technology and learning in a rapidly changing practice context. Work-based
learning students from other subject areas within the OU (Business Studies and
Health & Social Care) were also included to widen the pool of available research
participants and to acquire evidence from other occupational areas and
disciplines that would potentially enrich the research findings and support the
development of the FdCPS. Table 1.1 below contains a summary of the modules
chosen, including information about academic level, content, assessment, the
reflective component and use of TEL.

This reorientation of the research provided an opportunity to embed the doctoral
research firmly within my practice context whilst still producing findings that
would be of interest to a wider audience within the OU and beyond.

8
9

See Appendix 4, Section 4 for the full list of Web 2.0 tools that were considered in this research.
TEL is explored in greater detail in Chapter 2.
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Table 1.1 Summary of modules included in the research
Title
Code/year
Level
Credits

ICTs at work
(T121-08K)
OU Level 1/FHEQ
410
30 credits

ICTs, change and
projects at work
(T226-08K)
OU Level 2/FHEQ
5
30 credits

Make your
experience count
(U122-08K)
OU Level 1/FHEQ 4
30 credits

Working and learning:
developing effective
performance at work
(BU130-08K)
OU level 1/ FHEQ 4
30 credits

Making it happen!
Leadership, influence
and change
(B204-09B)
OU Level 2/ FHEQ 5
60 credits

Applied social work
practice
(K216-09B)
OU Level 2/ FHEQ 5
60 credits

Content

Learning how to learn
at/from work;
Reflective practice;
Professionalism;
PDP;
Employability;
CPD.

Managing change at
work;
Strategic planning;
Project
management;
PDP;
Employability;
Reflective practice.

Learning from past
experiences;
Reflection in theory;
Reflection in
practice;
PDP.

Understanding learning
at/from work;
Reflective learning;
Employability skills;
Problem solving.

Understanding of
leadership, inﬂuence and
change;
Developing reflective
capacity; Research skills;
Introducing and
evaluating a change
initiative at work.

Assessment

3 TMAs + EMA

3 TMAs + EMA

3 TMAs + EMA

3 TMAs + EMA

6 TMAs + EMA

Reflective
activity
Use of TEL

Theory and practice:
T.D.A11
Module website;
Online tutorials;
Online forums;
Email.

Practice:
D.A
Module website;
Online tutorials;
Online forums;
Email.

Theory and practice:
T.D.A
Module website;
Online tutorials;
Online forums;
Email.

Theory and practice:
T.D.A
Module website;
MyStuff e-portfolio
(optional);
Online tutorials;
Online forums;
Email.

Theory and practice:
T.D.A
Module website;
MyStuff e-portfolio
(strongly encouraged);
Online tutorials;
Online forums;
Email.

Social work
standards/codes of
practice/ethics;
Application of theory to
practice;
Application of skills,
practice;
ICT skills;
Reflective writing
skills.
6 TMAs; 3 CMAs
EMA
Practice-based report
Theory and practice:
T.D.A
Module website;
Online tutorials;
Online forums;
CD-ROMs
Email.

10

Further information on the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications (FHEQ) is available at http://www.qaa.ac.uk/publications/informationandguidance/pages/theframework-for-higher-education-qualifications-in-england-wales-and-northern-ireland.aspx
11
T = Taught, D = Developed and A = Assessed

Version 2.0 July 2014, incorporating amendments, additions and corrections.
Neil Murray, T3837490
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Chapter 2 Literature review
Following on from the core themes to be explored in the research a thematic
approach to the literature review is employed. This provides an overarching
framework for exploring the literature on work-based learning, reflection (in
learning and practice) and TEL. Undertaking a selective review of the literature
on these subjects helps to place the current research in a wider context by
highlighting the similarities and differences between practice within and outside
of the OU. The review also assisted in the refinement of the research questions.

Theme 1 examines differing conceptions of WBL and a typology of WBL is
developed with the aim of understanding the character of OU WBL and locating
it in a wider context. Having ascertained that OU WBL contains significant
elements of both experiential learning 12 and academic learning these concepts
are explored in more detail and subjected to critical analysis and evaluation in
relation to the aim and objectives of the research.

Theme 2 picks up on one of the key aspects of OU provision identified from the
critical review of the literature on WBL in Theme 1, namely reflection in
learning and on practice. Theme 2 charts the intellectual development of the
concept of reflection from classical times to the present and seeks to identify and
describe key theoretical innovations of particular relevance to the research.

The processes, means and ends of reflection are considered and some of the most
salient practical reflective tools and techniques involved are explored. There is a

The terms ‘experienced-based learning’, ‘learning from experience’ and ‘learning by doing’ also
appear frequently in the literature and are treated as being synonymous with the term ‘experiential
learning’ for the purposes of this thesis.
12

Version 2.0 July 2014, incorporating amendments, additions and corrections.
Neil Murray, T3837490

discussion of the close relationship between reflection and metacognition and the
pros and cons associated with assessing various types of reflective and
metacognitive activity. This discussion is framed by an exploration of the
cognitive, affective and conative aspects of consciousness and the way in which
they impinge on the teaching, learning and assessment of reflection and
metacognition. Finally, the way in which reflection is currently integrated within
the modules investigated in this research is described.

Theme 3 explores the meaning of TEL; seeking to explain both its utility and the
problems associated with it use, analyses some theories and models of learning
that have been associated with the term, and locates OU WBL provision in
relation to these models. In examining the various technologies, there is a critical
evaluation of Web 2.0, e-portfolios and VLEs and a particular emphasis on the
supposed potential of these technologies to support reflective learning and
practice. Associated issues of technological affordances, in terms of opportunities
and constraints, are considered.

The final section contains a synthesis of all three themes and shows how they
relate to and inform the development of the research.

Work-based learning
Higher-level WBL13 is a contested concept so it is important to define what WBL
means in the OU context and to learn how it is understood and practised
elsewhere.

The terms ‘university-level WBL’ and ‘higher education WBL’ also appear frequently in the
literature and are treated as being synonymous with ‘higher-level WBL’ when defining the character
and distinctiveness of WBL in this thesis.
13
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Firstly, the supposedly distinctive character of higher-level WBL is explored and
evaluated. Secondly, the various types of higher-level WBL are identified,
categorised, compared and contrasted in relation to OU WBL provision. Thirdly,
the key elements of OU WBL provision are identified and analysed. Finally, the
specific nature of OU WBL provision is categorised and placed within a typology
of higher-level WBL.

Definitions

Work-based learning is defined in different ways according to the educational
level at which it is used. For instance, a common view (see, for example, Costley
et al., 2009) is that at sub-higher education level WBL across the UK has a clear
focus on competency measured against national occupational standards (NOS).
The emphasis is on: ‘… what an individual needs to do, know and understand in
order to carry out a particular job role or function.’ (National Occupational
Standards, 2012).

By contrast, as work-based learners move into the higher education arena
developing competency, although still a key aim, is supplemented by the
requirement to have the ability to exercise professional judgement involving
higher level cognitive skills (HOCS): ‘…there is agreement that university-level
WBL needs to involve reflection that moves the learner beyond performative
competence into understanding and judgement.’ (Costley et al. 2009, p. 21).

As a caveat to this distinction it should be noted that sub-higher education level
WBL does often contains a reflective component and that higher-level WBL is
also concerned with performative competence. However, the nub of the
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distinction being proposed is that at university level a greater importance is
usually placed upon reflection as a core component of WBL.

A review of the literature relating to higher-level WBL reveals diverse opinions
about its form and content. As Raelin (2010) notes in attempting to find common
ground between the various conceptions:

Although there have been many ways of referring to work-based learning
as a component of higher educational policy, most definitions consider it
to be constituted of relatively structured activities occurring in the
workplace that equip students with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to
succeed at work and in society. (Raelin, 2010, p. 10)
This ‘meta-definition’ clearly operates a high level of abstraction but alludes to
the multitude of meanings attributed to the term WBL and it seeks to draw out
important common features of both process and outcome, i.e. the notion of
‘relatively structured activity in the workplace’ as a process that defines WBL
and the notional outcomes expressed as ‘knowledge, skill and attitude’.

Those engaging in WBL are expected to know something, be able to do
something and acquire appropriate attitudes. Interestingly, this definition also
talks about the wider social utility of WBL rather than maintaining a narrow
focus on the workplace and in doing so acknowledges that the outcomes of
engaging in WBL have transferable potential outside of the immediate practice
context.

Little (2006) also point to the contested nature of WBL, with particular reference
to the UK higher education sector, and identify a variety of different models that
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exist across the sector. They go on to define WBL as ‘…learning that is derived
specifically from doing a job of work and taking on a workplace role.’ And
contrast WBL with work-related learning (WRL), which they define as ‘…any
learning that is intended to enhance students’ grasp of working life or their
employability.’ (Little, 2006, p. 2). Hence, not necessarily involving any learning
derived from an actual workplace or work role.
These definitions are an attempt to delineate the characteristics of ‘authentic’
WBL, e.g. having a workplace and work role that can be a locus and focus for
learning, and to compare and contrast this with learning that is related to, but not
necessarily focused on, a particular workplace or work role (WRL). This
distinction is encapsulated in the difference between learning from (or through)
and learning about work as a preparation for becoming employed.

This distinction, although a useful analytical starting point, is less clear-cut in
practice. There are categories of worker-learners in higher education, for
example, Higher Apprentices (see Apprenticeships, 2014 for further
information), who are employed, have a workplace and work role but who are
not ‘doing a job of work’ in the sense that they have mastered the role; rather
they are being specifically educated to take on that role by acquiring the
knowledge, skills and attitudes to be successful. In this sense they are also
learning about ‘working life’ and enhancing their ‘employability’ and in doing so
straddle the divide between WBL and WRL as defined by Little (2006). The type
of learning exemplified by the Higher Apprentice model is more akin to the
notion of a ‘practicum’ as discussed by Schön (1987) or the idea of a ‘cognitive
apprenticeship’ (Collins et al., 1987), which in turn are aspects of the theory of
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situated learning and cognition (see, for example, Lave and Wenger, 1991 and
their discussion of ‘communities of practice’).

Gray (2001) also recognises the variety inherent in the concept of WBL when he
defines WBL in HE as:
…learning at higher education level derived from undertaking paid or
unpaid work. It includes learning for work (e.g. work placements),
learning at work (e.g. company in-house training programmes) and
learning through work, linked to formally accredited further or higher
education programmes.’ (Gray (2001, p. 3)

By this definition higher-level WBL is a broad church that includes formally
accredited HE provision as well as the provision of work-related learning
opportunities through work placements and CPD activity at an appropriate level.

The generic nature of the higher-level WBL is further evidenced by Costley et al.
(2009) who also propose an inclusive definition of the concept:

Work-based learning is therefore intended to mean the kind of learning
process by which those in work or wanting to re-enter work can undertake
higher education qualifications to develop themselves and to develop their
professional, community or other high level work contexts. (Costley et al.,
2009, p. 5)

These inclusive definitions of what constitutes WBL reveal the lack of a
consensus about the specific content of the term. WBL is used to cover a variety
of different types of provision and, although the inclusivity of the definitions is
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helpful as a generic description, a failure to specify in more detail the particulars
of the type of WBL under discussion inevitably increases the possibility of
misunderstandings. Thus, having acquired some understanding of the multiple
meanings ascribed to higher-level WBL, the next task is to try and define in more
detail what lies at the core of higher-level WBL and to identify the specific
nature of OU WBL in relation to other models

One way of getting to the heart of the debate about the meaning of the term
higher-level WBL is to explore the tension that exists within higher education
institutions between a conception of WBL that views ‘work as the curriculum’
(Boud, 2001a) or as a ‘field of study’ in its own right (Costley et al., 2009), and
one that remains wedded to a traditional discipline-based approach (Gray, 2001).
The former can be characterised as a ‘trans-disciplinary’ approach to WBL whilst
the latter aligns more closely with the traditional schema of universities
organised in to subject specialisms.
The apparent tension between these two conceptions is summed up by Boud’s
contention that: ‘Work is the curriculum because the learning exigencies of work
do not commonly map on to the disciplinary and professional structures of
educational institutions.’ (Boud, 2001a, p5).

In the English higher education sector several universities have developed
modules and qualifications that take a trans-disciplinary approach to WBL and
view authentic WBL as primarily focused on the work role and in the workplace.
For example, the Institute for Work Based Learning (IWBL) at the University of
Middlesex, which defines WBL as: ‘Learning that provides a flexible learning
experience that is delivered through work, in work, for work.’ (IWBL, 2012a.)
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provides: ‘…trans-disciplinary programmes designed for those following non
traditional career pathways.’ (IWBL, 2012b.)
The approach of viewing WBL as a ‘field of study’ is not unchallenged. For
example, Gray (2001, p. 4) argues that: ‘Work-based learning, however, is the
means through which a discipline is delivered, not the discipline to be studied. So
work-based learning is not a subject for study – it is a mechanism for learning.’
Chisholm et al. (2009) concur with this view to some extent when they argue that
work-based learning can be used (but not solely) as a mode of study within a
disciplinary framework. Viewing higher-level WBL in dichotomous terms by
comparing trans-disciplinary with disciplinary is a useful analytical starting point
but clearly underplays the complexity of the concept.

In the context of accredited university-level WBL, all types of provision have in
common some blend of academic (theoretical) learning and experiential
(practical) learning, i.e. learning derived from the academic context and learning
derived from the practice context. This may take different forms, for example,
academic learning may be discipline-focused or focused on more generic
academic study skills, whereas the experiential learning may come from an actual
work context or through scenarios and simulations. However, analysing higherlevel WBL through an apparent academic versus experiential learning dichotomy
is also problematic as the next section demonstrates.

Experiential and academic learning
Experiential learning is usually characterised as: ‘the process of… making
meaning from direct experience.’ (Mughal and Zafar, 2011, p. 28), or as
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‘learning by doing’ (Gibbs, 1988). Crucially, the prerequisite for learning from
experience involves reflecting on the experience; experience per se is not
sufficient to guarantee learning will take place (Dewey, 1910).

Perhaps the most influential model of experiential learning across the UK is the
one developed by Kolb and Fry (1975), who described a cycle of experiential
learning consisting of four stages (see Figure 2.1 below).

Concrete
Experience

Active
Experimentation

Reflective
Observation

Abstract
Conceptualisation

Figure 2.1 Cycle of experiential learning (Kolb and Fry, 1975)

The four stages shown in Figure 1 can be viewed as a virtuous cycle of
progressively learning from experience through reflection, which results in the
development of new ideas that can be tested in practice to observe whether or not
a better outcome is achieved.

Critics of the Kolb and Fry model have focused on a number of issues including
its weak empirical base and over-simplistic ‘stages’ of learning (Race, 2006;
Smith, 2001). However, particularly germane to this research is its silence on the
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nature of reflection: ‘…like Kolb they do not explore the nature of reflective
activity.’ (Boud et al., 1985). Since most OU work-based modules under
investigation here make use of the Kolb and Fry model to some extent, the lack
of a thoroughgoing exploration of the concept of reflection is potentially
important in framing students’ understanding of what reflection is and how it can
be carried out successfully.

Academic learning is often compared and contrasted with experiential learning
and is said to consist of the acquisition of theoretical knowledge within a formal
and structured learning environment. Whereas experiential learning supposedly
arises from direct experience, academic knowledge is said to be mediated
through teachers and teaching resources. Academic learning, therefore, tends to
result in abstract knowledge and is frequently contrasted, at times unfavourably,
with knowledge gained by reflecting on direct experience.

Jarvis (2004, p.99-100) questions this simple dichotomy by problematising the
concept of ‘experience’. He notes that ‘secondary’ or ‘mediated’ experience, i.e.
when the learner is not learning from their own direct experience, is still
meaningful and valid if ‘… teaching is dialogue and not prolonged monologue.’

Summary
Table 2.1 below contains a typology of higher-level WBL based on the foregoing
review of the literature. Clearly, this is a simplification designed to identify some
of the key features discussed and to aid analysis.
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Table 2.1 Higher-level work-based learning typology

Type

Academic learning:




Theoretical (abstract)
Formal
Accredited (usually)

Experiential learning:



Content

Practical (concrete)
Informal
Non-accredited (usually)

Disciplinary
Multi-disciplinary
Inter-disciplinary
Trans-disciplinary

Mode

Open learning
Face-to-face
Distance learning
TEL
Blended (a mix of the above)

Locus

Workplace
HE Institution
Home
Mobile

Process

Reflection on direct and indirect experience

Product

Subject knowledge; metacognitive knowledge

The simple summary table above portrays a diverse higher-level WBL landscape,
and it is not an easy task to locate the OU WBL provision within it. The modules
under investigation in this research contain a blend of academic and experiential
learning and accredit this within an academic framework governed by prescribed
learning outcomes. OU WBL, therefore, is a hybrid of academic and experiential
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learning set within a disciplinary context and delivered through a variety of
modes across multiple locations.

However, irrespective of whether the learning is classified as academic or
experiential, theoretical or practical (or some kind of hybrid), there is a consensus
that reflection plays an important role in the learning process. Students must
make sense of academic knowledge in much the same way as they seek to make
sense from concrete experiences. In the final analysis, all deep learning,
especially at higher education level, must involve reflecting on experiences of all
kinds. This entails not only reflecting on the experience per se, but also on how
the learning was derived from it. The central importance of reflection to higherlevel learning and practice is addressed in the next section.

Reflection
This section discusses different definitions of what constitutes reflection are
considered and a variety of theoretical perspectives are explored. The processes,
purposes and practice of reflection are considered with particular emphasis on its
cognitive, affective and conative aspects. The relationship between reflection and
metacognition is examined and the literature on reflective pedagogical strategies,
tools and techniques explored. The final summary draws on the preceding
discussion and analyses to identify how the theory and practice of reflection
aligns with current practice at the OU and relates to this research.

Definitions

A frequent starting point when exploring reflection and reflective practice is John
Dewey’s seminal book How we think (Dewey, 1910). The stated aim of this
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classic text is to argue for the adoption and encouragement of a ‘scientific
attitude of mind’, which he contends is related to the ‘native and unspoiled
attitude of childhood’ (Dewey, 1910, p. iii). The book embodies an educational
ethos that values experimentation and ‘learning by doing’ over learning by rote.
Dewey values the creativity that he believes is released by learning that promotes
interest and engagement through the posing and solving of real-life problems. He
draws a distinction between ‘idle thinking’ and ‘reflective thought’. Dewey
defined reflective thought as: ‘Active, persistent, and careful consideration of any
belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it
and the further conclusions to which it tends’ (Dewey, 1910, p. 6).
He went on to propose ‘five logically distinct steps’ in reflective thought
(Dewey, 1910, pp. 72-77). Figure 2.2 below illustrates Dewey’s model.

1. Problem
observed/felt

5. Experimental
corroboration or
verification sought

4. Reasoning
about the
proposed solution

2. Problem
defined by further
observation

3. Tentative
solution proposed

Figure 2.2 Dewey’s cycle of reflective thought

Dewey noted that the first and second steps are frequently merged if the problem
is apprehended ‘with sufficient definiteness’ (Dewey 1910, p. 72). He also made
the point that observation is important at the beginning and at the end of the
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process; in the beginning to specify the nature of the problem and at the end to
test the value of the proposed solution.

For Dewey, reflection is thinking for a purpose in problematic situations:
‘Demand for the solution of a perplexity is the steadying and guiding factor in the
entire process of reflection’ (Dewey, 1910, p. 110). This important because the
heuristic nature of reflection is a frequently recurring theme in the subsequent
literature on the topic and it attaches a clear purpose to a concept that is often
associated with pejorative terms such as ‘navel gazing’.
However, Dewey’s ideas about the ends of reflective thinking can appear
anachronistic to the 21st century reader, for example, when he states: ‘…typical
problems to be solved by personal reflection and experimentation, and by
acquiring definite bodies of knowledge leading later to more specialized
scientific knowledge.’ (Dewey, 1910, p. 168). Terms such as ‘definite bodies of
knowledge’ and ‘specialised scientific knowledge’ do not seem to align well with
the notion of reflective practice that emerges from reading more recent writers on
reflection such as Schön (1992). Although he clearly admired Dewey’s work
Schön offered this telling critique:

He reveals, at least in logic, a faith in the progress that can be achieved by
applying to human, social, and political problems the methods that he
thought had worked so well in fields like metallurgy, agronomy, and
medicine. As a consequence, he does not attempt the difficult task of
explaining how the methods of the natural sciences are like and unlike the
methods of common-sense inquiry, nor does he satisfactorily differentiate
the kinds of rigor appropriate to each of them. (Schön, 1992, p. 122)
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The concept of the reflective practitioner, someone who consciously uses
reflection to improve their working practices, is most closely associated with
Schön and is most clearly set out in The Reflective Practitioner (1983) and
expanded upon in Educating the Reflective Practitioner (1987). Schön reacts
against the concept of ‘technical rationality’, defined as: ‘…rigorously technical
problem solving based on specialized scientific knowledge.’ (Schön, 1983, p. 60)
by arguing the case that effective practice is reflective practice. By reflective
practice he means that the practitioner is not simply applying theoretical or
specialist knowledge to practice but actually reflecting on that practice in a
creative, ethical and productive way to question and, perhaps, adjust theoretical
assumptions about how to act for the best in particular circumstances.
Reflection as described by Schön also differs from Dewey’s conception in that it
allows for different types of reflection, including reflection that makes use of
tacit knowledge, i.e. knowledge, understanding and skills that practitioners
possess but which they often have difficulty in explaining to others. In this sense
Schön’s conception is richer than Dewey’s and it is more clearly focused on how
reflection can improve practice rather than viewing reflection primarily as a
heuristic mode of thought.
Although there are clear parallels between Dewey and Schön, the latter’s concept
of reflective practice can perhaps be more clearly placed within the lineage of
thought traced back to the ideas of Aristotle. Aristotle (1976, [c.340 BCE])
distinguishes between techne a kind of technical skilful (theoretical) knowledge
and phronesis a kind of practical wisdom informed by a moral imperative to ‘do
the right thing’. Today we might call this latter concept ‘professional judgement’
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informed by a code of ethics, i.e. a way of working in which theoretical
knowledge and experiential knowledge come together to enhance practice in an
ethical way. This integration of theory and practice through reflection aimed at
action with an ethical underpinning is encompassed within the concept of praxis.
According to Carr & Kemmis (1986), praxis:
…has its roots in the commitment of the practitioner to wise and prudent
action in a practical, concrete, historical situation. Praxis is always risky; it
requires that the practitioner makes a wise and prudent practical judgement
about how to act in this situation. (Carr & Kemmis, 1986, p. 90)
The concepts of phronesis and praxis both appear to be central to Schön’s
concept of reflection embodied within his construct of the reflective
practitioner. However, this raises a question about the extent to which reflection
is an innate characteristic of human beings and the extent to which it can be
developed with the aim of improving ethical practice.

This second of these questions is addressed by Argyris (1991) who argues that
reflection is not innate; indeed he goes further and, by reference to a case study
of highly educated young professionals, sets out to demonstrate that instead of a
natural tendency towards reflection on practice there is actually a natural
tendency towards defensive reasoning in order to evade responsibility for
perceived failures. According to Argyris, ‘smart people’ often become defensive
when faced with failure. Not used to failing, they find it difficult to deal with it
psychologically and tend to look outward for someone else to blame rather than
reflect on how they might have contributed to the failure themselves (Argyris,
1991). This notion of defensive reasoning chimes with Boud’s emphasis on the
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importance of dealing with the affective aspects of reflection as well as the
cognitive (Boud et al., 1985).

This debate also has important implications for the research because it raises
questions about how TEL can facilitate productive reflection and produce more
reflective, effective and ethical practitioners. As Argyris notes: ‘The professional
who reasons productively casts a critical eye on her own role in a company’s
problem’ (Argyris, 1991, p. 108). The development of reflective capability is,
therefore, an important aspect of the WBL modules under investigation.

In Educating The Reflective Practitioner (1987) Schön argues that reflection can
be developed within a ‘practicum’. By practicum he does not simply mean a
student ‘work placement’, rather he is referring to a kind of supervised
professional setting in which ‘noviciates’ are able to learn from reflection on
experience in a relatively low risk environment supported by experienced
coaches and mentors:

A practicum is a setting designed for the task of learning a practice. The
practicum is a virtual world [my emphasis], relatively free of the
pressures, distractions and risks of the real one, to which, nevertheless, it
refers. Students learn by undertaking projects that simulate and simplify
practice; or they take on real-world projects under close supervision.
(Schön, 1987, p. 37).
To some extent Schön’s practicum is provided by the work-based learning
modules, because worker-learners engage with real world issues in a bounded
context. For example, the EMA for the T121 module asks students to produce a
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report containing a proposal for a CPD activity that would meet their personal
and career development aspirations and add value to the organisation in which
they work. This proposal is supported by a clear business case and presented to a
colleague (usually a line manager) in the organisation who verifies that the
proposal stems from the student’s practice. T226 requires that a realistic
change/improvement project be proposed, planned and presented to colleagues
and feedback obtained. In this way, the work-based learning modules encourage
‘safe’ engagement with, and learning from, practice.

Boud et al., (1985, p. 19) define reflection as an activity in which people:
‘recapture their experience, think about it, mull it over and evaluate it’. Three key
aspects are identified:


Returning to experience - that is to say recalling or detailing salient
events.



Attending to (or connecting with) feelings - this has two aspects: using
helpful feelings and removing or containing obstructive ones.



Evaluating experience - this involves re-examining experience in the
light of one's intent and existing knowledge etc. It also involves
integrating this new knowledge into one's conceptual framework.

(Boud et al., pp. 26-31)
For Boud et al., effective reflective learners actively engage with their
experiences and seek to evaluate and integrate new knowledge acquired from
such engagement within their existing knowledge framework with a view to
improving future performance. This fits very well with the broadly constructivist
ethos of the WBL modules under examination.
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One of Boud’s major contributions to the literature on the theory of reflection
relates to the affective domain. He argues that learners cannot simply leap from
experience to evaluation as they may not surface all aspects of experience,
especially those blocked from ‘undischarged’ emotional responses. A cathartic
phase is necessary in which students work through how they felt about the
experience, using positive feelings and emotions to help them in future and
facing up to negative feelings and emotions which may be blocking key aspects
of the experience and, therefore, hindering the potential for learning.
Boud’s emphasis on the importance of the affective domain in reflection adds an
important dimension to the concept that is not as salient in the accounts provided
by, for example, Dewey and Schön. It also offers a potential explanation as to
why some learners find reflective learning difficult, as students will vary in the
extent to which they are able to face up to and deal with negative feelings and
emotions. This differentiation in ability to recognise and regulate negative
feelings and emotions about oneself has been characterised as ‘emotional
intelligence’ (see, for example, Goleman, 1998). Whilst the concept of emotional
intelligence has been criticised from a variety of perspectives and on a number of
different grounds the idea that learning is a process that incorporates cognitive
and affective (and often psychomotor) aspects is commonplace (Anderson and
Krathwohl, 2001, p. 258).

Reflective processes and outcomes

The preceding section discussed the theoretical diversity of the concept of
reflection, described the trajectory of its development and discussed, in general
terms, some of its key aspects. This section focuses on the key processes that
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constitute productive reflective thought by exploring the concepts of cognition,
affection, conation and metacognitive knowledge in relation to reflective learning
and practice.

Cognition affection and conation

The discussion in the previous section focuses on reflection mainly as a cognitive
phenomenon although, as noted earlier, Boud did develop the concept by
pointing to the importance of the affective aspect. In addition to the cognitive and
affective aspects of mind, a smaller number of sources refer to the conative
aspect; all three aspects are considered here.

Cognition, affection and conation are traditionally cited as the three aspects of
consciousness, or ‘the trilogy of mind’ as (Hilgard, 1980) phrases it. These
concepts represent an attempt to analyse consciousness and to describe its
component parts. Huitt and Cain (2005) provide a useful summary definition of
these three aspects arguing that cognition ‘…refers to the process of coming to
know and understand’, ‘…affect refers to the emotional interpretation of
perceptions, information and knowledge’, and that ‘…conation refers to the
connection of knowledge and affect to behaviour’. (Huitt and Cain 2005, p. 1)

In relation to reflection potentially leading to metacognitive knowledge, it is
important to consider all three aspects as each represents a potential barrier to
the successful conduct of purposeful reflective activity and the acquisition and
deployment of metacognitive knowledge. For example, a lack of awareness or an
incorrect understanding of one’s own cognition and cognition in general could
lead to inaccurate assessments of self-knowledge, falsely boost students’ self-
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esteem and, ultimately make their learning less effective as they don’t really
know what they don’t know or can’t do (Anderson and Krathwohl 2001, p. 60).

Affective barriers can also hinder the acquisition of accurate self-knowledge.
Even basic cognitive processes such as remembering can trigger uncomfortable
and negative feelings that have to be coped with if an accurate picture is to be
created. However, a balance has to be struck, as concentrating solely on the
negative aspects of one’s own performance can serve to lower self-esteem and
reinforce negative attitudes that could have a deleterious effect on future
performance.

Finally, conation, which is the least discussed aspect of consciousness in the
contemporary literature, is important because it describes the basic drive
(intrinsic motivation) and purpose that underpins reflection and the acquisition
and deployment of accurate metacognitive knowledge. For example, if the
motivation to engage in reflective activity and the acquisition of metacognitive
knowledge is primarily extrinsic and the purpose of doing so is not clearly
defined and understood, then it is unlikely that much authentic reflection and
acquisition of metacognitive knowledge will occur. This is one of the dangers
inherent in embedding reflection within the curriculum and attempting to assess
its product formally, rather than seeking to build reflective skills and capability
as well as an understanding of how reflection and metacognition can be used to
support learning and practice.
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Metacognition

The first systematic attempt to develop a theory of metacognition is usually
ascribed to Flavell (1976):
Metacognition refers to one’s knowledge concerning one’s own cognitive
processes or anything related to them, e.g., the learning-relevant properties
of information or data. For example, I am engaging in metacognition if I
notice that I am having more trouble learning A than B; if it strikes me that
I should double check C before accepting it as fact. (Flavell, 1976, p. 232)
Note that Flavell refers to ‘knowledge’ about cognitive processes rather than
cognitive processes per se. Later, however, he notes that:

Metacognition refers, among other things, to the active monitoring and
consequent regulation and orchestration of these processes in relation to
the cognitive objects or data on which they bear, usually in service of some
concrete goal or objective. (Flavell, 1976, p. 232).

Monitoring, regulation and orchestration clearly involve cognitive processes and
this has led some to argue that the concept of metacognition lacks clarity:
‘Apparently, more theoretical work needs to be done for attaining a unified
definition of metacognition and its components.’(Veenman, 2006, p. 4) or, more
radically, that it is merely an ‘epiphenomenon’ (Brown, 1978, p.79.) This latter
critique has led some to problematise the distinction between cognition and
metacognition; viewing metacognition as a representation of underlying
cognitive processes rather than a substantive phenomenon.
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Flavell (1987) responds to the latter point by clarifying that metacognition is
about the type of knowledge acquired through the workings of cognitive
processes.

Nelson and Narens (1990) have developed a theoretical model that purports to
show how the metacognitive and cognitive are related and interrelated.
According to this model, humans can think on (a least) two levels of abstraction:
the ‘object level’ and the ‘meta level’. At the object level cognitive processes are
focused on the phenomenon that has attracted attention, whilst at the meta-level
cognitive processes are focused on the monitoring and control of the object-level
cognitive processes.
An objection to this schema is wrapped up in ‘Comte’s Paradox’, which denies
the possibility of the human mind concurrently being the observer and the
observed. Metcalfe (2008, pp. 6-8) refutes this apparent paradox (which she
traces back to Descarte’s Cogito) on both psychological and neurological
grounds by arguing that for the paradox to stand a unitary, continuous model of
consciousness is required and that this notion is not supported by current
experimental psychology or by recent developments in neuroscience.
Anderson and Krathwohl (2001), drawing on Flavell’s work, developed a
metacognitive knowledge typology (reproduced as Table 2.2 below) as part of
the knowledge dimension in their taxonomy for learning, teaching and assessing.

Table 2.2 The metacognitive dimension of knowledge

Metacognitive Knowledge
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Strategic knowledge:


Knowledge of general strategies for learning, thinking and problem
solving.



Knowledge about strategies for planning, monitoring and regulating their
cognition, e.g. goal setting and self-testing/questioning.



Knowledge about general strategies for problem solving and thinking
(heuristic approaches).

Knowledge about cognitive tasks:


Knowledge about the varying demands of cognitive tasks (e.g. that recall
is more demanding that simple recognition), the strategies to apply to
them and when they should be applied.

Self-knowledge:


The ability to know what you don’t know.



Know what your cognitive strengths and weaknesses are.



Accurate self-knowledge.



Knowledge about the kinds of cognitive tool (strategy) one tends to rely
on in certain situations.



Knowledge of ones goals in performing a task.



Know what motivates/interests you.



Knowledge of one’s judgments about relative utility of a task.
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Krathwohl (2002) justified the addition of the metacognitive knowledge typology
thus:

A fourth, and new category, Metacognitive Knowledge, provides a
distinction that was not widely recognized at the time the original scheme
was developed. Metacognitive Knowledge involves knowledge about
cognition in general as well as awareness of and knowledge about one's
own cognition […]. It is of increasing significance as researchers continue
to demonstrate the importance of students being made aware of their
metacognitive activity, and then using this knowledge to appropriately
adapt the ways in which they think and operate. (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 214)

Metacognition and reflection
The notion that metacognition is about acquiring knowledge about one’s own
cognition for the purposes of monitoring and control (sometimes called
‘regulation’ in the literature) prompts the question of how the concept relates to
reflection. One approach is to define metacognition as the outcome of a reflective
process. On this reading, the aim is to acquire some type of metacognitive
knowledge through reflective cognitive processes and activities. The problem
with this interpretation of the relationship is that metacognition also involves
cognitive processes (albeit at a higher level of abstraction), i.e. the knowledge
acquired is ‘known’ as a result of metacognitive processes rather than processes
conducted at the object level. This leads to the conclusion that metacognition
contains aspects of both process and outcome.
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The outcome of metacognition is some kind of knowledge about cognition,
cognitive strategies and cognitive tasks as outlined in Table 2.2 above. This
metacognitive knowledge is acquired through a combination of cognitive
processes operating at a meta-level. To facilitate analytical clarity this
combination of cognitive processes can be divided in to a number of discrete
cognitive skills or abilities, including a description of their characteristics and
outcomes. The original and revised taxonomies are the most significant attempts
to produce a comprehensive survey of how individual cognitive skills are used
within an educational context.

Both taxonomies are interesting as much for what they omit as for what they
include. The concepts of ‘critical thinking’ and ‘problem solving’, which are
often used in association with reflection and reflective practice (Dewey, 1910;
Schön, 1983) are omitted from the taxonomy table because: ‘…in any given
instance, objectives that involve problem solving and critical thinking most likely
call for cognitive processes in several categories on the process dimension.’
(Anderson and Krathwohl, et al., 2001, p. 269). Therefore, both concepts consist
of a combination of cognitive skills and are less amenable to inclusion in specific
assessment tasks, e.g. it is easier to write and mark assessments that ask a student
to ‘analyse’ something rather than to ‘think critically’ about something.
Reflection is also a ‘portmanteau’ cognitive construct, which is closely related to
critical thinking and problem solving. One of the issues with these concepts,
which are widely used in higher education, is the variety of understanding about
their composition, which is related to their complexity.
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For the sake of analytical clarity, one way of looking at the relationship between
reflection and metacognition is to view reflection as the process (involving
multiple cognitive skills) through which metacognitive knowledge is arrived at.
This involves a recognition that reflection involves a combination of cognitive
skills that changes depending on the purpose of reflection and its context.

Reflection in practice

The previous sections concentrated on theoretical approaches and the conceptual
aspects of reflection. In this section the emphasis is on the practice context and the
outcomes of undertaking reflective activity.

Moon (2004) posits that there are differing attitudes and capacities for reflection
that require clarity about the nature and purposes of reflection in a particular
context. Circumstances may also require that reflective activities are introduced
in a staged way, thereby gradually ‘deepening’ the nature of the reflection
required in order to develop the reflective capacity of students who do not take to
it easily. The idea of scaffolding, i.e. supporting reflective activity as a way of
developing reflective capacity, is an important insight that calls in to question the
implicit assumption often made by curriculum designers and teachers that
everyone could engage in reflection, but some do not because they ‘don’t like it’.

The identification and development of employability skills and PDP are key
aspects of the work-based learning modules under investigation and are deemed to
require some degree of reflective capacity. Moon (2004) explores the relationship
between reflection on learning, PDP and employability:
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PDP activities aid the development of a link between reflection on personal
progress and the programme curriculum, encouraging greater awareness of
how different aspects of learning developed relate to each other and how
learning experiences contribute to employability. (Moon 2004, p. 10)

This notion of making a link between personal and professional development,
academic progress and employability is at the heart of how reflection is used on
OU work-based learning modules. There are activities within the OU work-based
learning modules that require students to take a reflective approach to the
development of plans for personal, professional and academic development by,
for example, composing a reflective commentary, which constitutes part of the
assessment process.

Moon suggests that learning journals are a key reflective tool for work-based
learners: ‘Perhaps, one of the most interesting purposes that links directly to
many employment situations is the use of journals to accompany project work.’
(Moon, 2004, p. 11). The learning journal approach could as Moon argues
‘…take account of the emotional aspects of the engagement and selfmanagement of the project work’ (Moon, 2004, p. 12). This chimes with the
views of Boud et al. (1985) that ‘attending to emotions’ is a crucial part of the
reflective process.

Boud (2001b) explores the potential pitfalls as well as the supposed benefits of
using learning journals as a tool for reflective practice. He examines how
journals could be used to record reflection before, during and after experiences
although, as is the case with Schön, he does not examine in detail how the notion
of how reflection in action could work in practice.
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Boud argues that the purpose of a reflective journal must be clearly defined and
understood by all parties, and is not convinced that authentic reflection will result
if reflective journals form part of formal assessment:

One feature of accredited learning has considerable potential to adversely
effect learning through journal writing. It is the assessment practices of the
program in which a student is enrolled. A particular common example is
that of grading and assessment of journals. (Boud, 2001b p. 16)
Stefani et al. (2007, p. 61) acknowledge that assessing reflection: ‘… is a
question which divides practitioners down the middle.’ Stefani et al. go on to
posit three critical factors that must accompany any attempt to assess reflection:

1. Reflective activities need to be directly related to the learning outcomes of
the module.
2. Reflective activities need to be appropriate to the level and content of the
module.
3. Students need to receive adequate preparation and feedback from the
teacher about the reflection process. (Stefani et al., 2007, p. 62)

These factors are also supported by Thorpe (2000, p. 91) who concludes in
relation to assessing reflection that:

The effectiveness of the strategy is influenced by the strength of the link
between the reflective activities and the explicit goals of the course as a
whole. Reflection needs a strong under- pinning rationale and is unlikely to
be effective if simply ‘added on’.
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Thorpe also emphasises the importance of scaffolding to facilitate reflection in
terms of curriculum designers providing advice and guidance for both tutors and
students. However, she also notes: ‘…the need to balance the need for guidance
against the desirability of students doing their own thinking without too much
help.’ (Thorpe, 2000, p. 92)

Elsewhere, Boud and Knights (1996) argue that one way of using learning
journals would be for the learner to produce a report based on their reflections
periodically to: ‘…review their journal entries and submit an overview of their
learning about themselves as adult learners and ways in which they think this
might influence their own practice’ (Boud and Knights 1996, p. 23).

OU WBL modules are underpinned by the pedagogic principle that learning from
experience is best achieved through reflection. However, it would be remiss to let
this assumption go unchallenged. There are many critiques of reflection and
reflective practice on both theoretical and practical grounds. Atherton (2013)
provides a comprehensive discussion of these critiques, which ends with the
conclusion that:

It is, I suggest, time to ditch privileging reflection in professional
education. Its contribution is marginal, ideologically driven, and
sometimes deleterious to developing proficiency in performing best
practice. It is more suited to the practice of experienced practitioners and
even experts, and in their cases it will arrive spontaneously without any
need to force it. (Atherton, 2013)
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This argument does not, however, invalidate the previously noted dictum that,
experience per se does not necessarily lead to learning, whereas reflection on
experience can. There are, however, issues about how technologies can be used
most effectively to build reflective capacity and encourage reflective activity as
well as how the outcomes of authentic reflection can be captured – and even
assessed – without compromising the integrity and authenticity of the reflection
itself and, hence, its usefulness.

Summary
The various aspects of reflection outlined in the discussion above and
summarised in Table 2.3 below reveal a more complex, multi-faceted, concept,
which is, perhaps, not given enough emphasis in existing OU WBL provision.
This is an area that could benefit from some further research, given the fact that
the previous section of the literature review on WBL identified reflection as a
key vehicle for learning. A baseline of students’ understanding and behaviour in
relation to reflection is required in order to gauge the extent of any gap between
what students know about reflection from their studies and the seemingly more
rounded construct outlined above.
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Table 2.3 Typology of reflection

Processes
 Cognitive (thinking): Deploying a range of cognitive skills to solve a
problem, gain self-knowledge.
 Affective (feeling): Dealing with a range of emotions arising from the
experience, own actions and role.
 Conative (doing): Finding the motivation and will to take action to solve
a problem, take remedial measures and improve performance.
 Reflexive (reciprocity): Becoming aware of the values, motivations and
biases and knowledge you hold as an individual agent and the impact they
might have in any given situation whilst at the same time being aware of
the structural constraints inherent in that same situation.
Purposes/outcomes
 Heuristics (problem solving)
 Learning from experience (theory and practice)
 Learning about oneself (self-awareness, self-exploration)
 Planning for action (Motivation)
Mode
 Individual (private)
 Collaborative:
o Shared (2 participants)
o Group (3 or more participants)
 Synchronous (during the experience)
 Asynchronous (before or after the experience)
Range
 Superficial: Unlikely to include much use of HOCs, unlikely to deal with
feelings, unlikely to be reflexive, unlikely to lead to the acquisition of
much self-awareness/metacognitive knowledge.
 Deep: Reflection is a continuum, so the opposite of the ‘superficial’
descriptors apply.
 Productive: Purpose met? Action taken? Performance improved? Selfknowledge acquired?)
 Unproductive: Problem unresolved? No action taken?
Methods & techniques
 Keeping a reflective journal (could include blog).
 Compiling a reflective portfolio (could include blog).
 Feedback from peers (apart from face-to-face, could be via email, forums,
social networks, etc.)
 Discussions with others (could be via any communication technology)
 Group discussion (ditto)
 Supervision (formal)
 Mentoring (informal)
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Technology enhanced learning
This section explores the literature devoted to technology enhanced learning
(TEL), traces the development of the term and examines associated concepts
such as ‘pedagogy’, ‘affordance’, ‘scaffolding’ ‘digital literacy’ and ‘digital
access’. Critiques of TEL are considered and evaluated drawing on the concepts
of technological determinism and techno-centrism as well as the ‘no significant
difference’ (NSD) literature.

Definitions

In seeking to analyse the impact of new technologies on teaching and learning
various terms for describing educational technology innovations were considered
The decision was taken to use the term ‘TEL’ as an overarching concept to
incorporate other frequently used terms such as e-learning, online learning and
digital and networked learning. This is because the WBL modules under
investigation all employ a blended learning approach, which often involves some
face-to-face provision and use of off-line resources, and always involves some
learning in the workplace. It makes sense, therefore, to view the pure e-learning
component, i.e. the ‘wholly online’ learning experience, as a sub-set of TEL
because this places a greater emphasis on the holistic learning process rather than
focusing solely on the technology that may be used to mediate, or even enhance,
learning.

Developments within English higher education and associated governmental
agencies over the last few years support the view that the term ‘TEL’ is being
used more frequently. For example, in the UK context, the term ‘e-learning’ has
been largely superseded by TEL (Bayne, 2014, p.1, Kirkwood and Price, 2014,
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p.2), which better encapsulates the idea that technologies and the social and
organisational systems in which they are embedded may facilitate the
enhancement of learning. In comparison, the term ‘e-learning’ is said to imply a
narrower focus on the delivery of distance learning online (HEFCE, 2009, p. 8).
Commenting on HEFCE’s revised strategy Mayes et al. (2009, p. 11) view the
change in terminology as a ‘…subtle but important shift in the language, and the
strategic focus.’

This shift was, in part, driven by the failure of the government-backed United
Kingdom e-University (UK eU) project in 2004, which had sought to develop
technical, administrative and marketing systems to act as a wholly online portal
and platform for e-learning provision across the UK higher education system.
Following its demise UK eU was criticised in a House of Commons Education
and Skills Select Committee report for pursuing ‘… a narrow concept of elearning (wholly internet based e-learning) and did not adapt this initial concept
in light of existing research evidence that found that a more blended learning
approach was needed (where internet based e-learning is undertaken alongside
other, more traditional, learning methods)’. (Education and Skills Select
Committee, 2005, p. 13).

This more nuanced view of technology use in education was also a response to
critical evaluations of the efficacy of distance learning through the use of
educational technology, which after the demise of UK eU, led some
commentators to ask whether e-learning was a ‘spent force or revolution in
progress’ (Slater, 2005). There was a growing recognition that: ‘Technology of
itself doesn’t enhance learning! It depends how the technology is designed and
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implemented; how teachers are supported to use it; how outcomes are measured;
what communities are in place to support it.’ (Technology Enhanced Learning,
2013).
This view is supported by the ‘no significance difference’ literature (Ramage,
2002; Russell, 1999), which argues that (a) there are just to many contextual
variables to make valid claims about what, if any, difference TEL makes in
comparison to ‘traditional’ learning and (b) that the majority of studies have
shown that, at the very least, distance learners are not disadvantaged in
comparison with students learning face-to-face. Zemsky and Massy (2004, p. iii)
also questioned the ‘troubling assumptions’ of e-learning around students’
motivation to participate and teachers’ motivation and capacity to adopt new
teaching methods more appropriate to e-learning.

However, it is important to note that TEL is a contested concept. For example,
Kirkwood and Price (2014, p.24), at the end of their critical review of the
literature on TEL, conclude that: ‘The term TEL is too often used in an
unconsidered manner. While technology has increasing influence throughout
higher education, there is still much to be learned about its effective educational
contribution.’ They point to the fact that the ‘enhanced’ component of TEL
contains a value judgement but that it remains unclear exactly what kind of
enhancements flow from the application of technologies to learning and how they
could be measured.

Kirkwood and Price (2014, pp. 9-10) identified three main purposes of TEL
interventions in their review of the literature:
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1. replicating existing teaching practices (e.g., putting lecture notes or power
point presentations on a website);
2. supplementing existing teaching (e.g., making additional resources available);
3. transforming teaching and/or learning processes and outcomes (e.g.
redesigning curriculum to use TEL affordances to promote collaborative,
reflective and problem solving learning experiences underpinned by a social
constructivist pedagogy).

The type of enhancement of learning expected from these interventions could
also be encompassed within the three categories shown below (Kirkwood and
Price, 2014, p. 12):

1. operational improvement (e.g. providing greater flexibility for students;
making resources more accessible);
2. quantitative change in learning (e.g. increased engagement or time-on-task;
students achieving improved test scores or assessment grades);
3. qualitative change in learning (e.g. promoting reflection on learning and
practice; deeper engagement; richer understanding).

In relation the WBL modules under consideration in this research, the aim would
be to work towards transforming teaching and learning outcomes to produce a
qualitative change in learning using the affordances of TEL.

In order to explore this more complex view of the relationship between technology
and learning it is necessary to briefly discuss the associated concepts of technology,
pedagogy, affordance, scaffolding, digital literacy and digital access. Each of these
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concepts is examined in the subsequent sections before moving on to look at some
specific technologies in more detail.

Theoretical perspectives on technology

The meaning of technology is a contested, but there is broad agreement that it
involves understanding how the technical interacts with the social and the intended
and unintended consequences of such complex relationships in particular contexts
at specific times. In this section three perspectives that seek to explain the
relationship between technology and society will be explored briefly:

1. Technological determinism
2. Social construction of technology
3. Socio-technical

Technological determinism is a radical perspective that, in its most extreme form,
posits that technological developments are the prime driving forces in history;
technological ‘progress’ is inevitable and shapes the social world (Heilbroner,
1994).

The social construction of technology perspective can be seen as the polar opposite
of the technological determinism. The focus is on how technical knowledge and
innovation is constructed (shaped) by social processes and views the technical and
the social as inextricably linked. In this view technology is not seen as an inevitable
and autonomous progressive phenomenon; the key task is to understand why
specific technologies emerge when they do, who uses them and for what purposes
(MacKenzie and Wajcman (eds), 1999).
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The socio-technical perspective shares with technological determinism a belief in
the transformative powers of technology, but acknowledges the importance of the
social context within which a technology is embedded in shaping the building and
the impact of technical systems. There is an inter-play between the social and the
technical that produces a unique, context-specific technological system (Mumford,
1985).

So, although educational technology systems are developed and/or deployed within
a specific context at a particular time, there are differing perspectives both on the
extent to which educational technology systems are shaped by their context and the
influence they exert upon it. For example, e-portfolio systems or VLEs, are
designed to meet some individual, societal or organisational need, but the
technological impacts are both context-specific and may vary over time. In other
words, a system may be designed to meet a defined need in a specific context at a
particular time but there is no guarantee that it will continue to meet that need in a
changing context, or even that it would meet the same need in a different context at
the same time.

Contexts are dynamic, and socio-technical systems can affect the dynamics of the
context as well as being affected by other contextual factors. One of the key
contextual factors for educational technology systems is pedagogy, i.e. how the
system will be used for teaching and learning, and this will be considered next.
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Pedagogy

The section contains an overview of some key perspectives on learning and
addresses the question of whether or not a new approach to learning is required
as a result of recent technological innovations. The first three perspectives were
selected as being relevant to this research as they (or variants of them) are
‘universally accepted’ (Kop and Hill, 2008, p.5) and have a clear relevance both
to the current practice context, whilst the final perspective, connectivism, claims
to be more relevant to TEL than the ‘traditional’ theories.

Mayes and de Freitas (2004) identify three basic theories of learning:


associationist/empiricist



cognitive



situative

Each theory contains a different set of assumptions about the learning process
and potential outcomes, which influences the pedagogic framework adopted
(consciously or unconsciously) and the way in which technologies are deployed
within a particular curriculum design.

Associationist/empiricist theory is centred around the idea that learning takes
place in a linear, sequential manner measured against detailed learning outcomes.
Learning is deemed to have taken place when behaviour is changed. Elsewhere
(see, for example, Atherton 2009), this perspective is encompassed within the
behaviourist perspective in which behaviour is learned in response to stimuli and
feedback. This perspectives has some resonance with the OU practice context
because, as noted above, modules tend to be studied in a prescriptive linear
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manner (governed by the study planner) and learning outcomes must be
demonstrably met to successfully pass assessment for credit.

The cognitive perspective, in contrast, views learning as a process in which new
learning experiences are made sense of in relation to existing structures of
knowledge. Linearity is not assumed and much emphasis is placed on the
development of metacognitive skills. Learning is conceptualised as a complex
process that may exhibit itself in changes in observable behaviour but may also
be hidden. The relevance of this perspective to the practice context lies in the fact
that there is a strong element of metacognitive development in OU modules and
that it aligns closely with the broadly constructivist approach as described above.

Finally, the situative perspective brings in ideas about the importance of the
social context in which the learning is embedded and also the relationship
between learning and practice. Lave and Wenger’s seminal work on communities
of practice and social constructivism fall in to this category (Lave and Wenger,
1991). This perspective illuminates the hybrid nature of OU WBL by
emphasising the importance of the both the social aspects of OU study and the
fact that OU work-based learners are also required to interact with colleagues at
work to succeed in their studies. It also raises questions about the way in which
knowledge is socially constructed and how this can be best facilitated.

These perspectives can be considered as different levels of analysis (Mayes and
de Freitas, 2004, p. 10). Behaviourism focuses on activities and their outcomes
for individual learners. The cognitive perspective attempts to focus on those
structures and processes that underpin individual learning performance. The
situative perspective focuses at the level of social learning and the impact on the
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performance of individuals. Viewing the theoretical perspectives as different
levels of analysis opens up the possibility that they could be mutually
complementary rather than mutually exclusive. This insight raises questions
about the technologies that could be used at each level of analysis to facilitate
this complementarity.

As noted above, Anderson (2008) also explores the role and function of theory in
online education development and delivery by discussing ‘traditional’
behaviourist, cognitivist and constructivist theories of learning in relation to the
provision of distance education. In addition, however, he also discusses
connectivism, as originated by Siemens (2005) and Downes (2007), which has
been developed to take into account the rise of Web 2.0 technologies and posits a
network approach to learning: ‘…with its capacity to exploit the connections to
knowledge and to people afforded by the now ubiquitous Internet and its
applications’ (Anderson, 2008, p. 6).

Connectivism as outlined by Siemens (2005) proposes that the existing
theoretical approaches as outlined above are not adequate to deal with the
challenges and opportunities thrown up by the digital age because they were
developed at a time when learning was not deeply influenced by technology.
Siemens is concerned that traditional learning theories place too much emphasis
on learning processes rather than supporting students to develop the critical and
evaluative skills required to navigate effectively through the avalanche of
information unleashed by the advent of the WWW:

Learning theories are concerned with the actual process of learning, not
with the value of what is being learned. In a networked world, the very
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manner of information that we acquire is worth exploring. The need to
evaluate the worthiness of learning something is a meta-skill that is
applied before learning itself begins. (Siemens, 2005)

Siemens proposes that learning can be conceived of as a function of the network
itself: ‘Learning (defined as actionable knowledge) can reside outside of
ourselves (within an organization or a database).’ The key skill in a rapidly
changing world is to understand that: ‘… connecting specialized information
sets, and the connections that enable us to learn more are more important than
our current state of knowing.’ (Siemens, 2005)

Connectivism, with its emphasis on the importance of the learning network,
nodes of knowledge and the relationship of individuals and collectives and
human cognition and technology appears to have a lot to offer in the digital and
networked age. However, questions have been raised about the novelty and
utility of connectivism and its coherence as a learning theory (Kop and Hill,
2008).

In terms of its novelty, it has been argued that it takes many pre-existing ideas
and repackages them for the digital age without adding much value. For example,
Vygotsky's 's concept of social constructivism and Lave and Wenger’s
Communities of Practice model both discuss learning as a social experience and
situate individual learning within its social context (Liu and Matthews, (2005)).

Despite the criticisms of connectivism, the idea that new technologies have
increased the extensiveness of ‘distributed knowledge’, which requires new skills
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of learners, teachers and curriculum designers, resonates with the challenges
arising in the practice context as new technologies are introduced.

Irrespective of the learning approach adopted, the question of how technology is
meant to 'enhance' (i.e., improve or augment) learning arises. One important
aspect of this question relates to the concept of affordance as discussed in the
next section.

Affordance

Affordance is a concept that appears frequently in the literature related to TEL
and in simple terms relates to the opportunities for productive educational
activity ‘afforded’ to students by using the specific features and functions of
particular technologies. However, there are some key implicit assumptions within
this simplistic understanding of the term that require elaboration.

For example, the potential constraints that could limit the supposed opportunities
afforded by technologies also need to be considered. Sometimes these two
aspects of affordance are considered to be complementary (Hammond, 2010, p.
3) in the sense that the opportunities are bounded and, thereby, action
possibilities are simplified for both designer and user. However, this really only
applies to opportunities and constraints that are designed in to the technical
solution and not to those constraints (discussed below) that have to do with using
or accessing the technical solution within the scope of what was intended. These
types of constraint, e.g. digital literacy, accessibility, usability, are often
portrayed as negative aspects of affordance, or as issues that may negate action
possibilities (see, for example, Conole, 2013).
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Gibson (1977), writing from a perceptual (cognitive) psychological perspective,
defined affordances as essentially ‘relational’, i.e. the attributes and utility
(affordances) of objects in an environment must be considered in relation to the
ability of potential users to perceive and make use of them; hence it is the
interaction between environment and individual that really matters, irrespective
of the inherent affordances within an environment.
Building on Gibson’s work in relation to human-computer interaction (HCI)
Norman (1988) views affordance as a not only a function of the relationship
between ‘action possibilities’ and actors’ perceptions and capabilities, but also
brings in to play the way in which actors’ cultural background and past
experience frames perceptions of what possibilities exist within an environment.

Oliver (2005; 2011) has criticised Norman for defining the concept of affordance
in relation to educational technology as referring to actions that are permitted or
prevented by the way in which technology is designed and implemented and
makes ‘…‘natural’ certain patterns of action for users.’ (Oliver, 2011, p. 374).

The underlying concern expressed here is the notion that discussion of
affordances masks an essentially technological determinist position:
…accounts based on the idea of affordance can also be argued to fall into
this [technologically determinist] camp. Authors continue to try to move
from descriptions of practices (such as case studies, which might give the
impression of focusing on social practice) to identifying general,
decontextualized ‘properties’ of technology. (Oliver, 2011, p. 375)
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From the brief précis above it should be clear that the simple understanding of
affordance outlined initially fails to capture the complexity of the term. In
relation to TEL it assumes that affordances are capable of being objectively and
comprehensively measured and listed in some way and it further assumes that
they will be used in a certain ways by students who are willing and able to take
advantage of such affordances. None of these assumptions are secure. As Oliver
(2011, p. 374) argues, the notion that technological affordances somehow make
certain actions ‘natural’: ‘…does not really explain design, but rather serves to
hide how designers communicate their intentions and preferences to users. It does
not explain how people learn to use technology or how deviant uses develop. ’

In the context of this research an understanding of affordances as proposed by
Jones and Dirckinck-Holmfeld (2009) seems more qualified and appropriate:

A relational view of affordance would suggest that we could analytically
discern features of the setting apart from the perceptions of particular
groups of users, but any actual group of users would have varied
perceptions and understandings and they could draw out significantly
different meanings from the setting. As a consequence designers can only
have direct influence over those abstract elements that may become [my
italics] affordances while educators involved in the process might be able
to assist participants by suggesting how they might ‘read’ the affordances.
(Jones and Dirckinck-Holmfeld, 2009, p. 18)

This understanding clearly places a great deal of responsibility on curriculum
designers and, especially, tutors to make sure that the potential of learning
environments to support learning is both explained to, and realised by, students.
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One way of addressing this issue is for curriculum designers to construct
‘scaffolding’ (Vygotsky, 1978, Wood et al., 1976) activities that can be used by
tutors to help students identify and utilise affordances with a learning
environment in order to undertake learning activities that rely on using specific
features and functionality in particular ways. Scaffolding theory and practice is
considered in more detail below.

Scaffolding

Scaffolding is used metaphorically in an educational context to refer to the
temporary support offered to learners as they attempt to assimilate novel theory
and practice. The basic idea is that resources, guidance and support should be
provided to assist students to master a learning objective, but that this support
will be gradually withdrawn so that students ‘own’ the learning and do not
become dependent on the scaffolding to support them ad infinitum.

According to Wood et al. (1976) scaffolding goes beyond modeling or imitation
and: ‘… is a process that enables a child or novice to solve a problem, carry out a
task or achieve a goal which would be beyond his unassisted efforts.’

The nature of the assistance is that students are encouraged to carry out those
parts of a task that are within their competence but provided with support
(scaffolding) of various kinds to enable them to develop competence with parts
of the task that they have not mastered. This understanding of scaffolding seems
to relate to the zone of proximal development (ZPD) concept posited by
Vygotsky (1978), which refers to the difference between the actual
developmental level achieved and the potential development level that could be
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achieved through guidance from, or collaboration with, more capable teachers or
peers.

Note, however, that straightforward readings of the scaffolding metaphor which
view it as providing temporary support to enable learners to move into the ZPD
are problematised by Renninger and Granott (2005) who point out that:

Scaffolding is a process that changes - the content and the structure of the
interactions between the person doing the scaffolding and the person being
scaffolded change over time in relation to the strengths and needs of the
person who is being scaffolded. (Renninger and Granott, 2005, p. 111)

Scaffolding, therefore, is a dynamic process and one that would ideally be
tailored to the needs of the individual with appropriate adjustments made over
time to take in to account their progress. This raises issues about measuring the
impact of scaffolding. Both the learner and the teacher would need to have an
accurate idea as to the starting point of the learner and metrics in place to monitor
progress towards a defined goal.

According to Wood et al. (1976) in order for learning to occur there had to be a
comprehension of the solution even though the learner ‘did not necessarily
realise how to achieve it without assistance.’ (Yelland & Masters, 2007, pp. 362382). This underlines the importance of explaining clearly to a learner what the
intended outcome of the process is and why they are doing it. The learner also
needs to know what they do not know and cannot do; in other words they require
metacognitive knowledge and a capacity to reflect.
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The original conception of scaffolding expounded by Wood et al (1976) and the
transition to the ZPD as explained by Vygotsky (1978) both primarily relied on
mentoring or coaching interventions from more experienced and capable teachers
or peers. Clearly, there is a range of technologies that could facilitate such
scaffolding, such as forums, email, e-portfolios and video-conferencing, but the
scaffolding itself would have to be part of the curriculum design and would
require knowledge of when such support was required and continuing
engagement with the learner to ensure that their needs were met.

Digital literacy

Even if scaffolding for reflective activities are embedded within the curriculum
and appropriate technologies made available, there is still a real possibility that
some students may not be equipped to use them effectively due to a lack of
digital literacy. Potentially, and especially when the reflective activities are part
of formative or summative assessment, this puts such students at a disadvantage
when compared to their more digitally literate peers. But what is meant by
‘digital literacy’? The JISC Developing Digital Literacies Programme proposes:
…those capabilities which fit an individual for living, learning and
working in a digital society: for example, the skills to use digital tools to
undertake academic research, writing and critical thinking; as part of
personal development planning; and as a way of showcasing
achievements. (JISC, 2013b)
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The assumption that students either have the necessary skills, access or
motivation to make full use of technological affordances is brought in to question
by some of the evidence emerging from the JISC Learner Experience Project:

Beyond their expectations of service provision, and despite using
technology extensively in their social and leisure lives, most learners have
little idea how they could use technology innovatively in an educational
context. In the main, learners rely on their course pedagogies and tutors for
guidance.
At least on entry to further or higher education, they lack sophistication in
their use of information and are relatively uncritical and unreflective.
Institutions need to embed across the curriculum a concern for learners’
lifelong learning literacies. (JISC, 2009b, p. 1)

Given the age profile of OU students (only 5% are under 25 years of age) the
question of whether the supposed ‘digital native’ versus ‘digital immigrant’
divide is an aspect of digital literacy needs to be considered. Digital natives (also
known as the Net Generation, Generation Y or Millennials) are usually defined
as those born since the 1980s who: ‘…have spent their entire lives surrounded by
and using computers, videogames, digital music players, video cams, cell phones,
and all the other toys and tools of the digital age’ (Prensky, 2001a, p. 1). This
generation is said to be digitally native because they have grown up immersed in
an environment rich with digital technologies, most notably the Web, in a
quantitatively and qualitatively different way to all previous generations.

Prensky (2001a, p. 1) argues that the gulf between digital immigrants and digital
natives represents a generational ‘discontinuity’ not just an incremental,
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generational change. For Prensky, the pace, scope and nature of technological
development has created a digital divide in education between the Net
Generation and previous cohorts of students. Not only this, but university staff
and systems have not kept pace with technological development and the
changing demands and behaviours of students in higher education. According to
Prensky:

Digital Natives are used to receiving information really fast. They like to
parallel process and multi-task. They prefer their graphics before their text
rather than the opposite. They prefer random access (like hypertext). They
function best when networked. They thrive on instant gratification and
frequent rewards. They prefer games to “serious” work.
(Prensky, 2001a, p. 2)

However, the digital native label and the implication that people outside of this
category are less able or willing to use digital and networked technologies has
been questioned (see, for example, Jones et al., 2010).

Whether or not digital natives behave differently, or even think differently as
Prensky has posited (Prensky 2001a; 2001b), a key objective for this research is
to discover whether or not the majority of current students, who do not conform
to the digital native demographic, are willing and able to use the supposed
affordances of educational technologies to support their learning. This also has
implications for module designers and teachers in the tertiary sector as they make
choices about how to make the best use of new educational technology and
whether a new pedagogy is required to cope with new technologies and,
potentially, new attitudes to learning.
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Oliver (2011, p. 375) argues that Prensky’s thesis is an example of ‘nomological
determinism’; characterised as a ‘hard’ technological determinist position that
views social phenomena as being technologically driven. This could lead to a
temptation to change pedagogy in order to accommodate the assumptions behind
the digital native thesis without adequate empirical evidence.

Digital accessibility and inclusion

Even if digital literacy is not a generic problem for work-based learners, access to
digital services may prove problematic. There are several issues to address under
the umbrella term of digital accessibility. Firstly, there is an issue about the level
and quality of access students have to hardware and infrastructure, which may
impact negatively on their ability to take advantage of the affordances offered by,
for example, Web 2.0 technologies.

Although OU students are advised about minimum specifications for computing
requirements in order to successfully participate in a module, there is no such
specification for Internet access speed, which may have a material impact on
students’ online experiences. There may also be particular problems experienced
by work-based learners who try to use work-based hardware and infrastructure to
access web applications and services. For example, many workplaces have
firewalls and security protocols that would constrain, or even prevent, access.

Even if work-based learners have access to appropriate networked digital
technologies at work there may be issues associated with access at home. Access
to broadband Internet access varies across the UK and many rural areas are still
not connected to high-speed broadband networks or have broadband take-up of
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50% or less (Ofcom, 2012). The cost of accessing fast broadband services is also
a factor in the digital divide equation.

Finally, accessibility to digital technologies may be restricted because of a
student’s disability. This latter point can be ameliorated to some extent by
embedding accessibility within the curriculum design and through the use of
assistive technologies and strategies to help disabled students to compensate for
their particular disability. Examples of assistive technologies include speech
recognition software and screen-readers (JISC, 2014). Strategies to help disabled
students study successfully on modules using digital technologies could also
include allowing more time to submit assignments or providing alternative
formats of digital materials (Open University, 2014).

Technologies

Following on from the discussion of TEL and associated concepts, in this section
literature on specific technologies is considered. The primary focus here is on
technologies that are novel in OU terms, i.e. Web 2.0 tools, e-portfolios and the
OU Moodle-based VLE. This does not mean that the more familiar technologies
of email and online discussion forums are deemed unimportant; simply that the
educational potential of these tools is understood to a greater degree as they have
been used in the OU practice context for decades. Definitions of the newer
technologies are presented and problematised, views on their educational impact
are assessed and, in particular, affordances apparently conducive to reflective
activity are examined.
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Web 2.0
In the aftermath of the bursting of the ‘dot-com bubble’ at the turn of the
millennium new technologies and business models emerged that had the potential
to transform how individuals and organisations interacted online. The online
domain was in a state of flux and attempts were made to characterise and label
the emerging nature of the new web-based technologies (O’Reilly, 2013).
Eventually, the term ‘Web 2.0’ achieved more prominence than other terms in
use, e.g. the ‘social web’, ‘social media’, ‘social software’, ‘social computing’ or
the ‘read-write’ web. For example, the Christmas 2006 edition of Time helped to
propel the term in to public consciousness (Grossman, 2006).
The coining of the term Web 2.0 is widely attributed to Tim O’Reilly (see, for
example, Conole and Alevizou, 2010, p. 9). However, the O’Reilly Media
website gives the credit to Dale Dougherty an O’Reilly Media Vice President
who is said to have used the phrase during a conference brainstorming session in
2003, which led to the first O’Reilly Media organised Web 2.0 Conference in
2004 (O’Reilly, 2013). In fact, Darcy DiNucci had used the term in her article
‘Fragmented Future’ as far back as 1999 (DiNucci, 2013). Irrespective of who
actually came up with and popularised the term, it is now used ubiquitously but
with a range of different meanings.

Definitions
Conole and Alevizou (2010, p. 9) note: ‘…the term Web 2.0 has no single
definition, although there is widespread agreement that it is applied to a wide set
of functional characteristics within the context of computer mediated
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communication and networked digital media.’ They argue that the term refers to
a shift in web tools and practices towards more ‘participatory’ user interaction.
(Conole and Alevizou, 2010, p. 9). The JISC Guide to Social Software (JISC,
2006a) also states that there is much debate on what Web 2.0 means, but lists
‘participation’, ‘interaction’ and ‘sharing’ amongst the key elements.
Tim O’Reilly, in his 2005 article ‘What is Web 2.0’ (O’Reilly, 2013), pointed to
the contested nature of the term noting that: ‘… there’s still a huge amount of
disagreement about just what Web 2.0 means.’ He then went on to compare and
contrast some ‘Web 1.0’ and Web 2.0 web applications and services to illustrate
the differences. He also identified seven principles underlying Web 2.0, most of
which are actually focused on particular technological innovations and their
business impact. Two of the principles, however; ‘harnessing the collective
intelligence’ and the ‘wisdom of crowds’, indicate that, in his view, the key
difference between Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 is the rise of user participation and
collaboration facilitated by new technologies and applications such as RSS
feeds, blogs, wikis as well as social networking sites such as Facebook.

According to Armstrong and Franklin (2009):

While there is no agreed definition of Web 2.0 it offers a series of loosely
connected systems that enable users to interact through websites and
includes wikis, blogs, social networking sites, file sharing (including
podcasts, presentations, images and video) and social bookmarking.
(Armstrong and Franklin, 2009, p. 2)
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Minocha (2009, p. 9) also identifies ‘social’ aspect when she uses the term
‘social software’ as a synonym for Web 2.0, to include software tools: ‘… which
allow users to interact and share data with other users.’ She cites blogs, wikis,
and social networks, such as Facebook and Flickr, and social bookmarking sites
as examples of some of these tools. According to Minocha: ‘… the key aspect of
a social software tool is that it involves wider participation in the creation of
information which is shared.’ (Minocha, 2009, p. 12)

From the foregoing definitional discussion it appears that Web 2.0 could be
characterised as the ‘social web’ with features and functionality providing latent
affordances facilitating user interaction, communication and collaboration,
content creation, sharing of (multi-media) information and active participation in
online communities. From this perspective, in a Web 2.0 world users are not
simply the passive recipients and consumers of information as they supposedly
were in the era of Web 1.0; they are now able to create, publish, share,
communicate and collaborate with others more easily and have the information
they require delivered to them and stored online (in the ‘cloud’) in a more readily
accessible and personalised way.

However, before exploring the potential educational impact of these novel
technologies, in terms of opportunities and constraints offered by these supposed
affordances, a large caveat needs to be inserted to avoid being carried away by
the hype surrounding Web 2.0. There are many people who argue that the
novelty of Web 2.0 has been overstated.

This is a view supported by the acknowledged creator of the Web, Tim BernersLee, who described the term Web 2.0 as a "piece of jargon": "Nobody really
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knows what it means...if Web 2.0 for you is blogs and wikis, then that is people
to people. But that was what the Web was supposed to be all along." (Berners
Lee, 2006).
Accepting that the Web, from its inception, has been about ‘people to people’
communication, perhaps the term Web 2.0 is really describing a quantitative
rather than qualitative change in which increasing numbers of people are
interacting, communicating, participating and collaborating facilitated by the
proliferation of these novel technologies. In terms of the relationship between the
social and the technical, this latter view would be encompassed within the social
construction of technology paradigm. It may also support the view of Siemens
and Downes that current approaches to pedagogy are inadequate in the new
world of Web 2.0.

Given that the nature and utility of the term Web 2.0 is contested and the range of
technologies encompassed under the Web 2.0 umbrella can be confusing and
contradictory, the term has been used with caution and selectively in this research
to refer to the technologies listed in Section 4 of the online survey (Appendix 4).
The list in the survey was compiled from a range of sources, including the JISC
Spire Survey (White, 2007).

Educational impact of Web 2.0

The apparent affordances of Web 2.0 technologies noted above clearly have the
potential to make an impact in higher education. It is also clear, however, that
much work still needs to be done to evaluate the nature and extent of that impact
(see, for example, Armstrong and Franklin, 2009 p. 32).
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Conole and Alevizou (2010, p. 4) also point to the fact that evidence relating to
the extent that Web 2.0 has changed pedagogical practice in higher education is
‘…either scarce or far from consensual.’ and that the ‘…impact of technological
change brings opportunities but also challenges for educators.’ (Conole and
Alevizou, 2010, p. 9). However, they note that there is more evidence available
on students’ use of and expectations of Web 2.0 tools.

An example of such evidence is the JISC SPIRE Web 2.0 Survey (White, 2007),
which looks at the adoption and usage of Web 2.0. The survey concludes that
Web 2.0 tools are enabling students to mirror the social habits of face-to-face
engagement. The authors argue that informality is a key attraction and caution
against institutions trying to impose their own Web 2.0 solutions on students who
do not want to parcel their lives up into discrete areas. The authors also call for
more research into the motivations of Web 2.0 users and the extent to which
students use Web 2.0 services, for which purposes and in what settings.

Armstrong and Franklin (2009, p. 2) claim that Web 2.0 adoption and use is
largely a ‘bottom-up’ rather than ‘top-down’ phenomenon in higher education.
They argue that institutional policies and procedures usually lack the agility to
keep pace with developments in technology. This is unsurprising for two reasons:
firstly, each of the technologies offers a particular set of affordances so that
different technologies support different learning activities; and secondly, Web
2.0 operates independent of place, so that ideas developed in one place very
quickly become adopted worldwide, e.g. Wikipedia and Facebook.

Conole and Alevizou (2010, p. 12) note that the impact of Web 2.0 in an
educational context could be seen as both transformative and evolutionary in the
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sense that new technologies carry the potential to transcend formal educational
contexts and also blur the boundaries between different categories of learner.
This is relevant to the experience of OU work-based learners, who are required to
integrate formal academic learning with their work-based experiences and
demonstrate how one informs the other, primarily through the lens of reflective
activity and the production of reflective artefacts.

Armstrong and Franklin (2009) also identify a number of potential impacts of
Web 2.0 technologies in the higher education domain, including the potential of
Web 2.0 technologies to facilitate self-learning and the potential for students to
become knowledge producers. They also point out that institutions will have to
come to terms with the fact the information is so freely available and easily
shared in a Web 2.0 world that it problematises the fixed and bounded nature of
VLEs

Minocha (2009) also identifies challenges for teachers, learners and HEIs relating
to privacy and confidentiality, interoperability and portability and effective
pedagogic design for the use of social software tools. She expresses concerns
about the ICT skills of teachers and learners and the tension between the
opportunities for the collaborative learning affordances of social software with
the preference of many students to study alone.

On the other hand, Minocha also found evidence of teaching benefits, including
student retention and community building, being able to monitor students’
progress more effectively, reviewing students’ contributions in advance of
teaching interventions and generally encouraging more interactive teaching and
learning. She identified a range of benefits for students as well, including
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enhanced peer learning potential, the acquisition of transferable ICT and team
working skills, the ability to use social software tools to collect and store
resources over an extended period of time and to create an e-portfolio. It is
worthy of note that of these supposed benefits are not inextricably linked to the
‘social’ aspect of the software, and are not solely the preserve of so called Web
2.0 technologies.
Conole and Alevizou (2010) argue that Web 2.0 tools are ‘supportive of user
participation in the uploading and sharing of digital artefacts.’ and that:

The social interface of Web 2.0 offers novel ways of connecting people
and sharing and discussing ideas. It can be used to support and enhance
existing communities or to foster the development of new communities of
inquiry and exploration. (Conole and Alevizou, 2010, p. 9)

Furthermore, Conole and Alevizou state:

Engagement in Web 2.0 environments provides, it has been argued, more
avenues for self-representation, expression or reflection and more
organized forms of collaboration and knowledge building. Regeneration of
content through remixing and repurposing, as well as networking and
group-interaction are common activities. (Conole and Alevizou, 2010, p.
11)

As we have seen, there is evidence that points to the benefits of Web 2.0
technologies, given the ease with which people (who have sufficient access and
adequate digital literacy skills) can use their affordances to collect, store, share,
communicate and collaborate, irrespective of temporal or spatial location and
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employing a range of media. However, the limitations of online interaction with
these newer technologies in relation to the affordances and constraints of other
technologies and off-line interaction also need to be considered.

For example, more established technologies, such as email and forums, could
achieve the same educational without incurring the costs and addressing the
issues surrounding the introduction of new technologies in to curriculum design.
Clearly, decisions about the selection and integration of technologies are always
going to be a balance between estimated costs and perceived benefits. However,
if the balance between technological ‘push’ and curriculum design ‘pull’ is
wrong significant damage to educational opportunities can occur as in the case of
the MyStuff implementation. One key way to avoid such a mismatch between
technology and curriculum design is to ensure that both aspects are aligned to a
coherent and clear pedagogical strategy. Pedagogy is discussed in more detail
below.

Pedagogy

Pedagogical approaches most frequently associated with Web 2.0 technologies
are associated with constructivist theories of learning. For example, Conole and
Alevizou (2010) posit a:
…tantalizing alignment between the affordances of digital networked
media (the focus on user-generated content, the emphasis on
communication and collective collaboration) and the fundamentals of what
is perceived to be good pedagogy (socio-constructivist approaches,
personalised and experiential learning). (Conole and Alevizou, 2010, p. 4)
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Armstrong and Franklin argue that: Web 2.0 drives new opportunities for the
generation, co-creation and sharing of content.’ (Armstrong and Franklin, 2009,
pp. 19; 28) and ‘… the co-creation of knowledge.’ (Armstrong and Franklin,
2009, p. 37), and that pedagogic approaches underpinned by constructivist
theories spread the use of Web 2.0 tools in higher education.

The focus on the affordances of Web 2.0 and the posited association with social
constructivism as a pedagogical approach raises questions about the potential of
Web 2.0 to facilitate collaborative reflection and its role in the development of
communities of learning and practice that can support effective learning and
development. It also raises questions about the preparedness of students to use
Web 2.0 tools for these purposes as well as the technologies they are willing and
able to use in different contexts.

E-portfolios

Although the idea of using portfolios to store, organise and present personal
information in academic and professional contexts is well established, at the
outset of this research e-portfolios were a relatively new, although rapidly
growing, phenomenon in the UK higher education sector. As discussed in
Chapter 1 above, there have been a number of policy drivers behind the growing
development and use of e-portfolios in higher education in recent years (JISC
(2009a).
In this section the term ‘e-portfolio’ is explored by considering different
definitions and identifying common features and functionality, before moving on
to examine proposed affordances in terms of opportunities and constraints. The
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focus then moves on to the potential of e-portfolios to act as tools of reflection in
learning and reflective practice at work. The concept of an ‘institutional’14 eportfolio is examined in the context of the rise of Web 2.0 tools and cloud
computing and the continuing relevance of the discrete portfolio is discussed.

Definitions

There is considerable definitional diversity about what constitutes an e-portfolio:
‘…ideas of what an e-portfolio 'is' are complex and to an extent the definition
and purpose will vary depending on the perspective from which a particular
person is approaching the concept.’ (JISC, 2012b).

The definitional complexity of the e-portfolio concept and the fact that
understandings of the structure, content and purposes of e-portfolios differ is
underlined by Challis (2005) who identifies a tendency to blur e-portfolios with
Web 2.0 tools when she states:
…with the recent emergence of terms like “webfolios”, “webportfolios”
and their connection with blogging/weblogging and wikis there are new cl
that terms are being used haphazardly and interchangeably and renewed
calls for clear definition. (Challis, 2005)

Stefani et al. (2007) also point to divergent definitions, including the conceptual
blurring of the boundaries of the e-portfolio concept with VLEs:

14

A system developed for use within a single organisation with limited or no portability.
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… there is evidence in the current literature that for some users and
developers, an e-portfolio system is virtually synonymous with an
electronic learning environment (ELE)15, whereas for others it is
something much more contained, individual and limited in facilities.
(Stefani et al., 2007 p. 9)

JISC (2012b) assert that as experience of using e-portfolios accumulates, there is
a growing definitional consensus around the concept and offer a rather general
definition: ‘Essentially then, an e-portfolio is a product created by learners, a
collection of digital artefacts articulating learning (both formal and informal),
experiences and achievements.’ This definition has the advantage of brevity, but
does not really differentiate clearly between an e-portfolio and, for example, a
blog.

Educational impact of e-portfolios

The uncertainty around defining precisely what an e-portfolio is, and delineating
an e-portfolio from other technologies, is mirrored in the literature devoted to eportfolio functionality and its differentiation from paper-based portfolios.

The educational and developmental potential of e-portfolios is said to stem from
their ability to be used for a wide variety of purposes in different contexts. For
example, PDP, continuing professional development (CPD), reflective learning
and practice, presenting learning and development to various audiences (Attwell,
2005; Stefani et al, 2007).

15

‘ELE’ is used synonymously with ‘VLE’ here.
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However, when it comes to examining how e-portfolio tools are actually used in
higher education Attwell claims:

The use of portfolios in universities has been largely as a means of
assessment (although in the UK, portfolios have been seen as a means of
Personal Development Planning). Such a focus is arguably at the expense
of other potential uses such as recognising and recording and reflecting on
learning and focusing on learning. (Attwell, 2005, p. 1)
JISC (2012b) provides another list of potential uses of an e-portfolio: ‘…learners
can be inherently supported to develop one or more key skills such as collecting,
selecting, reflecting, sharing, collaborating, annotating and presenting – these can
be described as e-portfolio-related processes’. Although these descriptions do not
overlap completely, there is common ground and, of particular relevance to this
research, all three mention reflection as a key function and purpose of eportfolios.

Reidinger (2006) also makes the point that e-portfolios offer ease and flexibility
in the way information can be stored, annotated, manipulated, accessed and
shared and hence are able to support a wide range of reflective activity. However,
she inserts the caveat that teaching staff should not expect this to happen simply
by making the technology available. Curriculum designers must develop
reflective outcomes that are assessed formatively or summatively.

Reidinger concurs with others (see, for example, Moon, 2004; Stefani et al.,
2007) when she argues that academics must understand that reflection is not an
easy option; they will meet resistance from some students who find the process
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uncomfortable and also encounter students who require coaching in what
reflection is and how it can be practiced effectively. This is a call for a type of
scaffolding as succinctly put in the quotation below.

The aim of developing reflective practitioners is to encourage students to
be more self-aware and self-critical; to be honest about themselves and
more open to criticism and feedback. An e-portfolio with structured
reflective processes and mentoring by the teacher can instil these qualities
in students.’ (Stefani et al, 2007 p. 62).

However, the most striking thing that emerges from all these attempts to define
what an e-portfolio can be used for is that the ‘e’ is optional; all of these
functions can be performed using traditional, paper-based portfolios, which leads
to questions about what differentiates e-portfolios from paper-based forms.

Stefani et al. (2007, pp. 17-18) go on to identify three main differences between
an e-portfolio and a paper-based portfolio:


It is easier to rearrange, edit and combine materials with an e-portfolio



The e-portfolio is a connected document



The e-portfolio is more portable

Whereas, for Attwell (2005, p. 9) the real advantage of an e-portfolio over a paperbased one lies in its ability ‘… to bring together personal learning gained in
multiple contexts.’
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Issues and constraints
Attwell’s opinion that the real potential of e-portfolios lies in the ability of this
form to operate in multiple contexts is problematic. Firstly, the question arises as
to why this is not equally true of paper-based portfolios, which may be carried
physically between different contexts and/or contain artefacts collected from
different contexts.

A physical portfolio also avoids potential issues relating to security and the
interoperability of different IT systems that students may encounter when
working in multiple contexts. This applies in particular to work-based learners
who frequently have restrictions imposed on their ability to access the Internet or
to install applications on work-based IT systems. Therefore, in certain
circumstances, a physical portfolio may be more ‘portable’ and ‘interoperable’
than an e-portfolio.

Another concern that arises with e-portfolio systems is the ability of others to
hack in to them. Security and privacy are real concerns, although these concerns
also apply to hard copy formats. Clearly, there is an imperative for higher
education institutions to have regard to issues of security and privacy when
assessing which systems should be used for formal study but, equally, there are
issues about prescribing certain tools for students to use when they may already
be using tools of their own choice which have equal or better functionality than
the institutionally provided ones.

Stefani et al (2007) highlight the potential problems inherent in opting for an
institutionally bounded e-portfolio system (like MyStuff) and argue that the
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institutionally based system has been challenged by the growth of Web 2.0
technologies. Key questions about the capability of proprietary/institutional eportfolios to support reflective learning and PDP due to issues around
interoperability and portability are also highlighted.

In highlighting these issues the authors express doubts about the successful
application of constrained e-portfolios to key aspects of life-long and life-wide
learning and clearly raise the question of whether it is better to opt for a ‘mixed
economy’ of technologies rather than an e-portfolio system imposed by ‘central
planning’.

In other words, is there a need for an integrated e-portfolio system when many
‘best in breed’ applications and services already exist and are being added to all
the time? For example, social web services such as Flickr for photos, YouTube
for video, SoundCloud for audio and WordPress for blogging. In fact, a blog like
WordPress can be used as an e-portfolio as it supports multiple media and
includes the ability to share with one or many depending on the context. So, is
WordPress a blog an e-portfolio – or both?

Considering the failure of MyStuff at the OU, there is a strong argument to allow
students to develop their own e-portfolios using a range of applications and
services that they choose rather than imposing a new set of functionality upon
them. Adopting this strategy would avoid a technical learning curve and avoid
the duplication of artefacts across multiple electronic domains, which may or
may not work in different contexts. On the other hand, one could argue that the
‘mashability’ potential of e-portfolios to aggregate content from different sources
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is something that, if implemented effectively, could produce a novel and useful
tool – even within a bounded institutional context.

The ability to back-up information in e-portfolio systems can be seen as a real
advantage and if someone wanted to keep their entire portfolio with them, or at
least to have access to it irrespective of time and location, then it is arguably
more easily achieved with an e-portfolio. However, the question arises as to
when, and how often, this need would arise. More likely to arise are
circumstances in which only a selection of artefacts from a portfolio would be
required at any one time for a particular purpose, for example, a collection of
work for assessment or evidence of PDP for a work appraisal.

Even if the issues around, interoperability, portability, security and privacy are
resolved, questions about the extent to which individuals will be prepared to use
an e-portfolio to support life-long/wide learning is remain, as do questions about
the role of e-portfolios in supporting reflection in learning and PDP.

This reinforces the original concerns about the planned rollout of MyStuff across
the OU and its impact on the work-based learning provision. It also highlights the
need to collect and analyse evidence about students’ experience of, and attitudes
towards, using institutionally bounded learning technologies and raises questions
about the use and potential of publicly available Web 2.0 technologies for
learning and teaching.

Virtual Learning Environments

This section examines the concept of a VLE in more detail and discusses the
socio-technical aspects of the various types before focusing in on the Moodle-
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based OU VLE and its potential affordances, especially in relation to reflective
activity.

Definitions
Stiles (2000) defines a VLE as a system ‘…designed to act as a focus for students
learning activities and their management and facilitation, along with the
provision of content and resources required to help make the activities
successful.’

This definition is a useful starting point, as it does not preclude the possibility
that the VLE is simply part of a wider blended learning model involving off-line
resources, tuition and facilitation.

This point is reinforced by JISC, which defines VLEs as:
…systems [that] allow students and tutors to interact locally or remotely.
They can collaboratively share and generate knowledge in the virtual
environment without having to travel out of their local
setting. VLE software is currently being used across most UK institutions
to support a variety of different types of learning: for example,
collaborative and co-operative, blended and distance learning. (JISC,
2006b)

Often, when the focus is on the whole student journey, the term Managed
Learning Environment (MLE) is used to signify the inclusion of administrative
and management functions associated with the learning process. Other terms in
common use include Learning Management System (LMS), which is often used
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as a synonym for VLE (especially in the corporate sector) but also frequently
incorporates some management functions more akin to an MLE. The term
Content Management System (CMS) refers to a set of tools that enable users to
add and edit content within a VLE, MLE or LMS (JISC 2006b; Weller, 2006).

There are many different configurations of VLE. As well as being a repository
for content and resources (or a portal to content and resources held elsewhere)
and course information, schedules etc., JISC (2006b), pp. 5-6) notes that VLEs
commonly contain technologies designed to facilitate communication (e.g.
asynchronous forums and synchronous chat/messaging), collaboration (e.g. file
uploads and sharing, whiteboards, forums), assessment (formative and
summative via quizzes, assignment submission, marking and feedback).

As noted earlier, the OU VLE is based on Moodle open source software and
contains functionality that could be described as Web 2.0, e.g. blogs and wikis as
well as more traditional technologies such as forums. Moodle also has the
potential to incorporate many other tools and ‘plug-ins’ but in the OU context the
functionality is prescribed by the institution not the individual user.

Educational impact of VLEs

Clearly there are many different configurations of technologies, features and
functions that are included under the VLE umbrella, but the key to how they are
used and the educational impact they have is inextricably linked to the pedagogy
that underpins the learning design. Moodle’s main architect, Martin Dougimas,
uses ‘social constructionism as a referent’ as he believes that: ‘We learn
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particularly well from the act of creating or expressing something for others to
see’ (Dougimas, 2005).

In one sense it makes no sense to talk about the educational impact of VLEs.
Different packages of software and content (perhaps, melded with off-line
components) put together, or purchased ‘off the shelf’, in various configurations
for use in specific contexts (institutional, disciplinary, socio-cultural), at
particular times underpinned by a variety of pedagogical approaches are,
inevitably, going to produce a wide range of impacts. For example, in the OU
context, although an OU variant of Moodle is the preferred technical solution,
there is no clear and uniform guidance to curriculum designers about the kind of
pedagogical approach to adopt.

Perhaps, it is safer to make some general points about the impact of VLEs, which
describes past trends and extrapolates possible futures. By March 2005 it was
estimated that 95% of UK universities used some kind of VLE to some extent
(Jenkins et al., 2005). However, with the subsequent rise of so called Web 2.0
technologies more recently the concept of a institutionally prescribed set of
functionality incorporated within a VLE has been challenged by the notion of a
‘personalised learning environment’ (PLE). PLEs are said to support learning
tailored to individual need more in line with government policies on life-long and
life-wide learning, including significant support for PDP and employability
development. According to JISC:
…they offer greater opportunities for personalisation. PLEs may include:
social software, integrated tools and user modelled services. PLEs are
environments where the learner can access and share a range of tools and
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services in an integrated way to identify and support their own needs.
These environments have evolved from the VLE and MLE developments
of the past as well as building upon new tools e.g. social software. The
learning theories used to support PLEs tend to be a blend of associative,
cognitive and situative learning theories. (JISC, 2009c)

This trend, if it continues, further blurs the boundaries between what constitutes a
VLE and the kinds of technologies that may be included within the curriculum
design for mandatory use and those that a student might select and/or adapt
themselves.

VLEs and reflection

Clearly VLEs carry the potential for reflective affordances as they could
incorporate a range of suitable technologies for engaging in individual or
collaborative reflective activities. However, such activities would still need to be
underpinned by appropriate pedagogical approaches and supportive scaffolding
to have chance of being successful.

Summary
Throughout this section the focus has been on the potential of technology to
enhance learning, with a particular emphasis on reflective learning. This focus
reflects the shift in the discourse around education and technology exemplified
by the increasing salience of the term ‘TEL’ at the expense of the term ‘elearning’, particularly in UK higher education.

The key affordances of Web 2.0 that differentiate it from the previous era are
provided by the applications and services described in earlier sections. In terms
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of individual reflection the affordances provided by the ability to easily store,
manipulate and access resources in a variety of media almost anywhere and
anytime make both the raw materials for reflection and the ability to record
reflection easier than they ever have been. However, the potentially
transformative functionality of Web 2.0 lies within its social aspects, namely, the
functionality that enables enhanced participation, communication and
collaboration via blogs, wikis, social networking sites and
synchronous/asynchronous communication tools (although, clearly, the latter predate the advent of the Web 2.0 label).

The potential exists to share individual reflections with many others
simultaneously and to receive immediate feedback, which can be discussed in a
collaborative way. Similarly, a team could use these tools to engage in group
reflection at any point in the reflective process. It is easy to imagine this type of
reflective activity taking place within the context of a community of practice or
practicum (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Schön, 1987).

The constraints around using Web 2.0 to engage in reflective activity include
concerns about digital literacy, digital access, security and privacy, pedagogy and
specification of the appropriate tools underpinned by appropriate pedagogy and
facilitated by supportive scaffolding.

Synthesis
This section draws together the discussion and analysis from all of the themes
and create a synthesis that helps to refine, define and contextualise more
precisely the aim and objectives of the research and to explain how these were
operationalised by development of research questions.
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The review of the literature around higher-level WBL (Theme 1) resulted in the
development of a typology of provision and identified the place of OU workbased learning within that typology. OU work-based learning modules were
characterised as primarily conforming to a ‘hybrid model’; combining elements
of the disciplinary and trans-disciplinary approaches to WBL and including
elements of experiential and academic learning designed to facilitate the
integration of theory and practice. The general pedagogic approach of the OU
WBL modules could be characterised as constructivist and it was posited that this
would assist the key aim of the hybrid model, i.e., integrating theory and practice
effectively by facilitating the acquisition of metacognitive knowledge through
reflection.
Research questions were needed to evaluate students’ attitudes towards the OU
model of WBL, in particular how well it supports them in organising their studies
and integrating theory and practice.

The literature review traced the development of the theory of reflection and
demonstrated that the concept has been most frequently linked with experiential
learning. In fact, both experiential and academic learning carry the potential for
acquiring knowledge, including metacognitive knowledge, through reflection.
For example, there is nothing qualitatively different in principle or practice
between reflecting on the experience of writing a theoretical essay or reflecting
on the experience of managing a project at work. The same cognitive, affective
and conative faculties are required and the same tools and techniques could be
used in both instances.
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OU WBL modules seek to address the key concepts of reflection, reflective
practice and metacognition through teaching, development and/or assessment,
although the particular approach taken in each of the modules differs. Some
modules (for example, T121) take a more explicit approach to introducing the
concepts than others. Although clearly viewed as important components of OU
pedagogy, the attitudes towards reflection and metacognition amongst the OU
student body have not been tested in a systematic way. Therefore, one key
objective of the research is to explore OU work-based learners’ attitudes towards
reflection and the kinds of tools and techniques they use, or could use, for
reflective activity.

All of the modules faced the common issue of managing the introduction of new
educational technologies and deciding how they can be used most effectively to
enhance learning, teaching and assessment. In particular, the different types of
reflection that were identified and categorised during the literature review pose
complex questions for curriculum designers seeking to exploit the potential of
TEL.

For example one of the key supposed affordances attributed to Web 2.0
technologies is the ease with which content can be created, stored and shared for
collaborative activity. However, facilitating those affordances for the benefit of
learners relies on a number of factors including: effective scaffolding of activities
(technical and pedagogical aspects); degree of digital literacy; digital access; and
motivation.

From the review of the literature on TEL it is not at all clear that the educational
affordances associated with Web 2.0 are confined to ‘Web 2.0’ technologies, or
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even that the term itself is meaningful in an educational context. Therefore,
research questions that probe the patterns of technology use amongst work-based
learners would prove useful in defining a baseline from which to gauge the
potential demand for new technologies in an educational context.

The formulation of a research aim, themes, objectives and questions is an
iterative and incremental process in which the interplay between a dynamic
practice environment and a critical review of the relevant literature helps to
define and refine them. This ‘messy’ process does not conform well to the
required format for a doctoral thesis. In terms of this research, the literature
review (initial reading and full review) allied to the description of the practice
environment, along with an analysis of forthcoming changes led to the
formulation of specific a research aim, identification of core themes and the
development of supporting objectives and questions that were identified and
justified in Chapter 1 above and operationalised in the survey and interview
schedule (Appendix 4 and Appendix 5 below). A discussion and justification of
the research methodology and methods selected to gather and analyse data to
address the aim, themes, objectives and questions are presented in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 3 Methodology
In this chapter the research philosophy and methodology are outlined before
moving on to look at the detailed research design and implementation. The
underlying ontological and epistemological assumptions are discussed and the
rationale for choosing the data collection and analysis methods explained.
Following discussion of these theoretical considerations the operationalisation of
the research methods is described along with a discussion of methodological
limitations and ethical considerations.

Ontology, epistemology, methodology and research design are key concepts
underpinning the research process that are frequently employed with different
meanings (see, for example, Grix, 2002, p.175; Oliver, 2008, p.103). It is
important, therefore, to be clear about how these concepts are understood in the
context of this research.

Ontology
Ontology relates to the nature of existence or being. Any ontological perspective,
explicit or implicit, will contain certain assumptions about the existence of social
phenomena.
According to Cohen et al. (2000, p. 9), there are two basic ‘conceptions of social
reality’: objectivist and subjectivist. The former, underpinned by a realist
ontology, posits that social phenomena exist independently of the observer and
are capable of being researched by social scientific methods in a way that mirrors
the approach of the natural sciences to the investigation of natural phenomena. A
subjectivist perspective, on the other hand, views social phenomena as being
socially constructed and rejects the possibility that the researcher can study them
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‘objectively’. For subjectivists the researcher is always an integral part of the
process and cannot research social phenomena from a neutral, value-free
position.

Each of these basic positions has implications for how the research is conducted
and the kind of knowledge that is likely to be produced as a result. Social
researchers who work either explicitly or implicitly within the objectivist
paradigm are more likely to seek to uncover generalisable trends and patterns
when studying social phenomena and to develop theories based on the testing of
hypotheses using empirical methods displaying a bias towards deductive logic.
‘Subjectivists’ are more likely to emphasise the contextual specificity of their
findings and to develop theories that emerge inductively from their research.

Epistemology
If ontology concerns assumptions about the nature and existence of social
phenomena then epistemology concerns the possibility of acquiring knowledge
about their attributes and characteristics. The objectivist paradigm suggests the
formulation and testing of hypotheses about the social phenomena under
investigation. This epistemology is often described as ‘positivist’ in relation to its
theoretical aspects and ‘quantitative’ in relation to its methods of enquiry,
meaning that it applies natural scientific methods to the study of social
phenomena through the use of research methods that produce data that can be
manipulated and analysed statistically to derive meaning that can be replicated
and generalised.

A subjectivist paradigmatic view of social phenomena, i.e. that they are
constantly negotiated and re-negotiated between actors within more or less
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dynamic social, cultural, political and economic structures, leads to a broadly
interpretivist epistemological stance in which the possibility of acquiring valid
knowledge about social phenomena that can be replicated and generalised is
problematic.
Instead, what ‘subjectivists’ hope to achieve is knowledge about the meaning that
research participants within a particular context give to the phenomenon under
investigation. They do this by employing largely qualitative research methods
that seek to engage with the views expressed by the research participants, which
are then analysed and interpreted in the light of the key research questions.
During this process, the researchers remain aware that they are not passive
observers measuring responses in a quasi-scientific experiment, but are actually a
key part of the research context and, thereby, have an impact on the research by
the way in which they choose to structure it and also, crucially, in their
interactions with the participants.

The debate between proponents of the objectivist and subjectivist paradigms has
been labelled as the ‘paradigm wars’ (see, for example, Gage, 1989; Anderson
and Herr, 1999); a label that refers to the entrenched position of proponents of
each side based on the apparent incommensurability of the paradigms.

In recent years another paradigmatic position has become more salient, which
seeks to break down the entrenched positions adopted by ‘objectivists’ and
‘subjectivists’. Pragmatism attempts to overcome the impasse between
objectivism and subjectivism and allow for the inclusion of mixed methods
research design in the Social Sciences (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The
pragmatic paradigm, which has intellectual roots at least as far back as the late
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19th, early 20th century American Pragmatist philosophical tradition of Peirce,
James and Dewey, has been summarised as proposing that: ‘…an ideology or
proposition is true if it works satisfactorily, that the meaning of a proposition is
to be found in the practical consequences of accepting it, and that unpractical
ideas are to be rejected.’ (McDermid, 2006)

This emphasis on practice and utility aligns well with the kind of practitioner
research being reported in this thesis.

Justification of research approach
In the pragmatic paradigm emphasis is put on the practical impact of research in
action rather than over-emphasising the philosophy that underpins it. In essence,
therefore, ontological and epistemological assumptions, i.e. about the categories
of things that exist and how knowledge about them can be acquired, feed into a
methodological perspective for conducting the research that has both theoretical
and practical aspects.

The practical aspect (research design) consists of the specific tools and
techniques selected to gather and analyse the data, but the research design
logically proceeds from the ontological, epistemological and methodological
assumptions adopted. In relation to this research the ontological assumptions
include the existence of a participant group who are engaging in higher education
study for work-related reasons and the existence of a range of technologies that
could potentially enhance reflection in learning and reflective practice. The
meanings of these terms are, of course, not universally agreed upon as was
discussed in the literature review.
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Hammersley states:
…while use of the methodological and philosophical literature, along with
reflection on one’s assumptions, is an important, and often neglected,
element of research work, it cannot in itself determine what are and are not
productive working assumptions about the phenomena being investigated
and how they can best be understood. To some extent, this must be
decided in pragmatic terms (my emphasis), on the basis of using particular
research strategies and reflecting on what they can achieve. (Hammersley,
2007)

The pragmatic position, supported by reflection on assumptions made and a
broad understanding of what that means for the ends of the research, is a
convincing one, which leads to a rejection of the idea that there is an objective
perspective from which to judge between the various research paradigms. The
research design adopted here adheres to this basic philosophical position.

Flowing from this underpinning philosophy, it was decided that useful data could
potentially be gathered using a variety of methods. However, any knowledge
claims derived from an analysis of data acquired through the various methods
have to be appropriately qualified to align with the underlying philosophy.

Research instruments for data collection
Building on the experience of conducting the pilot study (see Appendix 3 for a
report of the pilot study), two different methods of data collection were chosen16:

16

Originally an online focus group was also envisaged, but trials of this method proved disappointing
in terms of participation and so it was not taken forward in this research.
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an electronic survey of all students on OU undergraduate WBL modules running
at the time the research was conducted and follow-up telephone interviews with a
sample of students from the same population.
The rationale for this approach was that an online survey provides an efficient
and cost-effective way of collecting both quantitative and qualitative data from a
relatively large research population (788 students were surveyed). Analysis of
survey data can then help to identify themes, issues and questions to be explored
further through telephone interviews. According to some sources the validity and
reliability of the research process can be enhanced through methodological
triangulation, i.e. using multiple methods method of data collection to acquire a
more comprehensive picture of the research context (Cohen et al., 2000, p. 112;
Denzin, 1970). Note, however, that this view is contested, mainly on the grounds
that it veers towards positivism and plays down the context-specific nature of
data collection (Fielding and Fielding, 1986; Silverman, 2011).
Surveys
As noted above the justification for selecting an online survey as the initial
research instrument is partly encapsulated by Wilkinson and Birmingham (2003,
p. 7) who note that it: ‘…can often provide cheap and effective way of collecting
data in a structured and manageable form.’ Although they caution that ‘…ease of
production and distribution can result in the collection of far more data than can
be effectively used.’ (Wilkinson and Birmingham, 2003, p. 39).
An online survey appeared most appropriate in this research context because
physical access to distance learning students is clearly difficult, and nearly all
students studying with the OU are used to communicating online via e-mail and
forums. Moreover, online, self-administered questionnaires can produce a higher
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response rate than their paper-based counterparts according to Wilkinson and
Birmingham (2003, p. 20).
In order to fully address the aim, themes and objectives of the research, some
information on attitudes and behaviours was needed (see Chapter 2 above) and
this required the acquisition of both qualitative and quantitative data. The survey
design, therefore, incorporated a variety of different question types to elicit the
necessary information. Closed questions (yes/no type responses required) were
used to elicit specific information, multiple choice questions (select from a
number of pre-defined responses), open ended questions (unstructured, free-text,
responses) and Likert scale type questions (selecting responses to indicate level
of agreement with a statement on a scale of 1-5) were used to collect data on
students’ attitudes towards a particular issue (see Appendix 4 for the full survey).
This mix of question types produced both quantitative and qualitative data in the
sense that some data could be manipulated, analysed and interpreted using
statistical methods and other data, i.e. free text responses, required textual
analysis in order to be systematically analysed and interpreted.

Telephone interviews

The decision to use follow-up telephone interviews as the second phase research
instrument was based not only on the principle of methodological triangulation
explained above, but also on the fact that ‘…interviews give the research more of
an insight into the meaning and significance what’s happening’ (Wilkinson and
Birmingham, 2003, p. 45).
The telephone was selected as the interview medium after an evaluation of its
pros and cons in comparison with other methods available, given the constraints
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that applied in the research context. The ability to reach a widely dispersed group
of potential participants, without the cost implications and logistical problems
associated with face-to-face interviews, was clearly attractive when reaching out
to part-time distance learners. Other technologies, such as Skype were
considered, but rejected on the basis that the telephone is a more familiar and
ubiquitous technology, which was likely to foster more participation.

Although telephone interviews seemed the most feasible option in this research
context, potential disadvantages had also to be considered. These included the
absence of ‘visual clues’, such as facial expressions and gestures, or contextual
information such as potential distractions in the interviewee’s environment. A
further drawback, frequently cited (see, for example, Novick, 2008) is the need to
keep telephone interviews short in comparison with face-to-face encounters.

The importance of non-verbal cues is often mentioned as a drawback of
telephone interviewing, but as Novick (2008, p.5) states: ‘…while nonverbal
responses are lost in the telephone mode, there may be compensation for their
loss, and, when present, nonverbal responses are not always interpreted
accurately or used.’ The fact that these were follow-up interviews designed to
gain further insight into the large amount of data collected from the survey meant
that keeping the interviews short and focused aligned with their purpose.

There is a continuum of interview structures available that can be characterised
as ranging from unstructured, through semi structured to highly structured
(Cohen et al., 2000, pp. 270-72). In the unstructured interview the researcher sets
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out the general topic for discussion and the interview is conducted in an informal
and conversational way. This method encourages spontaneity but, potentially,
this can lead to timing issues and divert discussion away from the key issues that
the researcher is interested in. Unstructured interviews can also produce a lot of
data, some of which may shed little light on the research questions, and which
can be problematic to analyse.

Highly structured interviews follows a script from which little or no deviation is
allowed and can produce data that is much more amenable to analysis. However,
the element of opportunistic and follow-up questioning is missing, as is the
ability of the interviewee to expand on their answers in ways that do not follow
the pre-determined script.

For the purposes of this research a semi-structured interview was selected as the
best option in order to set the agenda in terms of probing some of the themes and
issues that had arisen from the survey in more depth, whilst also allowing some
space to ask follow-up questions and for the interviewees to be able to expand on
their answers. The idea was to engage in a genuine discussion within the
framework set by the original survey, incorporating the analysis of the responses
received (see Appendix 5 for the Interview Script).

Survey: Sampling strategy
All the students studying OU WBL modules during the period when the survey
was conducted were defined as the total population sample for the research (see
Table 1.1 above for a description of the modules and Table 3.1 below for the
survey schedule). The identification of these students as the total population for
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the purposes of this research is, of course, not unproblematic. Firstly, it could be
argued that there are many other students within the OU system who are studying
for work-related purposes on modules that have not been explicitly designated as
work-based learning.

There are also other institutions providing WBL at a distance, so there is an
argument for such students to be included in any definition of a ‘total population’
sample. However, in terms of practicability and relating the sample to the aim of
the research, it was deemed valid to define the research population as set out
above, with the defining feature of the target population being students studying
explicitly designated OU WBL modules, usually as part of a Foundation degree.

This type of sampling strategy fits more comfortably under the category of nonprobability sampling, which, according to Plowright (2011, p. 42)
: ‘…involves selecting cases that do not necessarily [my emphasis] represent
groups outside of the research.’ Non-probability sampling differs from
probability sampling in that it does not claim to be representative and, therefore,
likely to be highly generalisable to other similar groups outside of the research
context. This is not, however, the same as saying that no degree of
generalisability is possible. This type of non-probability sampling is sometimes
called ‘purposive sampling’ (Plowright, 2011, pp. 42-43) because the sample is
selected with a definite purpose against set criteria. In this case the sampling
criterion being that all of the students in the sample are studying WBL or EBL
modules at the Open University.
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Table 3.1 Survey schedule

Module

Numbers
surveyed

T121-08K17

99

Survey
opened
27-4-09

T226-08K

47

27-4-09

U122-08K

31

27-4-09

24-5-09
24-5-09

195

29-5-09

26-6-09

B204-09B

133

15-6-09

13-7-09

K216-09B

283

9-9-09

12_10-09

BU13008K

Total

Survey
closed
24-5-09

788 (N)18

Survey: Implementation
The online survey was developed in collaboration with colleagues in the OU’s
Institute of Educational Technology (IET) and was based on the initial pilot study
survey tool. I commissioned the survey, specified what questions should be asked
and approved the survey that was sent out. IET staff granted ethical approval (see
below for more information on the ethical approval process), arranged access to
the requested research population, commented on the draft survey, disseminated
the survey and collated the raw response data, which was then passed to me for
analysis. The survey formed part of a wider research project, which contributed
to the development of the OU’s new multi-disciplinary Foundation degree (Fd
CPS).19

17

Characters before the hyphen are alpha-numeric module codes. The first two numbers after the
hyphen refer to the year of module start and the final letter to the month. For example T121-08K
= year of presentation 2008 and the eleventh letter (K) shows that the module began in
November.
18
‘N’ represents the total population.
19
Note that a separate report based on this data was compiled by Jan Jones of the IET as part of
the FdCPS development (Jones, 2009).
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Module teams were asked to place a news item on the relevant module website to
alert students to the forthcoming survey. The survey was emailed to students as
an embedded URL link. A postcard and a reminder email were sent to students
who had not responded to the survey within two weeks.

Telephone interviews: Sampling strategy
The sampling strategy for the follow-up interviews was straightforward and
flowed from the choices made in selecting the survey sample. At the end of the
survey there was an option for participants to indicate that they were willing to
participate in a telephone interview. Ten students volunteered and were
subsequently contacted and interviewed. This sampling strategy could be viewed
as a type of non-probability, purposive or convenience sampling as the volunteers
were drawn from the original survey sample and had indicated their willingness
to participate in the follow-up interviews.

Telephone interviews: Implementation
The core themes identified from the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the
online survey data informed the protocol for the follow-up interviews. The
interview script and response form (Appendix 5 and Appendix 6 respectively)
followed the basic structure of the sections in the online survey, but there was
more emphasis on the use of Web 2.0 technologies in general and how the OU
might help students to use these technologies to support their studies. There was
also more emphasis on uncovering attitudes towards reflection in learning and
reflective practice and on how Web 2.0 technologies might support these aspects
of work and study.
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Following the initial analysis of the data collected via the online survey,
participants who indicated they were willing to take part in follow-up telephone
interviews were contacted by email and asked to indicate suitable dates and times
for a telephone interview. A total of 10 interviews were conducted between
November 2009 and February 2010.

The next issue to resolve was that of how to organise interview data collection.
Recording the telephone interviews was considered, but methodological,
technical and resource issues weighed against this notion. The experience of
analysing and coding the free text comments from the online survey
demonstrated that this kind of analysis, although vital during the initial phase of
the research, need not be repeated when analysing the follow-up interviews
(Glaser, 1998; Halcombe and Davidson, 2006; Greener, 2011).

The primary rationale for this approach was based on the research design, which
was predicated on using the main research themes and the codes and categories
that emerged from the analysis of the survey results to provide a structure to the
follow-up interviews. A secondary concern was the amount of time that
transcribing recordings would have taken; estimates varied between 3 – 4 hours
for a 30-40 minute recording. The option of making contemporaneous notes as
the interview progressed and writing them-up immediately afterwards seemed to
offer the most practicable solution (Open University, 2013). One hour was
allotted to conduct and write-up each interview. The intention was to spend
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around 30 minutes conducting the interview itself with a further 30 minutes to
write-up.

Data analysis
Survey
Two methods were used to collate and analyse the data produced by the online
survey. Firstly, the results obtained from the closed, multiple choice and Likert
scale questions produced responses amenable to simple quantitative analyses that
were collated and presented in tables using percentages and/or raw numbers.
These quantitative data were collected primarily to provide basic information on
attitudes and behaviours against which to frame the more detailed qualitative data
analysis so more complex techniques of statistical analysis were not required.
Secondly, a form of qualitative textual content analysis (Saldaña, 2009; Charmaz,
2006) involving the systematic coding of responses using HyperRESARCH, a
computer assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) application, was
used to analyse data collected in response to open questions. This process is
summarised below and explained in more detail in the subsequent sections.
Qualitative data analysis process (Cycle 1)
1. Collated free text responses.
2. Created source document containing all free text responses.
3. Imported in to CAQDAS (HyperResearch).
4. Analysed free text responses and allocated codes to substantive points.
5. Recorded code labels in code book along with code descriptions (metadata).
6. Drafted analytical memos at regular intervals.
Qualitative data analysis process (Cycle 2)
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1. Analysed code book and memos.
2. Grouped similar codes together within categories, e.g.:
o Cognitive processes associated with reflection;
o Learning context and methods associated with reflection;
o Outcomes associated with reflection.
3. Used these codes and categories to identify, develop and analyse core themes
and concepts.
4. Used these core themes and concepts to discuss findings, reach conclusions
and make recommendations.
5. Used codes and categories to help collect and analyse data from the follow-up
interviews.

Coding
According to Saldaña (2009, p. 3): “…a code in qualitative inquiry is most often
a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essencecapturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual
data.’
Coding usually consists of a number of stages, although Saldaña (2009, p. 45)
prefers to talk about 'cycles'. Saldaña discusses first cycle and second cycle
coding methods. First cycle methods are those processes that happen during the
initial coding of data, for example, simple coding such as simultaneous coding
where two or more different codes are applied to a single unit of data, or
descriptive coding which seeks to summarise in a word or short phrase the
essence of a unit of data. Both methods were used in this research.
Second cycle coding methods require high-level cognitive skills, such as analysis
and synthesis. Examples of second cycle coding types are pattern coding, which
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refers to the process of grouping similar codes together when a pattern becomes
clear and focused coding in which the object is to create categories out of the
initial code attributed, again, both types were used in this research.

Coding involved two distinct processes: firstly, closely examining the source
material (in this case the free text responses from the online survey) and
decoding, i.e. seeking to ascertain what the responses meant and, secondly,
encoding, i.e. applying a word or short phrase that captured the meaning
attributed and serves some analytical purpose.

Once the initial coding of the source text was completed and the various codes
attributed and examined for similarities and differences they were grouped into
categories and sub-categories. From these codes and categories themes and
concepts emerged that led to the formulation of findings ‘grounded’ in the data.
Keeping a record of codes allocated and defining their characteristics is essential
to systematic and rigorous coding practice; codes are attributed to specific data
and must be linked to that data in some way. The list of codes, along with their
definitions, i.e. the scope of a code’s application and its meaning, are usually
kept in a code book. The HyperRESEARCH software allowed codes to be easily
associated with highlighted sections of text and the definition of the code was
hyper-linked to the code itself. In this way simply clicking on a code in the
codebook linked to both its definition and the sections of text with which it was
associated. An example of a code and its description from the study is shown in
Appendix 7.
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Reference to code descriptions allowed me to make a judgement as to whether one
code or another should be allocated to a particular section of text or whether a new
code was required. Note, when coding is carried out by more than one researcher
the degree of ‘inter-coder reliability’, i.e. the degree of agreement amongst coders
about the consistent application of codes to sources, is an important consideration
that has an impact on the perceived reliability, validity and generalisability of the
results obtained from the data. As a sole doctoral researcher inter-coder reliability
was not an issue that required consideration, although the impact on the reliability,
validity and generalisability of the research still had to be taken into account.

As well as keeping a codebook, another essential technique in coding qualitative
data analysis is writing analytical memos. According to Saldaña:

The purpose of analytic memo writing is to document and reflect on: your
coding process and code choices; how the process of inquiry is taking
shape; the emergent patterns, categories and sub-categories, themes and
concepts in your data – all possibly leading towards theory. (Saldaña 2009,
p. 32)

Analytic memo writing was, therefore, an integral part of the coding process and
an opportunity to begin the work of analysing the results whilst coding was still
underway and emergent ideas still fresh in the mind. ‘Codes … are nothing more
than labels until they’re analysed.’ (Saldaña, 2009, p. 32)
Following this method, categories, themes and concepts surfaced by the coding
process were captured and elaborated upon contemporaneously with the analysis
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and revisited and amended later. Working in this way also provided a vehicle for
reflexivity in the research process through the use of analytic memos to examine
the way the research was being conducted and to chart changes throughout the
process. An example of an analytical memo from this study is shown in
Appendix 8.

Follow-up interviews

The interview protocol was not designed to record verbatim what was said, but to
use the key codes, categories and themes gleaned from the online survey to
analyse what was being said and to apply these at the time on the interview
response form (Appendix 6) that accompanied the interview script. Before any
codes were applied agreement was sought from the interviewee that the codes
conveyed the meaning of what they were saying. This was achieved by
summarising what had been said and deciding whether a particular code captured
the essential meaning. Not all responses were amenable to contemporaneous
coding and there are examples of cases in which ‘in vivo’ codes (verbatim
comments) were recorded and cases in which no contemporaneous code at all
was recorded; just a summary of the response containing key words to be
analysed and, possibly, coded after the event.

This method clearly had a both strengths and weaknesses and potential
implications for the reliability and validity of the research, which must be
considered alongside conclusions drawn from the results. Strengths include the
fact that the difficulties and effort involved in recording, transcribing and
analysing verbatim interview transcripts was markedly reduced. This is achieved
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because the interviewee is asked to think about what they have said in response
to questions at a time when the initial response is fresh in their mind rather than
sending them a transcript for checking at a later date, which can be problematic
both in logistical and methodological terms. It gives them an immediate
opportunity to amend or clarify what they have said. From the researcher’s
perspective, the summarising and coding of responses also occurs when they are
fresh in the mind and this results in major efficiency gains when it comes to
analysing the data.

Against these strengths certain weaknesses must be considered. For example, not
having a recording of the interview for reference meant that the interview process
required a great amount of concentration in order to understand what the
interview was saying in real time whilst noting down the gist of key responses
and searching for appropriate codes or categories. This made the interviews
themselves a little ‘awkward’ initially as there were pauses whilst I assimilated,
interpreted and recorded what had been said. The fact that interviewer and
interviewee could not see each other and pick up on non-verbal cues was also
problematic. As I gained more experience in conducting the interviews my ability
to assimilate, interpret record and check improved.

Once all of the interviews had been completed the response forms were analysed
then summarised and the key findings extracted, discussed and analysed
(Chapters 4 & 5).
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Ethical considerations
As part of thinking through the research philosophy and design ethical
considerations were considered. As the participants in this research were active
OU students the research proposal had to be approved by the OU’s Student
Research Project Panel (SRPP). This body examines certain key aspects of the
research proposal and ensures that the proposed participants have not been
subjected to potentially disruptive numbers of research requests in the previous
year. As part of the SRPP approvals process the covering email, consent form
and the survey questions were considered to ensure that students understood what
was being asked of them and were able to give informed consent to participate. A
data protection questionnaire was also required to inform the relevant University
authority of the type of personal information that might be gathered and stored
during the research. Only when all of this information had been provided to the
satisfaction of the SRPP was approval for the research to go ahead granted.

The internal SRPP process is a formal process for ensuring that only properly
constituted research proposals that comply with the ethical guidelines published
by the British Educational Research Association (BERA) go ahead. This process
does not, however, absolve the individual researcher of all ethical responsibility
for how the research is conducted. BERA guidelines outline a number of key
ethical principles and responsibilities to key stakeholders; participants, sponsors
and the wider research community, that should be adhered to (BERA, 2012).
Although most of these guidelines were encompassed within the SRPP process,
the following issues still required attention during the research process: perceived
power relationships, issues associated with ‘insider’ research and intrusive/biased
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questioning during the telephone interviews. These issues, along with other
potential methodological limitations, are considered in the following section.

Methodological limitations
Validity, reliability, relevance and generalisability

In considering the findings of the research and any conclusions drawn and
recommendations made the validity of the research is clearly a key concern. If
the research is not plausible and credible in terms of the way it had been
conducted then conclusions drawn are likely to be invalid, i.e. flawed, to some
degree. Validity is important because it underpins other key aspects of value in
research; reliability, relevance and generalisabilty. If the data collection and
analysis methods are invalid then the results cannot be relied upon or replicated
(two dimensions of reliability). Furthermore, the relevance of the research
findings to the aim and objectives of the research will be diminished and any
claims for the generalisability (transferability to wider groups or different
contexts) of the research findings undermined. In short, if the research lacks
plausibility and credibility (validity) in the way data is collected, analysed and
interpreted the entire purpose of the research is compromised.

Cohen et al. (2000, pp. 107-109) identify two aspects of validity that were of
relevance to this research: internal and external. Internal validity refers to the
internal logic, consistency and coherence of the research methodology and the
accuracy, honesty and transparency with which it is conducted. External validity
refers to the extent to which the research is relevant to, or can be replicated in,
other contexts. In other words, the extent to which the research results are
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generalisable and the methodology could be repeated elsewhere to obtain similar
results.

The former can be demonstrated through a clear and thorough description of the
methodological and design aspects of the research, including, for example, the
methodological triangulation built in to the research design. Demonstrating
external validity is more problematic. Bearing this in mind, caution is required
when seeking to extrapolate the research results outside of the current research
context, which means critically examining the knowledge claims made in order
to identify their limitations.

The approach adopted here follows Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 316), who argue
that it is a sound idea to allow others to make decisions about the validity of the
research in other contexts having apprised them of the salient features of the
context within which the current research has been conducted. LeCompte and
Preissle (1993, p. 332) suggest that the concept of reliability, which is treated as
an important aspect of quantitative research may simply not apply to qualitative
research. Quantitative research assumes the possibility of replication of results in
other analogous settings if methods and sampling are constant whereas
qualitative research is more context-specific and not so readily transferable.

Following on from the discussion above, there are some caveats to take into
account when considering the results presented in the next chapter. The impact of
the response rate on the validity, reliability and generalisability of the research
must be considered along with any potential bias that may occur due to the
sampling strategy and the potentially different attributes between responders and
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non-responders. For example, it may be posited that students who are more
comfortable and more engaged with digital and networked technologies are more
likely to respond to an online survey, and that they are more likely than nonresponders to be predisposed to using such technologies.

With regard to the issue of generalisability, the particular nature of the OU
student population must also be taken in to account. For example, the fact that
OU students have opted to study part-time via supported distance learning may
indicate a greater willingness and ability to become self-motivated learners and
suggests they are more comfortable with using technology to access information
and to communicate with tutors and peers.

Summary
Building on the experience of conducting the pilot research it was decided that a
mixed methods, pragmatic approach to research philosophy and design was
appropriate to the aim of the research. The research instruments were chosen to
complement each other and to provide both quantitative and qualitative data to
address the research aim. Methodological limitations and ethical concerns were
considered and addressed.
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Chapter 4 Presentation and analytical summary of results
In this chapter the results of the online survey and the follow-up interviews are
presented, analysed and summarised20. Sections 1 to 3 and 6 provide essential
contextual information about students’ experience of OU work-based learning
within which the data on their use of technologies and understanding of reflection
gathered in Sections 4 and 5 can be framed. A deeper discussion, analysis and
synthesis of the key findings, showing how they relate to the aim and objectives
of the research can be found in the following chapters, although results that are
judged to be of particular significance are highlighted in this chapter.

All percentages have been rounded to the nearest integer throughout the results
section, therefore, some totals do not add up to precisely 100%.

Online survey response rates
Table 4.1 (below) shows the response rate for the various modules surveyed. In
each case the number of students sampled represents the whole population for the
particular presentation of the module selected.

Table 4.1 Responses by module
Module Sampled (N) Responses (n)21 % of N % of n
T121
99
18
18
9
T226
47
16
34
8
U122
31
9
29
5
BU130
195
32
16
16
B204
133
36
27
18
K216
283
89
31
45
Total
788
200
25

20

Throughout this chapter responses that have been encoded are italicised, verbatim quotes are
enclosed within single quotation marks and indented; paraphrases are in plain text. Codes names are
not capitalised in the narrative.
21
Throughout the thesis ‘N’ refers to the total population of the study and ‘n’ to the number of
responses received.
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The overall response rate of 25% is in line with the response rates for surveys
conducted by colleagues in the OU’s Institute for Educational Technology (IET)
involving OU work-based leaners. For example, the Spring End of Module
Survey (2011) for Standard and Work-based Learning sampled 1017 students and
received responses from 256, a response rate of 25.17%.

The proportion of students with a social care background (K216) and students
with a business and IT background (T121, T226, BU130 and B204) is roughly
50:50. Social care students are likely to be more familiar with (and possibly more
accepting of) the concept of reflection at work. The other point to note is that all
the K216 and most B204 and T226 students will have completed an introductory
module and are, therefore, more likely to have encountered theoretical material
on reflection. It is not within the scope of this study to investigate the difference
in attitudes towards technology and/or reflection between various occupational
sectors but this would be a potentially fruitful avenue for future research.

Demographics
A series of standard questions were asked designed to elicit basic demographic
data and the results are shown in Table 4.2 below.
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Table 4.2 Demographics
T121
Gender
Male
9 (50%)
Female
9 (50%)
Age
Under 25
2 (11%)
25-34
4 (22%)
35-44
6 (33%)
45-54
6 (33%)
55-64
0 (0%)
65 and over
0 (0%)
Ethnicity
White
14 (75%)
Black
1 (5%)
Asian
1 (5%)
Mixed
0 (0%)
Prefer not
2 (14%)
to say
Education
PG
0 (0%)
HE
6 (33%)
2+ A levels
4 (22%)
Less than 2
6 (33%)
A levels
None
2 (11%)

T226

U122

4 (25%)
12 (75%)

1 (11%)
8 (89%)

0 (0%)
1 (6%)
11 (69%)
4 (25%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

BU130

B204

K216

All

12 (38%)
20 (62%)

20 (55%)
16 (45%)

11 (12%)
78 (88%)

66 (33%)
134 (67%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
6 (66%)
3 (33%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

3 (9%)
4 (13%)
14 (44%)
10 (31%)
1 (3%)
0 (0%)

3 (8%)
12 (33%)
17 (47%)
4 (11%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

2 (1%)
32 (36%)
32 (36%)
24 (27%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

10 (5%)
53 (27%)
85 (43%)
51 (26%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)

14 (88%)
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (6%)

9 (100%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

29 (91%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
2 (6%)

33 92%
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
2 (6%)

74 (83%)
10 (11%)
3 (3%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)

172 (86%)
14 (7%)
2 (1%)
2 (1%)
10 (5%)

1 (6%)
11 (69%)
1 (6%)
3 (19%)

1 (11%)
2 (22%)
1 (11%)
4 (44%)

2 (6%)
9 (28%)
5 (16%)
15 (47%)

1 (3%)
13 (36%)
7 (19%)
15 (42%)

7 (8%)
42 (47%)
8 (9%)
29 (33%)

12 (6%)
84 (42%)
26 (13%)
70 (35%)

0 (0%)

1 (11%)

1 (3%)

(0%)

3 (3%)

8 (4%)
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The most significant finding to emerge from the demographic data (Table 4.2) is
that fewer than a third of respondents are aged under 35, with only 5% in the
under 25 category. OU work-based learners, therefore, are overwhelmingly not
members of the ‘net generation’, and this has potential implications related to the
willingness and ability of work-based learners to use newer, Web-based,
technologies for educational purposes.

Section 1. Motivation for learning through work
The results presented in Tables 4.3 – 4.5 below provide data on students’
motivations for studying a work-based learning module, how it fits with their
study plans and whether they receive sponsorship from their employer.
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Survey Results: Section 1

Table 4.3 (Q. 1.1) Primary motivation for studying WBL module
Primary motivation
T121
T226
15 (81%)
12 (75%)
Career development
Plans for FE/HE training
1 (6%)
3 (19%)
Career change
2 (13%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (6%)
Other
Table 4.4 (Q. 1.2) Module fit in with study plans
Fit with study plans
It is part of a programme of study to achieve an OU
qualification, e.g. Foundation degree.
It is a one-off module. I do not intend to study
further
I am planning to take more OU module but am
undecided on whether to aim for a qualification.

T121

U122
2 (22%)
3 (33%)
2 (22%)
2 (22%)

T226

BU130
18 (56%)
8 (25%)
3 (9%)
3 (9%)

U122

15 (83%)

15
(94%)

5 (56%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (11%)

I am using this module as preparation for study
elsewhere.
Other

B204
24 (68%)
6 (18%)
5 (15%)
1 (3%)

BU130

K216
85 (96%)
0 (0%)
3 (3%)
1 (1%)

B204

K216

All
154 (77%)
22 (11%)
16 (8%)
8 (4%)

All

29 (91%)

34
(94%)

84
(94%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (2%)

1 (6%)

3 (33%)

2 (6%)

2 (6%)

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (2%)

2 (1%)

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

1 (11%)

1 (3%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (2%)

Table 4.5 (Q. 1.3) Employer sponsorship for module study
Sponsorship
T121
T226
U122
Yes
10 (56%)
7 (47%)
5 (56%)
No
8 (44%)
8 (53%)
4 (44%)

BU130
16 (50%)
16 (50%)

B204
19 (53%)
17 (47%)

K216
85 (97%)
3 (3%)

180
(91%)
2 (1%)
12 (6%)

All
142 (71%)
56 (29%)
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The most significant results in this section were that 77% of students cited career
development as their primary motivation for studying a WBL module (Table
4.3), and that studying to achieve a qualification is the main aim for 91% of
students (Table 4.4). This provides some evidence that extrinsic motivation
primarily drives work-based learners. Although intrinsic motivation cannot be
ruled out as a factor on the basis of these findings, the paucity of data collected in
the ‘other’ field is suggestive. Only U122, which is not focused on a particular
occupational or subject area attracted a significant number or responses (22%) in
the ‘other’ field. 71% of students have received some degree of sponsorship
(funding) from their employer for their studies (Table 4.5)

Interview results: Section 1

The interview prompt aimed to elicit more information on why students engaged
with a WBL module. The prompt was less prescriptive than the survey questions
and was used as a means of gathering verbatim quotes and gauging the alignment
of responses with the survey data. Table 4.6 below contains a summary of the
results.

Prompt: Can you tell me a little about your reasons for studying a work-based learning
module?
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Table 4.6 Reasons for studying
Interview 1
Career development
Interview 2

Academic development

Interview 3

Career development

Interview 4

Academic development

Interview 5

Career development

Interview 6

Career development

Interview 7

Career development

Interview 8

Career development

Interview 9

Career development

Interview 10

Career development

Interview responses largely reinforced the results obtained from the survey, with
career development being put forward as the primary motivation by 8 out of 10
interviewees. The other 2 interviewees cited academic development as their
primary motivation. However, further discussion around this issue revealed a
clear link between the two, which is illustrated by the verbatim quote from
Interviewee 5 reproduced below:
‘I have a lot of experience in doing my job, but I need the academic
qualification to move to the next level.’

Summary of key findings

1. The overwhelming majority of work-based learners are pursuing higher
education study in order to achieve a qualification and develop their careers.
2. Students’ motivation appears to be primarily extrinsic.

Section 2. Students' views on work-based learning
The questions in Section 2 relating to students’ views on work-based learning
were designed to explore aspects of students’ study experience, including the
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value of linking theory and practice to develop skills and competencies,
motivation to complete their studies and employer support while studying.
Questions 2.4 and 2.5 explored the issues and benefits associated with studying a
WBL module via distance learning and were designed to allow for free text
responses amenable to coding (Table 4.10 and Table 4.11)
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Survey Results: Section 2

Table 4.7 (Q. 2.1) Linking theory to practice directly in my workplace is an effective way to develop skills and competencies
T121
T226
U122
BU130
B204
K216
All
Strongly agree
7 (39%)
6 (40%)
4 (44%)
12 (39%)
12 (33%)
62 (70%)
102 (51%)
Agree
7 (39%)
10 (60%)
4 (44%)
15 (47%)
18 (50%)
25 (28%)
78 (39%)
4 (22%)
0 (0%)
1 (11%)
4 (11%)
4 (11%)
1 (1%)
16 (8%)
Undecided
Disagree
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)
0 (0%)
2 (1%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
1 (1%)
2 (1%)
Strongly disagree
Table 4.8 (Q. 2.2) Motivation to complete the module improved through WBL
T121
T226
U122
BU130
Strongly agree
4 (22%)
3 (19%)
2 (22%)
6 (19%)
Agree
7 (39%)
9 (56%)
4 (44%)
15 (47%)
Undecided
3 (17%)
4 (25%)
2 (22%)
3 (9%)
Disagree
4 (22%)
0 (0%)
1 (11%)
6 (19%)
Strongly disagree
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
2 (6 %)
Table 4.9 (Q. 2.3) Employer provided sufficient opportunities to study
T121
T226
U122
Strongly agree
6 (33%)
7 (44%)
2 (22%)
Agree
8 (44%)
5 (31%)
3 (33%)
Undecided
1 (6%)
3 (19%)
2 (22%)
Disagree
1 (6%)
1 (6%)
2 (22%)
Strongly disagree
2 (11%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

BU130
5 (16%)
7 (22%)
10 (31%)
7 (22%)
3 (9%)

B204
7 (19%)
9 (25%)
9 (25%)
9 (25%)
2 (6%)

B204
2 (6%)
14 (39%)
7 (19%)
9 (25%)
4 (11%)

K216
39 (44%)
40 (45%)
6 (7%)
2 (2%)
2 (2%)

K216
34 (38%)
42 (47%)
8 (9%)
5 (6%)
0 (0%)

All
60 (30%)
84 (42%)
28 (14%)
22 (11%)
6 (3%)

All
56 (28%)
78 (40%)
32 (16%)
26 (13%)
8 (4%)
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Table 4.10 (Q.2.4) Issues encountered while studying a WBL module
Code name
Code frequency
Time pressures
21
Pedagogy and learning style
13
Work pressures
12
Peer support
12
Isolation
10
Learning materials
9
Technical issues
8
Distance learning
8
Tutor support
6
Personal and domestic issues
5
Obtaining information
4

Table 4.11 (Q.2.5) Benefits of studying a WBL module
Code name
Code frequency
Integration of work and study
18
Flexibility
12
Relevance
6
Work-life balance
6
Work at own pace
5
Motivation
3
Earn and learn
2
Peer support
2
Personal and career development
2
Reflective practice
2

The overwhelming majority of students (90%) indicated that they agreed or
strongly agreed that linking theory to practice directly in their workplace is an
effective way to develop skills and competencies (Table 4.7). This provides
evidence that the basic ethos of OU WBL, which blends academic with
experiential learning, is viewed positively by learners. This point was further
reinforced by the fact that 72% of students said their motivation to complete the
module improved through work-based learning (Table 4.8). Integration of work
and study was the most frequently applied code when it came to analysing the
benefits of studying a work-based learning module followed by flexibility (Table
4.11). Whilst almost half of all students said that they did not have any issues
with studying a work-based learning module by distance learning, time pressures
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was the most frequently applied code when analysing the free text responses
followed by pedagogy and learning style and work pressures (Table 4.10).

Interview results: Section 2

The interview prompt aimed to get students talking about the pros and cons of
their WBL experience.

Prompt: What was your experience of work-based learning? Perhaps you could focus on
what were the good aspects and what aspects were not so good?

Table 4.12 Experience of work-based learning
Interview 1
Good: Flexibility
Bad: Time pressures
Interview 2

Good: Flexibility
Bad: Time pressures

Interview 3

Good: Improving performance
Bad: Lack of workplace support

Interview 4

Good: Flexibility
Bad: Time pressures

Interview 5

Good: Improving practice
Bad: Lack of workplace support

Interview 6

Good: Flexibility
Bad: Lack of relevance to work role

Interview 7

Good: Flexibility
Bad: Time pressures

Interview 8

Good: Flexibility
Bad: Lack of workplace support

Interview 9

Good: Improving practice
Bad: Time pressures

Interview 10

Good: Academic development
Bad: Lack of relevance to work role
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When asked about what was good and not so good in their WBL study
experience interviewees predominantly cited flexibility afforded by engaging in
work-based study through open and distance learning (6 out of 10), whilst 3
others cited either improving performance and improving practice as their
primary benefit. The remaining interviewee talked about her general academic
development and felt strongly that this was the most appropriate phrase to
describe the benefit that she had obtained for her work-based studies.

When it came to the negative aspects of their work-based study experience, 5 out
of the 10 interviewees thought that time pressures were the primary negative
factor whilst a further 3 considered lack of support at work as the most negative
feature. The other 2 interviewees cited lack of relevance to work role as the
biggest negative for them.

Summary of key findings

1. The overwhelming majority of students agreed that linking theory to practice
directly is an effective way to develop skills and competencies.
2. The OU model of WBL is viewed positively by learners.
3. Time pressures and work pressures are the main issues for OU work-based
learners.
4. Flexibility of study and the integration of work and study are viewed as the
main benefits.
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Section 3. Organisation and integration of work and study.
The questions in Section 3 relating to students’ ability to organise their studies
and to acquire information about students’ ability to integrate their academic
studies and work-based practice. The results are summarised in Tables 4.13 –
4.16 below.
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Survey Results: Section 3

Table 4.13 (Q. 3.1) Ability to keep up with the module calendar
T121
T226
U122
BU130
Yes
No
Sometimes

12 (66%)
0 (0%)
6 (33%)

14 (86%)
0 (0%)
2 (14%)

4 (44%)
0 (0%)
5 (56%)

Table 4.14 (Q. 3.2) Ease of work/study integration
T121
T226
U122
Very easy
2 (11%)
1 (7%)
1 (11%)
Fairly easy
9 (50%)
13 (79%)
3 (33%)
No opinion
3 (17%)
0 (0%)
2 (22%)
Quite difficult
3 (17%)
2 (14%)
3 (33%)
Very difficult
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

16 (50%)
1 (3%)
15 (47%)

BU130
17 (52%)
1 (3%)
14 (45%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

B204

K216

All

10 (28%)
7 (19%)
19 (53%)

43 (48%)
4 (4%)
42 (47%)

99 (49%)
12 (6%)
89 (45%)

B204
3 (8%)
12 (33%)
5 (14%)
11 (31%)
5 (14%)

K216
15 (17%)
47 (53%)
5 (6%)
19 (21%)
3 (3%)

All
39 (19%)
85 (42%)
29 (15%)
38 (19%)
9 (5%)

Table 4.15 (Q.3.3) Help with organisation and integration of studies
Code name
Code frequency
Module delivery
14
Time pressures
10
Work-study integration
10
Module-specific issues
10
Assessment & feedback
9
Learning materials
7
Tutor support
3
Pedagogy & learning style
3
Employer support
3
Work-life balance
3
Study support
2
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Table 4.16 (Q.3.4) Comments on employer, OU, student relationship
Code name
Code frequency
Employer support
6
Personal & career development
1
Communication between OU & student
1
Learning materials
1
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Almost half of students (49%) said they were always able to keep up to date with
the schedule in the module study planner (Table 4.13). It follows that more than
half the students voiced some difficulty in keeping to the required pace at least
some of the time. Responses to Q.3.3 (Table 4.15) raised time pressures as an
issue, echoing the responses to Q. 2.4 (Table 4.10) and the Section 2 interview
prompts. This raises potential issues with managing students’ workload and,
perhaps, with increasing study flexibility as much as possible.

The majority of students (61%) said they found it very easy or fairly easy to
integrate work and studies, whilst only 24% found it quite difficult or very
difficult (Table 4.14). However, the desire for more help with integration of work
and study was still one of the most frequently encoded responses to Q. 3.3 (Table
4.15).

As well as module-specific issues, key reasons cited for experiencing difficulty
with integration included: the need for greater flexibility about where and when
study is scheduled, difficulties in finding the required time and/or resources to
complete work-based study tasks, misalignment between the study module and
the workplace/role and the need for more information and communication
between the OU and employers on the requirements of work-based study. This
final point could explain why only 9 comments were received in response to
Question 3.4, where some students highlighted a need for more employer support
and more communication between the OU and employers (Table 4.16).
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Interview results: Section 3

The interview prompt sought to discover students’ views on integrating and
organising work and study.

Prompt: Did you find that your studies integrated with your practice in the workplace?
How did you organise your studies?

Table 4.17 Integration and organisation of studies
Interview 1
Yes
Used study planner
Interview 2

Yes
Used study planner

Interview 3

Yes
Created study schedule

Interview 4

Yes
Created study schedule

Interview 5

Yes
Created study schedule

Interview 6

No
Used study planner

Interview 7

Yes
Used study planner

Interview 8

Yes
Created study schedule

Interview 9

Yes
Created study schedule

Interview 10

No
Used study planner

8 out of 10 interviewees found integrating work and study easy. Unsurprisingly,
the 2 that found integration difficult had also indicated a lack of work relevance
in Section 2. In terms of the organising their studies, there was a 50:50 split
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between those who used the study planner provided by the module team and
those who either heavily adapted the existing one or created a personal study
planner from scratch.

Summary of key findings

1. Pressure on time was the most frequent issue identified as preventing students
from keeping up to pace with their studies.
2. The majority of students found integration of work and study either ‘very
easy’ or ‘fairly easy’. However, almost a quarter of respondents reported
some degree of difficulty with integrating work and study.
3. A minority of students identified a need for more employer support.
4. A minority of students identified a requirement for more communication
between the OU and employers.

Section 4. Use of technologies to support learning
The primary purpose of Section 4 was to acquire an understanding of the
frequency and pattern of usage of technologies22 amongst work-based learning
students. The questions were designed to be quite prescriptive in order to elicit
data amenable to quantitative analysis and to serve as a baseline of evidence on
which further qualitative research could be undertaken. The results are
summarised in Tables 4.18 – 4.26 below.

22

Paper-based learning journals and portfolios were also included in this section as both tools are
readily available and frequently used in the OU context.
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Survey Results: Section 4

Table 4.18 (Q.4.1) Use of tools to help learn, organise, communicate and collaborate at work, study or leisure23
Key: W = Work, S = Study,
T121
T226
U122
BU130
B204
L = Leisure, Nu = Not used

K216

Totals

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

4.1.1 Learning Journals
(electronic)

W
S
L
Nu

3
12
1
5

17
67
6
28

3
11
1
3

19
69
6
19

3
5
0
4

33
56
0
44

12
25
2
3

38
78
6
9

6
14
1
20

17
39
3
56

17
30
5
30

19
34
6
34

44
97
10
65

22
49
5
33

4.1.2 Learning journal (paper)

W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu

2
8
1
9
1
5
1
10
0
1
14
15

11
44
6
50
6
28
6
56
0
6
80
83

4
8
1
5
0
2
2
12
0
1
1
14

25
50
6
31
0
13
13
75
0
6
6
88

3
4
0
3
0
1
0
7
0
0
0
8

33
44
0
33
0
11
0
78
0
0
0
89

13
18
2
8
0
6
3
22
0
4
1
24

41
56
6
25
0
19
9
69
0
13
3
75

7
16
1
16
2
5
2
29
0
2
1
31

19
44
3
44
6
14
6
81
0
6
3
86

22
42
6
22
4
12
2
60
0
7
2
65

25
47
7
25
4
13
2
67
0
8
2
73

51
96
11
63
7
31
10
140
0
15
19
157

26
48
6
32
4
16
5
70
0
8
10
79

4.1.3 Blog (Reader)

4.1.4 Blog (Author)

23

Participants were able to select any combination of W, S, L & Nu, or choose not to select any option. Hence, numbers recorded do not correspond to the total responses for
each module as shown in (Table 4.1).
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Key: W = Work, S = Study,
L = Leisure, Nu = Not used
4.1.5 Email

4.1.6 Chat/Instant Messaging

4.1.7 VOIP

4.1.8 Wiki (Reader)

4.1.9 Wiki (Author)

4.1.10 Podcasts

T121

T226

U122

BU130

B204

K216

Totals

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu

14
17
12
1
2
3
6
9

78
94
69
6
11
17
33
50

15
15
11
0
7
6
5
6

94
94
69
0
44
38
31
38

7
7
5
1
3
1
4
4

78
78
56
11
33
11
44
44

28
24
25
2
11
8
13
18

88
84
78
6
34
25
41
56

31
27
24
2
5
7
12
18

86
75
67
6
14
19
33
50

81
82
51
3
17
26
39
33

91
92
57
3
19
29
44
37

176
172
128
9
45
51
79
88

88
86
64
5
23
26
40
44

W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu

0
0
4
13
6
10
7
3
0
1
0
16

0
0
22
72
33
56
39
17
0
6
0
89

2
0
3
9
10
14
5
12
1
1
0
12

13
0
19
56
63
88
31
78
6
6
0
75

0
0
2
6
2
1
1
3
0
0
0
8

0
0
22
67
22
11
11
31
0
0
0
89

5
0
5
21
9
19
11
10
1
2
1
28

16
0
16
66
28
59
34
31
3
6
3
88

3
1
6
25
13
17
12
14
0
3
1
30

8
3
17
69
36
47
33
39
0
8
3
83

0
0
11
65
24
45
21
30
3
7
1
68

0
0
12
73
27
51
24
34
3
8
1
76

10
1
31
139
64
106
57
72
5
14
3
162

5
1
16
70
32
53
28
36
3
7
2
81

W
S
L
Nu

2
3
2
13

11
17
11
72

2
0
3
11

13
0
19
69

1
0
0
6

11
0
0
67

4
6
6
22

13
19
19
69

4
4
8
23

11
11
25
64

1
2
7
10

1
2
8
11

14
15
26
85

7
8
13
43
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Key: W = Work, S = Study,
L = Leisure, Nu = Not used
4.1.11 Virtual Learning
Environments

4.1.12 Online discussion
forums

4.1.13 Online document
storage

4.1.14 Web applications

4.1.15 Portfolio (Paper)

4.1.16 Portfolio (Electronic)

T121

W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu
W
S
L
Nu

T226

U122

BU130

B204

K216

Totals

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

4
2
0
12
5
14
2
1
4
4
1
10
4
5
3
11
6
9
0
8
0
3
1
10

22
11
0
67
28
78
11
6
22
22
6
56
22
28
17
61
33
50
0
44
0
17
6
56

3
2
0
11
4
10
3
3
4
5
2
10
5
5
4
9
7
7
4
3
1
1
1
11

19
13
0
69
25
63
19
19
25
31
13
63
31
31
25
56
44
44
25
19
6
6
6
69

2
1
0
6
4
7
1
1
3
3
0
5
4
3
1
4
3
3
0
3
1
4
0
6

22
11
0
67
44
78
11
11
33
33
0
56
44
33
11
44
33
33
0
33
11
44
0
67

7
6
0
20
10
29
6
2
9
10
4
19
8
9
6
20
9
14
3
13
1
10
0
20

22
19
0
63
31
91
19
6
28
31
13
59
25
28
19
63
28
44
9
41
3
31
0
63

4
4
0
27
8
31
3
2
6
11
4
22
5
7
5
28
17
19
6
11
4
20
1
14

11
11
0
75
22
86
8
6
17
31
11
61
14
19
14
78
47
53
17
31
11
56
3
39

4
9
0
65
9
82
5
1
27
36
19
39
37
46
24
36
36
50
0
27
3
10
0
58

4
10
0
73
10
92
6
1
30
40
21
44
42
52
27
40
40
56
0
30
3
11
0
65

24
24
0
141
40
173
20
10
53
69
30
105
63
75
43
108
78
102
13
65
10
48
3
119

12
12
0
71
20
87
10
5
27
35
15
53
32
38
22
54
39
51
7
33
5
24
2
60

Q. 4.1.17 Social Networking Sites (SNS): refer to Tables 4.19 – 4.20 below).
Q. 4.1.18 Social bookmarking tools: (refer to Table 4.21 below).
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Table 4.19 (Q. 4.1.17) Social networking site use by module
SNS
T121
T226
U122
BU130
Facebook
11 (61%)
9 (56%)
2 (22%)
11 (34%)
YouTube
5 (28%)
5 (31%)
1 (11%)
4 (13%)
MySpace
0 (0%)
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
Flickr
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
1 (6%)
2 (6%)
LinkedIn
0 (0%)
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Bebo
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Twitter
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
Plaxo
0 (0%)
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Friends Reunited
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

B204
11 (31%)
4 (11%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)

K216
38 (43%)
8 (9%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

Total
82 (41%)
27 (14%)
3 (2%)
5 (3%)
2 (1%)
3 (2%)
4 (2%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)

Table 4.20 (Q. 4.1.17) Social networking sites: purpose of use
Work
Study
Leisure
T121
1
0
1
MySpace
0
0
8
Facebook
0
0
1
YouTube
0
0
1
Bebo
T226
1
1
7
Facebook
1
1
1
YouTube
1
0
0
Linked in
U122
1
0
2
Facebook
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Work

Study

BU130
MySpace
Facebook

0
0

0
5

1
13

B204
Facebook
Twitter
Friends Reunited
LinkedIn
YouTube
MySpace
Bebo
Flickr

3
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9
1
1
1
4
1
1
1

K216
Facebook
YouTube
Bebo
Flickr

2
0
0
0

3
0
0
0

38
8
1
1

Total

14 (7%)

12 (6%)

Leisure

102 (51%)

Table 4.21 (Q. 4.1.18) Social bookmarking tools: purpose of use
Work
Study
Leisure
T121 students
0
0
0
T226 students
0
0
0
U122 students
0
0
0
BU130 students
1
2
1
B204 students
2
3
1
K216 students
1
Total
3
5
3
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Table 4.22 (Q. 4.2) Uses of e-portfolio
Recording continuing
professional development
Course related activities only
Storing course activities or
worksheets
Storing additional course related
items
Reflecting on skills and
competencies
Help with personal and career
development
Sharing work with others
Preparing for a job interview
Applying for a course
To submit work for assessment
Other

T121
0

T226
0

U122
0

BU130
0

B204
1

K216
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

5
5

0
0

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

4
0
1
3
0

0
0

0
0
0

Table 4.23 (Q. 4.3) How easy to use did you find the e-portfolio?
Very easy
1
Quite easy
2
Average
3
Quite difficult
1
Very difficult
0
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Table 4.24 (Q. 4.4) How good was the functionality of the e-portfolio?
Very good
0
Above average
1
Average
6
Below average
0
Very poor
0
Table 4.25 (Q. 4.5) How useful did you find the e-portfolio?
Very useful
1
Quite useful
2
Average
1
Below average
2
No use at all
1
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Results24 showed that email and forums were the technologies most widely used
by work-based learners. Only 5% of students in each case reported no use at all,
whilst use in the study domain was practically the same at 87% and 86%
respectively. Relatively few work-based learners use blogs, VOIP services and
wikis (as authors). Just over one third of respondents (36%) declared that they
had never used a wiki as a reader, although there is a strong suggestion from free
text comments that the majority of wiki ‘users’ had only read Wikipedia (which
was the service suggested as a prompt for this option).

Podcasts and VLEs were infrequently used, although there must be some doubt
as to the reliability of the high percentage (71%) of respondents who said that
they had not used VLEs as all work-based learning modules make some use of
the OU’s VLE. The results suggest that this option was not clearly understood by
many respondents with whom the term ‘module website’ may have had a greater
resonance.

Electronic learning journals are being used for study purposes in similar
proportions to paper learning journals (49% and 48% respectively). It is
interesting to note that approximately a third of respondents indicated no use of
either electronic (33%) or paper learning journals (32%), this despite the fact that
learning journals are held to be key vehicles for reflection and are introduced in
all of the work-based learning modules surveyed.

The use of chat and messaging services is relatively high at 56%, with most using
these services for leisure purposes. There is evidence to suppose that respondents

24

Refer to Table 4.18 for results throughout this section, unless otherwise stated.
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also included mobile phone texting along with services such as Twitter, Google
Chat and MS Messenger. This indicates a lack of clarity in the question about
what services were included.

Although the majority of respondents said they did not use online document
(53%) storage services or web applications (54%) more than a third (35% and
38% respectively) said they had used these services for study purposes and 27%
(storage) and 32% (applications) had used them at work.
Responses to the questions on portfolios (refer also to Tables 4.22 – 4.25 above)
revealed a higher use of paper than electronic portfolios. Only 33% of
respondents said that they had not used paper portfolios while 60% indicated they
had not used an e-portfolio, despite the fact that MyStuff, the OU’s e-portfolio,
was available to all students during the period in which the survey was conducted
and was an integrated component of B204.

Of those that had used an e-portfolio only 9 students (all from B204) responded
(Table 4.22). Only 3 students indicated that they had used MyStuff for reflecting
on skills and competencies, whilst 5 said they had used MyStuff for storing
module activities or worksheets and 6 used it for storing additional modulerelated items.
6 out of 7 students found MyStuff easy or ‘average’ to use (Table 4.23) and all
students viewed the tool as average or above in terms of functionality (Table
4.24). However, the students were split evenly on how useful they found MyStuff;
3 describing it as average or below, 3 describing it as quite useful or very useful
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and 1 neutral as to its usefulness (Table 4.25). No student had used more than
one portfolio tool.
Responses to the question on the use of social networking sites (Tables 4.19 –
4.20 above) show that 82 students (41%) and 27 students (14%) report using
Facebook and YouTube (Table 4.19). Usage of other social networking sites was
negligible. Table 4.21 shows that 51% of students reported using social
networking sites for leisure purposes.

Only 8 students (Table 4.21) said they had used social bookmarking sites, with 7
indicating use of delicious and one of FURL (subsequently taken over by Diigo)
There were 4 students who said they used delicious for study and 1 who said they
used it for work. Furl was used for work purposes. Overall, the instances of
work, study and leisure usage were 3, 5 and 3 respectively.

Interview results: Section 4

The prompts in Section 4 produced some interesting responses, which add some
background and depth to the online survey responses.

Prompt: (a). Do you make use of digital and networked technologies apart from for study
purposes? If yes what kinds of technologies do you use in your (i) work and/or (ii)
leisure time?

(b). Do you use them for study purposes as well? If yes, what are the benefits? If not, why
not?

(c). Is there anything the OU could do to help you use more tools for study?
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(d). Would you prefer to use tools provided by the OU or to make use of tools that you
already use for other purposes?

Table 4.26 Use of technologies
Interview 1
(i) email. (ii) Facebook.
(b) email, forums. Enhanced communication. Improves
learning.
(c). Improve technology
(d). Prefer non-OU tools.
Interview 2

(a). (i) email. (ii) email.
(b). email, forums. Enhanced communication. Peer support.
(c). IT training/support
(d). Prefer OU tools

Interview 3

(a). (i) email. (ii) Forums
(b). email, forums: Enhanced communication
(c). IT training/support
(d). Prefer OU tools

Interview 4

(a). (i) email. (ii) email, IM, forums, Facebook
(b). email, forums: Enhanced communication.
(c). IT training/support.
(d). Prefer to use OU tools

Interview 5

(a). (i) email, Skype. (ii) email, Skype, Facebook, IM, forums.
(b). email, forums. Enhanced communication. Improves
learning. Peer support.
(c). Improve technology. Better usability.
(d). Prefer to use non-OU tools.

Interview 6

(a). (i) email. (ii) email.
(b). email, forums. Enhanced communication
(c). IT training/support.
(d). Prefer to use OU tools.
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Interview 7

(a). (i) email. (ii) email.
(b). email, forums. Enhanced communication
(c). IT training/support.
(d). Prefer to use OU tools

Interview 8

(a). (i) email. (ii) email, Facebook, forums
(b). email, forums. Enhanced communication. Improves
learning
(c). Improve technology.
(d). Prefer to use non-OU tools.

Interview 9

(a). (i) email. (ii) email.
(b). email, forums. Enhanced communication. Peer support.
(c). IT training/support.
(d). Prefer to use OU tools

Interview 10

(a). (i) email. (ii) email, Facebook, forums
(b). email, forums. Enhanced communication. Improves
learning.
(c). Improve technology. Better usability.
(d). Prefer to use non-OU tools.

Responses to Section 4.a showed that all interviewees used some kind of digital
technology outside of their study context, although email was the only tool used
by all 10 interviewees. Aside from email, the other most frequently used
technologies outside of the study domain were Facebook, Skype, forums and
instant messaging (IM). All interviewees said they used email and forums for
study purposes and all identified enhanced communication as a benefit whilst 3
and 4 respectively identified peer support (i.e. supportive social and academic
exchanges with fellow students within module forums) and improve learning as
additional benefits (Section 4.b). The prompt about what the OU could do to help
students use digital and networked technologies more frequently and more
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effectively for study purposes (Section 4.c) elicited the following responses: 6
interviewees called for more IT training/support; 4 asked for improved
technology and 2 asked for better usability. When asked about whether they
would prefer to use OU or non-OU technologies for study purposes (Section 4.d),
6 out of 10 expressed a preference for using OU technologies.

Summary of key findings

1. Almost 9 out of 10 work-based learners currently use email and forums for
study purposes and placed particular emphasis on the benefit of enhanced
communication and peer support afforded by these technologies.
2. Just over a half of survey respondents use social networking sites
(overwhelmingly Facebook and YouTube) for leisure purposes, whereas 7%
and 6% respectively use these services for work or study.
3. Slightly more than half of all students said that they used chat or instant
messaging services, almost entirely in the leisure domain.
4. One third of survey respondents had used neither electronic nor paper
learning journals, despite the fact that learning journals are held to be
important tools for reflection and are introduced as such in all of the WBL
modules surveyed.
5. 60% of respondents indicated they had never used an e-portfolio, whereas
only a third had never used a paper portfolio. Data gathered on purpose of
usage was extremely thin.
6. Use of VLEs, Wikis (apart from Wikipedia) and Blogs was found to be
negligible.
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7. There was some evidence which suggested that technologies provided by the
OU were the most favoured option for study purposes, but that students
required better technical support/training on how to use such tools and more
scaffolding to engage effectively in learning tasks and activities to make the
best use of technological affordances.
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Section 5. Students’ attitudes towards reflection and reflective practice.
Section 5 of the online survey contained questions designed to acquire
information about students’ understanding, attitudes and practices in relation to
using reflection in study and at work. The questions in this section were a blend
of structured, semi-structured and open questions that required different types of
analysis. This allowed more scope for students to give free text responses
amenable to interpretative analysis and coding.

Survey Results: Section 5

Table 4.27 (Q. 5.1) Familiarity with the concept of reflection prior to module start
Yes
No
T121
9 (50%)
9 (50%)
T226
14 (93%)
1 (7%)
U122
4 (45%)
5 (55%)
BU130
15 (47%)
17 (53%)
B204
21 (62%)
13 (38%)
K216
75 (85%)
13 (15%)
Total
138 (70%)
59 (30%)

The results showed that 70% of all students were familiar with the concept of
reflection or reflective practice prior to starting their module (Q. 5.1, Table 4.27).
It is not surprising that the more experienced Level 2 students (T226, B204 and
K216) showed a greater degree of familiarity with the concepts.

Table 4.28 (Q 5.2) Category: Cognitive Processes
Code name
Code frequency
Thinking
27
Analysing
23
Evaluating
8
Remembering
8
Understanding
5
Total
71

Question 5.2 was designed to elicit initial responses and reactions to the concept
of reflection in a way analogous to an initial prompt question at the start of a
brainstorming exercise. Following the initial coding exercise a number of
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categories were constructed to rationalise and systematise similar codes in to
groups (categories) in order to aid further analysis. The vast majority of the codes
associated with the free text responses to this question could be grouped within
three categories:


Cognitive processes associated with reflection



Learning context and methods associated with reflection



Outcomes associated with reflection

The first category created was cognitive processes (Table 4.28 above). There
were 71 specific mentions of different terms relating to cognition, with the
generic thinking mentioned most frequently (27 times) and analysis not far
behind (23 times).

Table 4.29 (Q.5.2) Category: Learning context and methods
Code name
Code frequency
Experiential learning
23
Learning
22
Hindsight
13
Self-critical
10
Reviewing
9
Theory, theorists & processes
8
Taking time
8
Different perspectives
7
Reflection on action
5
Cyclical
5
Learning from study
4
Re-visit
3
Feedback from others
1

Table 4.29 (above) identifies the codes within the category learning context and
methods and shows that there were 49 instances of students associating
reflection with learning; although only 4 of these instances specifically
mentioned learning from study compared with 23 specific references to
experiential learning and 22 that simply mentioned learning.
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In terms of methods, the code hindsight was attributed to 13 responses because
they all, in some way, reflected the idea of looking back or returning to some
experience with the intention of analysing it and taking action to improve future
performance, e.g.:
‘Have a think after an activity of [sic] how to improve it next time.’

This type of comment could be regarded as a species of reflection on action,
however, hindsight was used to differentiate between comments that specifically
used Schön’s terminology (5 comments included the precise phrase ‘reflection on
action’) and those comments that captured the essence without specific reference
to his theory. The notion of being self-critical also cropped up regularly (10
instances) as a means of engaging in, and learning from, reflection. Taking time
was used as a code in 8 instances and also encompassed the notion of ‘standing
back’ from the experience as a means of aiding reflection.

Table 4.30 (Q. 5.2) Category: Outcomes of engaging in reflection
Code name
Code frequency
Improving practice
26
Development
16
Improving performance
15
Change
13
Good/best practice
5
Impact on others
1

Table 4.30 (above) shows codes that were grouped within the outcomes
category. The notion of ‘improving’ is the most salient feature in this category
with improving practice (26) and improving performance (15). The latter code
may also include some responses that could tacitly refer to improving practice,
but since they could also refer to improving academic performance it has been
retained as a separate item. Good practice (5 instances) was kept as a separate
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code because of the emphasis on the product of reflection rather than the process
of improvement. Development (16 instances) and change (13 instances) also
featured prominently but tended to be used in a general way without giving a
particular example or context. There was only a single mention of impact on
others, suggesting that impact on self was the overwhelming concern of the
students who responded.

Table 4.31 (Q. 5.3) Category: Cognitive processes
Code name
Code frequency
Thinking
19
Understanding
5
Analysis/analysing
4
Consider/considering
4
Evaluating
4
Remembering
1

Table 4.32 (Q. 5.3) Category: Learning context and methods
Code name
Code frequency
Hindsight
12
Different perspective
9
Reviewing
8
Experiential learning
5
Taking time
5
Learning
4
Reflection on action
4
Self-critical
4
Cyclical
2
Feedback from others
1
Learning log
1
Sharing best practice
1
Table 4.33 (Q. 5.3) Category: Outcomes of engaging in reflection
Code name
Code frequency
Improving practice
12
Improving
7
performance
Impact on others
2
Development
1
Change
1
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Table 4.34 (Q. 5.3) Category: Level/type of understanding & use
Code name
Code frequency
Good understanding
9
Limited understanding
12
No understanding
8
Practised, not understood
8
Understood, not practised
2
Understood, practised
11
Aware through previous
9
study
Used and aware
7
Used and unaware
4
Unaware
11

Question 5.3 was designed to show how students perceived reflection and
reflective practice prior to engaging in their current WBL module. Codes were
grouped under the same broad categories used in the analysis of Q.5.2 with the
addition of a category concerned with levels and type of understanding of
reflection and reflective practice that emerged from the responses.

The aim of this question was not fully met owing to the fact that many students
indicated that their response was the same as that given in Q.5.2. Table 4.31
(above) shows that the total number of responses coded in the cognitive
processes category of Q. 5.3 (37 instances) fell significantly in comparison with
the same category in Q.5.2 (71 instances; Table 4.28). A new code considering
was added, but this could also be treated as a synonym of thinking. The reason it
is retained as a separate code is due to the commonly associated meaning of
‘taking things in to account’, usually as a precursor to making a decision and/or
taking action.

Mentions of learning and experiential learning both fell sharply in response to
Q.5.3 whilst, unsurprisingly, references to specific theories, theorists and
processes which had appeared in response to Q. 5.2 were absent from Q. 5.3
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responses because knowledge of these aspects would have been scant prior to
studying one of the modules.

Comparing Tables 4.30 and 4.33 (above), the outcomes categories for Q. 5.2 and
Q. 5.3 respectively, the proportionately greater decrease in references to
development and change in Q. 5.3 is plausibly explained by the fact that studying
a work-based learning module helped students to specify more clearly the
outcomes of engaging in reflection and reflective practice.

Table 4.34 shows responses that have been grouped together within the levels of
understanding/use category. The results show that more than half (43 out of 81)
of the responses were coded as meaning limited or no understanding/awareness,
although there were 12 responses within the 43 which referred to actually
employing reflection/reflective practice without awareness or understanding.

Question 5.4 was designed to explore how students perceived reflection and
reflective practice after engaging in their current WBL module. Codes were
grouped under the same broad categories used in the analysis of Q.5.2 and Q.5.3.

Table 4.35 (Q. 5.4) Category: Cognitive processes
Code name
Code frequency
Analysing
13
Thinking
7
Evaluating
5
Considering
4
Table 4.36 (Q. 5.4) Category: Learning context and methods
Code name
Code frequency
Self-critical
13
Experiential learning
11
Learning
10
Hindsight
9
Reflection on action
8
Cyclical
7
Collaborative
5
reflection
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Code name
Taking time
Learning from study
Learning journal
Reviewing
Other perspectives
Peer support
Feedback from others
Reflection in action

Code frequency
5
4
4
4
3
2
1
1

Table 4.37 (Q. 5.4) Category: Outcomes of engaging in reflection
Code name
Code frequency
Change
28
Apply theory to practice
17
Improving performance
12
Improving practice
11
Positive work impact
7
Good/best practice
6
Self-knowledge
5
Impact on personal life
5
Different perspective on
3
practice
Professional development
9
Impact on practice
2
Understand own practice
2
Deeper cognitive approach
2
More confident
1

Table 4.38 (Q. 5.4) Category: Level of understanding
Code name
Code frequency
Better understanding

18

Same understanding

5

Responses to Q. 5.4 (Table 4.35 above) indicate that students were able to be
more specific about the cognitive processes involved in reflection, with a smaller
proportion of responses coded as the generic thinking than was the case either in
Q. 5.2 or Q. 5.3. Further evidence of the deeper understanding of reflection and
reflective practice acquired by students after study can be found in the greater
number and range of codes attributed to the learning context and methods
category of Q. 5.4 (Table 4.36) when compared with the same category in Q. 5.2
and Q. 5.3 (Tables 4.29 and 4.32). Tables 4.37 and 4.38 also demonstrate a better
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understanding of reflection and reflective practice and a broader range of its
outcomes after having studied one of the work-based learning modules.
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Table 4.39 (Q. 5.5) Tools and techniques of reflection
T121

T226

U122

BU130

B204

K216

Total

Keeping a reflective journal

7

10

5

20

12

58

112

Conducting regular reviews of work/study episodes

14

10

5

23

17

56

115

Writing a blog

0

1

1

2

1

2

7

Participating in study groups

4

4

5

14

16

47

90

Participating in professional networks

5

3

1

7

7

23

46

Compiling a paper-based or e-portfolio

2

1

2

2

6

12

25

Talking to a mentor

11

12

3

29

20

68

143

Being coached

5

3

1

10

5

15

39

Reading professional journals

7

7

2

12

11

44

83

Attending professional conferences

3

1

2

10

5

32

53

Other

1

1

1

1

0

9

13
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Responses to Question 5.5 (Table 4.39) demonstrated that work-based students
use a wide variety of reflective tools and techniques. Clearly some of these tools
and techniques, for example, reading professional journals and conference
attendance, provide opportunities for reflection that may or may not be taken up
whereas keeping a reflective journal is likely to have an inherently reflective
character.

Some of these tools and techniques are multi-modal. For instance, keeping a
reflective journal or compiling a portfolio can obviously be electronic or paperbased, with electronic versions making it easier to collaborate and share content
widely and to include content developed using a variety of media. The extent to
which students would want to share their reflections is a moot point.

Table 4.40 (Q. 5.6) Do reflective tools and techniques have a positive benefit on PDP?

T121
T226
U122
BU130
B204
K216
Total

Yes
15 (83%)
12 (75%)
7 (77%)
29 (91%)
27 (75%)
87 (98%)
177 (89%)

No
0 (0%)
3 (19%)
1 (11%)
2 (6%)
7 (19%)
0 (0%)
13 (7%)

No response
3 (17%)
1 (6%)
1 (11%)
1 (3%)
2 (6%)
2 (2%)
10 (5%)

Table 4.41 (Q. 5.6) Category: Cognitive processes
Code name
Code frequency
Understanding

9

Considering

6

Analysing

5

Thinking

5

Evaluating

1

Table 4.42 (Q. 5.6) Category: Learning context and methods
Code name
Code frequency
Change
8
Learning journal
7
Time pressures
7
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Code name
Self-critical
Experiential learning
Reviewing
Collaborative reflection
Different perspective
Learning
Peer support
Continuous
Reinforces learning
Systematic
Assessment and feedback

Code frequency
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1

Table 4.43 (Q. 5.6) Category: Outcomes of engaging in reflection
Code name
Code frequency
Improving practice
11
Improving performance
10
Professional development
8
Personal development
7
Good/best practice
6
Impact on others
4

In response to Question 5.6, Table 4.40 shows that there is overwhelming
agreement that the tools and techniques of reflection/reflective practice have a
positive impact on personal, academic and career development. Tables 4.41. –
4.43, based on free text responses to this question, help to further define this
positive impact, showing that improving practice and improving performance,
professional development, personal development and impact on others were the
most frequently applied codes in the outcomes category (Table 4.43).
Interestingly, academic development/improvement did not make an appearance in
the most frequent codes in this category. Although there were 7 mentions of
learning journals in the context and methods category (Table 4.42), which
suggests that some students rate the tool as positive. It is, perhaps, surprising that
this item did not appear more frequently given the common usage of reflective
journals as shown in Table 4.39. Time pressures was once again mentioned fairly
frequently in Table 4.42 and this clearly points to the fact that, for some students,
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reflection is viewed as an additional task rather than an essential part of their
study/practice.

Table 4.44 (Q. 5.7) Recognition of reflection/reflective practice in workplace
Code name
Code frequency
Used to a limited extent
27
Time issues
21
Highly regarded
18
Recognised to some extent
16
Not highly regarded
15
Essential
14
Not recognised
9
Used widely
9
Don’t know
7
Outcomes/impact
6
Positive
5
Different views
5

Responses to Question 5.7 (Table 4.44) show that reflection/reflective practice is
coded as highly regarded, used widely or positive in 32 out of 152 responses,
with a further 24 out of 152 responses coded as not highly regarded or not
recognised. Used to a limited extent and recognised to some extent together
accounted for 43 coding instances. 6 instances of the code outcomes/impact were
allocated to responses whilst 21 responses were coded as time issues, often
expressing difficulties in finding the time to carry out reflective activity, e.g.:
‘Great idea but time constraints make it difficult to do it properly.’

Table 4.45 (Q. 5.8) Free text comments on the benefits of reflection
Code name
Code frequency
Positive work impact
28
Improving practice
15
Useful
13
Impact on others
11
Self-awareness
8
Collaborative reflection
7
Improving performance
7
Development
7
Experiential learning
6
Time pressures
4
Academic value
3
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Responses to Question 5.8 (Table 4.45) shows the code positive work impact was
the most frequently applied followed by improving practice (15) and useful (13).
More interestingly, impact on others (11), self-awareness (8) and collaborative
reflection (7) all featured prominently.

Interview results: Section 5

The interview prompts were designed to build on the survey results in a way that
elicited further data amenable to qualitative coding. The prompts developed the
survey questions in ways dictated by the results and findings. Specifically,
prompts were concerned with self-identification as reflective
practitioners/learners, practical engagement with reflection, the effectiveness of
technologies in facilitating reflection, attitudes towards sharing reflections and
collaborative reflective practice and, finally, the benefits of reflection for
learning, PDP and employability.

Section 5: Attitudes towards using reflection in study and at work

a. Would you describe yourself as a reflective practitioner/learner? If yes, what is it that
you mean by the term reflection?

b.

Can you tell me a little about how you engage in reflection at (i) work and for (ii)

study purposes? For example, do you record your reflections and if so how do you do
this?

c.

Have you used any digital and networked technologies to help in your reflection? If

yes what tools have you used for (i) work and (ii) study purposes and how do you think
that using e-tools/technologies have helped you reflect more effectively.
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d.

What is your attitude towards sharing your reflections with fellow students

within/outside of OU systems?

e.

Do you engage in any type of collaborative reflective practice at work?

f.

What benefits, if any, do you gain from reflection in terms of PDP and

employability? Please feel free to say ‘none’ if that’s how you feel.
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Table 4.46 Attitudes towards reflection
Interview 1
a. Yes. Hindsight. Being self-critical. Improving performance.

b. (i) Appraisals. ‘Review performance regularly’. (ii) Assignments/feedback.
c.

(i) No. (ii) Used forums for peer discussions. ‘E-mailed tutor re assignment feedback’. (iii) Others’
perspectives.

d. Positive.
e. Yes. Regular appraisals.
f. ‘Reflection benefits PDP & wider employability’.

Interview 2

a. Yes. Hindsight. Improving practice
b. (i) ‘Review performance regularly with line manager using case notes’. Peer discussions (ii) Reflective
learning journal (paper). Peer discussions. Assignments/feedback.

c. (i) No. (ii) Used forums for peer discussions. (iii) Others’ perspectives.
d. Positive.
e. Yes. Mandatory supervision.
f. Reflection is an integral part of PDP and improving employability.
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Interview 3

a. Yes. Reviewing actions. Improving performance.
b. (i) Reflect on actions to learn lessons via peer discussions (formal and informal). (ii) Peer discussions.
c. (i) No. (ii) Used forums for peer discussions. (iii) Others’ perspectives.
d. Positive, supportive.
e. Yes, mostly informal peer discussions.
f. Definite benefits for PDP planning and employability.

Interview 4

a. To some extent. Hindsight.
b. (i) Write-up case reviews. Supervision, reflective learning journal (paper). (ii) Peer discussions.
c. (i ) Email exchanges with supervisor. (ii) Used forums for peer discussions. (iii) Others’ perspectives.
d. Positive.
e. Mandatory supervision, informal peer discussion.
f. Can only benefit PDP and increase employability.
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Interview 5

a. Yes. Reflection on action. ‘Continuous improvement’.
b. (i) Project reviews. Appraisals. (ii) Assignments/ feedback.
c. (i) No. (ii) Used forums for peer discussions. (iii) Others’ perspectives.
d. Positive to get the perspective of others.
e. Yes. Project review meetings and informal discussions.
f. Clear link between reflection and effective PDP and employability.

Interview 6

a. Yes. ‘Thinking about my actions’.
b. (i) Project logs/review meetings. (ii) Blog. Learning journal (electronic). Assignments/feedback.
c. (i) No. (ii) Forum discussions, personal blog. (iii) Recording process.
d. Very positive.
e. Yes. Occasional informal peer discussions.
f. Can’t engage in effective PDP without reflection. Enhances employability.
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Interview 7

a. Yes. ‘Developing as a practitioner.’
b. (i) Supervision. Case notes. (ii) Feedback on practice assessment. (iii) Others’ perspectives.
c. (i) No. (ii) Forum discussions.
d. Necessary.
e. Yes. Mandatory supervision.
f. Reflection is essential to PDP and employability.

Interview 8

a. To some extent. Analysing actions. ‘Understanding why I did what I did’.
b. (i) Appraisals. Project reports. (ii) Peer discussions. Assignment feedback.
c. (i) No. (ii) Forum discussions. (iii) Recording process.
d. Helpful.
e. Yes. Regular formal appraisals.
f. Can’t be aware of PDP needs or employability without systematic reflection.
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Interview 9

a. Yes. Understanding. Improving practice.
b. (i) Regular reviews of decisions made and actions taken. Peer discussions (ii) Learning log (paper).
Assignment feedback.

c. (i) No. (ii) Forum discussions. (iii) Others’ perspectives.
d. Helpful.
e. Yes. Reviews with line manager and informal discussions with peers.
f. Reflection is very important in PDP and also to employability.
Interview10

a. To some extent. ‘Taking responsibility for my actions’.
b. (i) Appraisals. Analyse feedback from clients and colleagues. (ii) Assignments/feedback. Peer discussions.
c. (i) No. (ii) Forum discussions. (iii) Recording process.
d. Positive.
e. Yes. Formal appraisals, shadowing colleagues.
f. Reflection is the key to PDP and employability.
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Responses to Section 5.a showed that 8 out of the 10 interviewees identified
themselves as reflective practitioners/learners whilst the other 2 thought they
were ‘to some extent’. The key codes used to describe what is meant by the term
‘reflection’; included hindsight (3), reviewing, (1), understanding (2), thinking
(1), analysing (1), reflection on action (1), being self-critical (1),
improving/developing practice/performance (5), taking responsibility (1).

Responses to the prompt in Section 5.b elicited a diverse range of responses
about modes of engagement with reflection at work and for study and the means
employed to record reflective activity. In the work domain (5.b (i)) 5
interviewees mentioned appraisals and 4 further responses were encoded as
reviews whilst 2 specifically mentioned supervision. Peer discussions were
mentioned 3 times as a mode of reflection whilst 1 person used analysis to
describe her mode of reflection. When it came to describing how reflective
activity at work was recorded, apart from the formal written record derived from
appraisals, only 1 other person clearly used a method to record reflections (a
paper-based learning journal). Interestingly, this person did not use the same
means of recording reflection in study and only did so at work because it was a
requirement.

Responses relating to the study domain in Section 5.b (ii) showed that 8 of the 10
interviewees mentioned assignment/assessment feedback as a means of engaging
in reflective activity, 5 mentioned assignments as containing reflective activity
and there were also 5 mentions of peer discussion. There were single mentions of
blogging, learning journal (electronic) and learning log (paper) as a means of
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recording reflective activity so, as was also evident in responses to 5.b (i),
recording reflective activity was undertaken infrequently, with the majority of
respondents apparently satisfied with simply going through the process.

Responses to Section 5.c (i) showed that, although all 10 interviewees had used
digital and networked technologies to assist in their reflection during study only 1
interviewee had used such technologies for reflection at work (email exchanges
with supervisor). 9 out of 10 respondents cited forums, 1 mentioned the MyStuff
e-portfolio and 1 mentioned a personal blog. When it came to explaining how the
technologies employed had helped them to reflect (5.c (iii)) the majority of
respondents (7) mentioned others perspectives as the primary mechanism with 3
citing the process of recording as the main benefit. It was notable that most
students found this a difficult question to answer and in the majority of cases
students were hesitant in their answers and struggled to explain in any detail how
the tools used had helped them to reflect more effectively.

In contrast attitudes towards sharing reflection (5.d) with fellow students were
more readily and confidently expressed; positive or very positive were used by 7
of the respondents, with helpful (2 mentions), supportive (1) and necessary (1)
also receiving mentions. In response to 5.e, all interviewees said that they
engaged in a type of collaborative reflective practice at work, with 3 mentioning
formal appraisals, 3 mentioning mandatory supervision, 5 mentioning informal
discussions with peers, 2 mentioning review meetings and only 1 mentioning
shadowing colleagues, which she said helped her reflect on her own practice. The
final prompt, 5.f, elicited a unanimously positive response in terms of viewing
reflection as beneficial to PDP and employability. All respondents were of the
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opinion that reflection was an essential component of engaging in effective PDP
and enhancing employability.

Summary of key findings

1. Students appear to have a more limited understanding of the concept of
reflection than that which appears in the academic literature.
2. Reflection was strongly linked with cognition, initially with the generic
thinking encoded most frequently. This finding leads to the conclusion that
reflection is primarily understood as a cognitive set of processes and suggests
that the affective and conative aspects are not well understood.
3. The code hindsight was attributed to the many comments that described
reflection in terms of looking back or returning to some experience with the
intention of analysing it and taking action to improve future performance.
4. An ability to differentiate between, and be more specific about, various
cognitive processes was evident after completing a WBL module.
5. An understanding of the outcomes of reflection also clearly increased as a
result of studying a WBL module.
6. Reflection was strongly associated with learning, although there was a much
stronger association with experiential learning than with academic learning.
7. Students’ attitudes towards reflective practice were generally positive.
8. Interview data showed a unanimously positive attitude towards reflection as
being beneficial to PDP and employability.
9. The results from the interviews appear to show that collaborative reflection
with peers is viewed as supportive and helpful.
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10. Time pressures were once again mentioned frequently and this clearly points
to the fact that, for some students, reflection is viewed as an additional task
rather than an essential part of their study and/or practice.
11. A complex picture emerged with regard to employers’ attitudes towards
reflection. Only a minority thought that reflection was ‘not highly regarded’
or ‘not recognised’ in their workplace, but many employers did not see its
relevance or recognise the benefits either to the individual or the organisation.
12. The modes of engagement with reflection at work and for study and the
means employed to record reflective activity were many and varied.
13. In the work domain formal appraisals/performance reviews/supervision
meetings with a line manager were predominant. Although informal peer
discussions were also mentioned a number of times, especially in the
interviews.
14. In the study domain assignment feedback as a means of engaging in reflective
activity was predominant. Reflective tasks within the assignments and peer
discussions within online forums were also prominent.
15. Using learning journals (electronic and paper) and blogs as a means of
recording reflections or logging reflective activity were used infrequently; the
majority of participants seemingly satisfied with going through the process of
reflection without feeling the need to record it.
16. Students reported engaging in different types of reflection; individual and
collaborative, although individual reflection was the most frequently cited
type practiced.
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Section 6. Overview of WBL experience
The questions in Section 6 were designed to explore students’ skills and career
development achieved through work-based learning and to give them a chance to
evaluate their overall experience of OU WBL.
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Survey Results: Section 6

Table 4.47 (Q. 6.1) Developing ability to learn from work and applying learning in the workplace
T121
T226
U122
BU130
B204
6 (33%)
5 (33%)
4 (44%)
13 (39%)
10 (29%)
To a great extent
10 (56%)
11 (66%)
4 (44%)
15 (48%)
17 (46%)
To some extent
1 (1%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
3 (9%)
Not sure
1 (1%)
0 (0%)
1 (12%)
4 (13%)
5 (14%)
Not much
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
Not at all
Table 4.48 (Q. 6.2) Develop your skills in understanding how your organisation functions
T121
T226
U122
BU130
B204
4 (22%)
5 (33%)
3 (33%)
8 (26%)
12 (33%)
To a great extent
10 (56%)
11(66%)
4 (44%)
15 (45%)
17 (46%)
To some extent
2 (11%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
5 (16%)
1 (3%)
Not sure
2 (11%)
0 (0%)
2 (22%)
4 (13%)
5 (17%)
Not much
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
1 (1%)
Not at all
Table 4.49 (Q. 6.3) Evaluate and develop your personal and professional skills
T121
T226
U122
BU130
10 (56%)
5 (33%)
5 (56%)
13 (42%)
To a great extent
6 (33%)
11 (66%)
3 (33%)
14 (43%)
To some extent
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
2 (6%)
Not sure
1
(6%)
0
(0%)
1
(11%)
3 (10%)
Not much
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Not at all

B204
15 (43%)
16 (44%)
0 (0%)
5 (14%)
0 (0%)

K216
58 (65%)
30 (34%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

K216
34 (38%)
48 (55%)
3 (3%)
3 (2%)
1 (1%)

K216
65 (73%)
23 (26%)
0 (0%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)

All
96 (48%)
87 (43%)
5 (3%)
11 (6%)
1 (1%)

All
66 (31%)
104 (52%)
11 (6%)
16 (8%)
2 (2%)

All
113 (57%)
73 (35%)
3 (2%)
11 (6%)
0 (0%)
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Table 4.50 (Q. 6.4) Develop your personal and career development plans
T121
T226
U122
BU130
11 (61%)
2 (13%)
5 (56%)
9 (28%)
To a great extent
To some extent
5 (28%)
14 (87%)
3 (33%)
19 (59%)
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Not sure
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
1 (11%)
3 (10%)
Not much
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
1 (3%)
Not at all
Table 4.51 (Q. 6.5) Enhance your employability
T121
T226
To a great extent
6 (33%)
3 (20%)
10 (56%)
12 (73%)
To some extent
2 (11%)
0 (0%)
Not sure
0
(0%)
1 (7%)
Not much
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
Not at all

U122
5 (56%)
3 (33%)
1 (11%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

BU130
6 (19%)
16 (50%)
4 (13%)
2 (6%)
4 (13%)

B204
5 (14%)
24 (66%)
2 (6%)
4 (11%)
1 (3%)

K216
56 (63%)
29 (33%)
3 (3%)
1 (1%)
0 (0%)

B204
6 (17%)
24 (66%)
2 (6%)
3 (9%)
1 (3%)

Table 4.52 (Q. 6.6) To what extent would you say the course met your expectations
T121
T226
U122
BU130
B204
3 (17%)
3 (20%)
5 (56%)
14 (44%)
7 (19%)
To a great extent
To some extent
13 (72%)
12 (73%)
3 (33%)
11 (34%)
14 (39%)
2 (11%)
0 (0%)
1 (11%)
3 (10%)
6 (17%)
Not sure
0 (0%)
1 (7%)
0 (0%)
3 (10%)
7 (19%)
Not much
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
2 (6%)
Not at all

All
88 (45%)
94 (46%)
6 (3%)
10 (5%)
2 (1%)

K216
50 (57%)
33 (37%)
3 (3%)
3 (3%)
0 (0%)

K216
50 (56%)
27 (30%)
10 (11%)
2 (2%)
0 (0%)

All
76 (39%)
98 (47%)
12 (6%)
9 (5%)
5 (3%)

All
82 (41%)
80 (40%)
22 (11%)
13 (7%)
3 (2%)
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Table 4.53 (Q. 6.7) Advantages of studying the module
Code name
Code frequency
Professional development
15
Integrating theory and practice
10
Earning while studying
8
Flexibility
7
Deeper thinking
7
Academic development
5
Personal development
3
Table 4.54 (Q. 6.8) Disadvantages of studying the module
Code name
Code frequency
None
36
Time management
17
Impact on family life
13
Isolation
8
Technical difficulties
8

Responses to Q.6.1 (Table 4.47) show that the overwhelming majority of
students (91%) thought that work-based learning helped them to learn from work
and apply learning in the workplace to some extent or to a great extent. This also
chimes with the finding that 83% of students thought that work-based learning
helped them to develop an understanding of how their organisation functions to
some extent or to a great extent (Q.6.2 Table 4.48).

Views on the role of WBL in helping students to develop their personal and
professional skills, PDP, and employability were overwhelmingly positive with
92%, 91% and 86% respectively affirming that WBL had helped them either to
some extent or to a great extent (Tables 4.49 – 4.51).

The clear majority (81%) of students (Table 4.52) thought that work-based
learning had met their expectations either to some extent or to a great extent, and
when asked about the advantages of engaging in WBL there were 15 mentions of
professional development, 10 mentions of integrating theory and practice and 8
mentions of earning while studying (Table 4.53). Responses to Q.6.8 revealed
that none was the most popular code when it came to the disadvantages of WBL
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study, although time management (17) and impact on family life (13) were also
cited along with isolation (8) and technical difficulties (8).

Interview results: Section 6
Section 6 sought to acquire an overview of students’ evaluation of their WBL
experience.

Prompt: (i) Can you tell me if you have derived any personal benefits and what the main
benefits were from work-based learning in terms of your personal and career
development? (ii) Do you think that studying a work-based learning module has
enhanced your employability?

Table 4.55 Evaluation of WBL in relation to PDP and employability
Interview 1
(i) Motivation
(ii) Yes
Interview 2

(i) Accreditation
(ii) Yes

Interview 3

(i) Learning skills
(ii) Yes

Interview 4

(i) Planning skills
(ii) To some extent

Interview 5

(i) Integration with work
(ii) Yes

Interview 6

(i) Motivation
(ii) To some extent

Interview 7

(i) Learning skills
(ii) Yes
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Interview 8

(i) Learning skills
(ii) Yes

Interview 9

(i) Motivation
(ii) To some extent

Interview 10

(i) Motivation
(ii) Yes

4 out of 10 students cited motivation as the main benefit derived from studying
this type of module with 3 more citing learning skills. Accreditation and
planning skills were cited once each. All interviewees agreed that studying a
work-based learning module had enhanced their PDP and employability.

Summary of key findings

1. Facilitated integration of work and study and theory and practice.
2. Helped students to understand their organisation better.
3. Equipped students to evaluate and develop their personal and professional
skills and enhanced their employability.
4. Generally met expectations.

Summary
Table 4.56 below contains the collated and prioritised findings grouped to show
how they align with the three key research themes: WBL, TEL and reflection.
The key findings were arrived at by analysing their significance to the research
aim and by selecting findings that appeared to be particularly salient and
interesting in terms of theory, policy and practice. The next chapter contains an
in-depth discussion of these findings.
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Table 4.56 Collated and prioritised key findings by theme
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WBL: Key Findings
KF1.
Fewer than a
third of OU workbased learners are
under 35 years of age
and, therefore,
predominantly not
members of the ‘net
generation’.

KF2.
More than 90%
of work-based learners
are pursuing higher
education study in
order to achieve a
qualification and/or
develop their careers.
This suggests that
student motivation is
primarily extrinsic,
although intrinsic
motivation cannot be
ruled out as a factor.

KF3.
Time pressure
and work pressures
were the most
frequently cited issues
relating to OU WBL
provision.
Some students sought
more help in
integrating their work
and study.

TEL: Key Findings
KF1. Almost 90% of
work-based learners
currently use email
and forums for study
purposes and placed
particular emphasis
on the benefit of
enhanced
communication and
peer support afforded
by these
technologies.
KF2. Just over half of
survey respondents
use social
networking sites
(overwhelmingly
Facebook and
YouTube) for leisure
purposes, whereas
less 7% and 6%
respectively use
these services for
work or study.

KF3. More than half of
all students said that
they used chat or
instant messaging
services, almost
entirely in the leisure
domain.

Reflection: Key
Findings
KF1. While the majority
of students understand
the concept of
reflection to some
extent, most students
appear to have a more
limited understanding
of the concept than
that which appears in
the academic
literature.
KF2. Reflection was
strongly linked to
cognition initially,
with the generic
‘thinking’ encoded
most frequently. This
finding provides
evidence that
reflection is
understood as a purely
cognitive set of
processes and suggests
that the affective and
conative aspects are
not uppermost in the
minds of students.
KF3. The code
‘hindsight’ was
attributed to the many
comments that
described reflection in
terms of looking back
or returning to some
experience with the
intention of analysing
it and taking action to
improve future
performance.
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KF4.
Main perceived
benefits of engaging in
OU WBL are:
integration of work
and study and theory
and practice;
improving
performance in both
work and study;
flexibility of delivery.

KF4. One third of
survey respondents
had used neither
electronic nor paper
learning journals,
despite the fact that
learning journals
introduced as such in
all of the WBL
modules surveyed.

KF4. An ability to
differentiate between
various cognitive
processes was evident
after completing a
WBL module.

KF5.
A minority of
students identified a
need for more
employer support.

KF5. 60% of
respondents indicated
they had never used
an e-portfolio,
whereas only a third
had never used a
paper portfolio.

KF5. An understanding
of the outcomes of
reflection also clearly
increased as a result of
studying a WBL
module.

KF6.
A minority of
students identified a
requirement for the
OU to communicate
more effectively with
employers.

KF6. Use of VLEs,
Wikis and Blogs was
found to be
negligible.

KF6. Reflection was
strongly associated
with learning, although
there was a much
stronger association
with experiential
learning than with
academic learning.

KF7.
OU WBL helped
students to understand
their organisation
better.

KF7. There was some
evidence which
suggested that
technologies
provided by the OU
were the most
favoured option for
study purposes, but
that students required
better technical
training on how to
use such tools and
more scaffolding to
engage effectively in
learning tasks and
activities to make the
best use of
technological
affordances.

KF7. Students’ attitudes
towards reflective
practice were generally
positive but there are
some apparent
differences between
different occupational
areas.
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KF8.
OU WBL
equipped students to
evaluate and develop
their personal and
professional skills and
enhanced their
employability.

KF8. Interview data
showed a unanimously
positive attitude
towards reflection as
being beneficial to
PDP and
employability.

KF9.
OU WBL
generally met
expectations.

KF9. The results appear
to show that
collaborative reflection
with peers is viewed as
supportive and helpful.

KF10. Learners view
the OU ‘hybrid model’
of WBL positively.

KF10. Time
pressures/work
pressures mentioned
frequently as
preventing reflection,
which suggests
reflection is viewed as
an additional task
rather than an integral
part of their study
and/or practice.
KF11. A complex picture
emerged with regard to
employers’ attitudes
towards reflection.
Only a minority
thought that reflection
was ‘not highly
regarded’ or ‘not
recognised’ in their
workplace, but many
employers did not see
its relevance or
recognise the benefits
either to the individual
or the organisation.
KF12. The modes of
engagement with
reflection at work and
for study and the
means employed to
record reflective
activity were many
and varied.
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KF13. In the work
domain formal
appraisals/performance
reviews/supervision
meetings with a line
manager were
predominant.
Although informal
peer discussions were
also mentioned a
number of times.

KF14. In the study
domain assignment
feedback as a means of
engaging in reflective
activity was
predominant; however,
reflective tasks within
the assignments and
peer discussions
within online forums
were also prominent.
KF15. Using learning
journals (electronic
and paper) and blogs
as a means of
recording reflections
or logging reflective
activity were used
infrequently; the
majority of
participants seemingly
satisfied with going
through the process of
reflection without
feeling the need to
record it.
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Chapter 5 Discussion of key findings by theme
In this chapter the key findings presented in Table 4.56 are discussed and
analysed thematically followed by a synthesis that brings together the key points.

The first section contains an analysis of the key findings relating to the
characteristics, attitudes and behaviours of work-based learners in order to learn
more about them and to discover how they evaluate their OU WBL experience.

The second section focuses on the patterns of usage of technologies by this group
of learners. Their use of a range of technologies for work, education and leisure
purposes is examined and these findings are related to the associated concepts of
technological affordance, scaffolding, digital literacy and digital inclusion, which
were explored in Chapter 2.
The third section concentrates on students’ attitudes towards, and practice of,
reflection for study and work purposes. The understanding of reflection that
emerges from the research findings is compared and contrasted with the extant
literature on the subject and the typology of reflection and reflective practice
presented in Table 2.3, Chapter 2.

The final section provides a synthesis of the analyses from the previous sections
and seeks to demonstrate clearly how the findings relate to the main aim and
objectives of the research by developing a baseline of evidence about students’
experience of OU WBL, their attitudes and behaviours relating to TEL and their
understanding of, and attitude towards, reflection in and learning and on practice.
This baseline is intended to act as a precursor to understanding how best to
integrate emerging technologies within the curriculum design of OU WBL
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modules and qualifications, with a particular emphasis on facilitating the
development of reflective capability.

Theme 1 (WBL): Students' views on their work-based learning experience
The key findings drawn from the results presented in Chapter 4 depict a student
population focused on achieving an OU qualification to develop their careers (KF
WBL 1). This focus on achieving a qualification linked to career development
and employability all point to a group of work-based learners that takes learning
and development seriously and views these aspects as interdependent. The results
indicate that student motivation is primarily extrinsic (KF WBL 225), although
intrinsic motivation cannot be ruled out as a factor.

The overall evaluation of the OU WBL experience was very positive, with the
majority of leaners feeling that OU WBL met their expectations (KF WBL 9) and
that the flexible, hybrid model of OU WBL worked well for them (KFs WBL
4,10). Evidence for this characterisation was supported by OU work-based
learners’ overwhelming agreement that OU study facilitated integration of work
and study and allowed them to meld theory and practice (KF WBL 4). Further
evidence to support this positive evaluation was that the majority of students
agree that undertaking OU WBL is relevant to their work and helped them to
improve their performance in both the work and study domains (KF WBL 4).
The majority also identified benefits to their PDP and employability (KF WBL
8).
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For ease of reference, throughout this section, KF = Key Finding along with theme (WBL, TEL
or Reflection) and number as set out in Table 4.56.
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Among the minority of students who expressed concerns about their OU WBL
experience, time pressure and work pressures were most prevalent (KF WBL 3).
A small number of students were unhappy with the support received from their
employers and a few requested more communication between the OU and the
employer about the requirements of WBL (KF WBL 5, 6).

Among the caveats that need to be considered in relation to these findings are the
fact that there is no evidence on students’ comparative experience of OU WBL
with other forms of WBL to consider. Also, a bias in favour of positive
evaluations of OU WBL may be a factor given that students know a member of
OU staff conducted the research.

Theme 2 (TEL): OU work-based learners' use of technologies
The findings relating to students’ use of technologies are complex and sometimes
appear contradictory. The clearest finding is that the overwhelming majority of
OU work-based learners use email for work, study and leisure purposes (KF TEL
1). Only 4% reported that they had not used email, demonstrating the
predominance of this medium as a communication tool.

Although forums were also used frequently for study purposes, it was found that
usage for work and leisure purposes fell sharply in comparison with the same
categories for email whilst the percentage of non-users of forums doubled to 8%
when compared with email. This suggests that, whilst most OU work-based
learners do not use forums outside of the study domain, they are able and willing
to participate in forums for study purposes and this could imply that students
would also be willing to use newer Web 2.0 technologies in the study domain,
even if they do not use them in other domains.
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The findings do not, of course, say anything about the frequency, nature and
outcomes of participation in forums. To obtain a richer picture of forum usage it
would be necessary to conduct an analysis of participation/non-participation rates
in forum discussions and look at the way in which forums are integrated into the
module teaching and learning strategy. There are also many variables associated
with group dynamics and the quality and nature of forum moderation (Xin &
Feenberg, 2007; Salmon, 2011).

Given the affordances of forums, including the potential for many-to-many
communication and collaboration, they provide a more fertile ground for
collaborative reflective discussion than the more usual one-to-one or one-tomany affordances of email. Forums can more easily be moderated to facilitate
reflection and, although email applications such as Gmail have moved in the
direction of making it easier to track discussions, forums still make it easier to
track, summarise and monitor discussions as well as to engage in collaborative
tasks.

Forums, because of their asynchronous nature, also allow students time to think
things through before posting their reflections and this enables them to consider
what other participants have said before responding. They also have the
advantage of being a familiar form of communication for OU students. They do
not, however, provide a vehicle for individual, private reflective activity, but
rather a means of communicating the results of that activity to others in order to
explain themselves, gain feedback and spark discussion. The role of the forum
moderator/facilitator is crucial in providing appropriate scaffolding within
forums so that all contributors feel enabled to participate in a mutually supportive
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atmosphere characterised by trust and with a clear purpose. Gilly Salmon’s fivestage model (Salmon, 2011) is an example of a blueprint for such scaffolding.

Apart from email and forums, the picture that emerges portrays the majority of
work-based learners as using newer technologies (predominantly Facebook and
YouTube) mainly for leisure purposes, with only a minority making use of such
technologies in a work or study context (KF TEL 2). This could be interpreted as
meaning that the demand for using such technologies outside of the leisure
domain is low or that there are other supply side factors inhibiting the use of such
technologies. For instance, the availability or accessibility of appropriate
technologies for study or work purposes, or the ways in which technologies are
integrated in to the curriculum and the level of technical and academic support
wrapped around them.

Some evidence supporting these supply side factors was obtained. For example,
the findings from the follow-up interviews suggested that more support to help
work-based learners become familiar with using technologies for study purposes
may well be warranted (KF TEL 7). Certainly, a clear explanation of the
academic purpose of technologies used in study modules is required.

The concept of scaffolding as discussed in Chapter 2 could be important here as
there is a need to ensure that appropriate support for the use of technologies is
signposted clearly and that initial assessment activities are developed to enable
both tutors and students to establish the type and level of support required for
individuals to make the most of the technology available to enhance their
learning. This recommendation is supported by the fact that 6 out of 10
interviewees specifically mentioned ‘IT Training/Support’ in their responses and
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2 others mentioned ‘better usability’, which may also be related to training and
support.

The demographic findings reveal that OU work-based learners are
overwhelmingly middle-aged, with 69% falling within the 35-64 age group (KF
WBL 1). Only 5% of those responding to the online survey were under 25 years
of age and, therefore, the vast majority of OU work-based learners fall within the
so called ‘digital immigrant’ demographic (Prensky, 2001a). This raises
questions about their willingness and ability to utilise the supposed affordances
of Web 2.0 tools to support reflection, personal development planning and
employability skills’ development leading to the acquisition of metacognitive
knowledge.

However, as discussed earlier (see Chapter 2 above) the digital native/immigrant
dichotomy is questioned by a number of authors drawing on a range of empirical
research and this critique is supported, to some extent, by the results obtained in
this research (KFs TEL 1, 2). It is tentatively concluded that the demographic
profile of current OU students is not per se an issue preventing the adoption and
use of new educational technologies.
Theme 3 (Reflection): Students’ understanding and practice of reflection
The results in Section 5 indicated that the vast majority of work-based learners
have some understanding of the concepts of reflection and reflective practice (KF
Reflection 1). Unsurprisingly, the research participants who studied Level 2
modules generally had a better understanding of reflection in learning and
reflective practice.
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The overall characterisation of reflective activity that emerges from the findings
is positive (KF Reflection 7), with students showing the ability to specify the
outcomes of reflection in a more detailed way as a result of studying their workbased learning modules (KF Reflection 5). There were very few negative
comments.

The understanding of the nature of reflection and associated processes, methods
and outcomes reflects the general approach taken within the WBL modules, but
is problematic when placed within the context of the literature on the subject (KF
Reflection 1). Ideas of ‘knowing in action’ and ‘reflection in action’, which are
key concepts for Schön (see Chapter 2) were largely absent from the responses.
Possible explanations for this absence are that these are much harder concepts to
grasp and the usefulness of understanding them is perhaps not as clear to students
as the more straightforward concept of reviewing an experience with ‘hindsight’.

Reflection seems to be most closely associated with learning from
experience/practice and less so with reflecting on study experiences (KF
Reflection 6). Perhaps, this is not surprising as the research participants are
studying WBL modules which all seek to bridge the academic-professional
divide. In seeking to achieve this there is a particular emphasis within the module
materials on the work of Kolb, Schön and Dewey, who are all associated with
learning from practice, experience and ‘doing’ rather than with reflection on
academic/theoretical knowledge.

Another aspect of reflection that was missing from the responses was any
mention of feelings and emotions associated with reflective activity. As
discussed in Chapter 2 the affective domain, ‘attending to feelings’ is a crucially
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important aspect of the reflective process for thinkers such as Boud (1985). The
prima facie evidence from the research is that the affective aspect of reflection is
not uppermost in the minds of WBL students even though Question 5.2 in the
online survey specifically asked students about ‘feelings’.
Being ‘self-critical’, which could clearly arouse difficult feelings, was only
encoded 10 times as compared with 23 and 22 times for ‘experiential learning’
and ‘learning’ respectively. The absence of codes relating more clearly to the
affective domain points to a potential lack of information on this aspect of
reflection within the teaching materials on the modules surveyed. Students who
are not informed about the importance of ‘attending to feelings’ would, from
Boud’s perspective, not experience the catharsis necessary to be capable of
engaging in fully effective and authentic reflective activity (see Chapter 2 above
for a fuller discussion).

Self-criticism is a difficult activity for many students, and being self-critical in a
group setting or work environment is particularly challenging because of the
personal and professional risks posed. A supportive culture and ethos
characterised by openness, trust and respect is required if such behaviour is to be
encouraged and this kind of supportive culture was clearly lacking in workplaces.
Responses suggested that whilst reflection is highly regarded and used in around
a third of workplaces the opposite is also true in a third, with the remainder
seemingly equivocal about the utility of the concept and its application (KF
Reflection 11). In fact, the actual proportion of workplaces that valued reflective
activity highly may be skewed because of the relatively high number of
participants working in social care, where reflective practice is long established
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as an essential aspect of professional development. The OU could, perhaps, do
more to communicate the potential value of supporting reflective practice more
effectively to employers.

The concept of conation, here meaning the motivation to act on the basis of
reflective activity, could be implied from codes that encapsulated comments
about improving practice or performance, with the proviso that these may also
refer to intended purpose as well as actual outcomes of reflective activity. Further
research on the actions taken and outcomes actually achieved through reflective
activity would be needed to assess how important this aspect is in practice.

This thesis proposes that reflection is a synthesis of the cognitive, affective and
conative aspects of mind that can, if carried out systematically and authentically,
lead to greater metacognitive knowledge, enhanced emotional intelligence and
more purposeful action. If students have an understanding of the interrelationship
between the processes it may help motivate their engagement with reflective
activity perceived as an empowering method of harnessing thoughts, feelings and
motivation to enhance self-knowledge and improve practice and performance.

Apart from work-based supervision, which appeared to be a common experience
for K216 students, collaborative reflective activity was not a particularly salient
feature of the survey responses (KF Reflection 16) and this may indicate that
reflective activity is viewed primarily as an individual pursuit rather than a joint
enterprise – at least not in a professional or academic context. On the other hand,
the follow-up interviews revealed that all interviewees viewed sharing reflection
with fellow students positively and all said that they had engaged in some form
of collaborative reflective activity at work (KF Reflection 13). No interviewee
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viewed collaborative reflection negatively and the range of activities viewed as
reflective was wide-ranging and interesting (KF 7,12-15). In the study domain,
the most frequently mentioned collaborative reflective activity was engagement
with written tutor feedback on assignments. This can be characterised as formal,
one-to-one, asynchronous reflective activity (KF 14).

Informal peer discussions were also mentioned as reflective activity (KF 13).
However, this is one strand of collaborative reflection that could simply entail
talking to others to gain their perspectives before reflecting privately on one’s
own experience and actions. In this sense there is not a rigid dichotomy between
notions of collaborative and individual reflection; rather they can be viewed as
inter-linked and, potentially, complementary. Gaining the perspectives of others
(not necessarily those involved in the same experience) could be a useful
precursor or successor to individual reflective activity.

It is interesting to note that attitudes towards engaging in collaborative reflection
came through much more strongly in the results of the interviews than in the
results obtained from the online survey. This apparent divergence between the
survey and interview responses could be as a result of further prompting on this
topic in the follow-up interviews, which made students think more about what
constituted reflective collaborative activity. This is clearly an area that would
benefit from further research.

Synthesis
The idea of a digital native/digital immigrant dichotomy, although superficially
attractive, does not stand scrutiny in the light of the empirical evidence produced
by this research. In the work and study domains the ‘traditional’ technologies of
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email and forums still dominate. In the leisure domain, however, many students
reported using Web 2.0 technologies, most notably Facebook and YouTube. The
OU has, so far, not fully exploited the potential of these technologies for
educational purposes but there is no apparent reason why students could not take
advantage of Web 2.0 affordances for study purposes too. Curriculum designers
and teachers should, however, not make unwarranted assumptions about
students’ levels of digital literacy and access to technologies.

Some evidence obtained from this research appeared to show that most OU
work-based learners would prefer to keep the technologies they use for leisure
purposes separate from their study and activities. There was also some evidence
that OU provided tools, along with appropriate associated IT training and
support, was the technology solution most favoured by students. This does not, of
course, preclude the OU from using customised proprietary technologies for
study purposes.

Pedagogically driven integration of new technologies as part of the curriculum
design is essential if students are to derive optimal educational benefits from the
latent affordances. There must be a clear educational purpose behind the learning
activities involving new technologies otherwise take-up is likely to be poor.
Evidence gathered in this research shows that OU work-based learners are timepoor, primarily extrinsically motivated, instrumental learners who will tend not to
adopt new technologies unless they see a clear purpose in doing so.

As well as having a sound pedagogical underpinning, the introduction of TEL
using novel technologies should be appropriately scaffolded, both in terms of
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equipping students with the academic and cognitive skills to achieve the intended
learning outcomes and in using the technology provided for that purpose.

Most importantly, curriculum designers and teachers must ensure that the
potential affordances of new technologies are clearly mapped to the learning
activity and intended learning outcomes. The technologies are a vehicle for
transporting students to a destination in the most efficient and effective way; not
an end in themselves.

The research clearly highlighted some opportunities for TEL to facilitate WBL
via reflection. However, there are clearly concerns about the extent to which
authentic reflection results from collaborative activity, particularly in an
organisational context that does not value reflection highly and lacks a culture
permeated by openness, trust and mutual respect. In an academic context the
assessment of reflection is problematic as it may lead to students trying to present
the ‘correct’ type of reflection or simply going through the motions and thereby
failing to engage in authentic reflection. This would apply even more to assessing
collaborative reflection because of the issues of trust and risk that come in to play
in a group setting (Koole et al., 2011; Stewart and Richardson, 2000).

This is not to say that collaborative reflective activity could not be fruitful,
especially as a precursor or sequel to individual reflective activity. Assessing
such activity within the formal structure of module assessment, however, may be
counter-productive (Boud, 2001b). Perhaps, all we can strive for is to encourage
reflection and develop reflective capacity rather than trying to assess it, certainly
in summative assessments. Using Web 2.0 technologies for structured and
collaborative reflective activities that are integrated into module design and
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provide opportunities for collaborative reflection for those who wish to
participate may be the best option for developing reflective capacity.

However, key to this research is the extent to which the students value and would
be willing to engage in types of collaborative reflection and the extent to which
this would be synchronous/asynchronous and formal/informal. The results seem
to show that collaborative reflection is not something that students generally feel
antipathy towards and indeed in the data gathered from the interviews students
identified specific collaborative reflective activities when prompted on the issue.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and recommendations
At the outset of this research one main aim, three core themes and six subsidiary
objectives were identified (Chapter 1 above). The key findings relating to the
aim, themes and objectives were presented in Table 4.56 above and discussed in
the previous chapter. This chapter assesses the extent to which those findings met
the objectives, explored the themes and addressed the primary aim of the
research. Appropriately qualified conclusions are drawn about what has been
learned and provisional recommendations are made for future policy, practice
and research. Finally, the theoretical implications of the research are considered.

Conclusions
The findings of the research were relatively successful in meeting the objectives,
which in turn shed light on its primary aim. The research produced a clear picture
of OU work-based learners’ motivations for engaging in WBL and their views on
the benefits and challenges of the experience (Theme 1, Objectives 1,2,3 & 6).
Patterns of technology use (Theme 2, Objective 4) for various purposes can be
discerned as a result of the research, although the picture is more complicated
and less clear than it is for WBL. Finally, the research produced some rich
evidence relating to students’ attitudes and understanding of reflection (Theme 3,
Objective 5). The findings that emerged shed light on the perceptions of
reflection and illuminated possible paths to take in future practice and research,
as well as pointing towards some theoretical innovation.

It is concluded that the form and content of OU WBL represent a sound basis on
which reflective learning and practice could be facilitated by newer ‘social’
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technologies. However, it is further concluded that there is scope to extend the
use of existing technologies for supporting reflective activity. Whatever
technology is embedded within TEL, its specific affordances and the type of
reflective activity being supported must be clearly thought through and aligned as
part of the curriculum design and pedagogical approach employed in a particular
context.

Implications

As the findings suggest, there are a number of caveats attached to these
conclusion with implications for theory, policy and practice. In explaining the
origins of the research and framing the initial research aim and objectives some
theoretical, policy and practice contextual issues were examined. In the sections
below these issues are re-examined and expanded upon in the light of the
research findings.

Theoretical issues

The initial theoretical issues considered as the research was formulated
concerned the complex nature and contested conceptions of WBL, how to
characterise OU WBL in relation to the variety of models that exist, the role that
reflection plays in facilitating WBL and the potential of TEL to facilitate
reflection in a WBL context. As a result of reviewing the literature around these
issues, examining practice elsewhere in the HE sector and analysing the findings
of the research, process models of higher-level WBL and modes of reflection
were developed (see Figures 6.1 & 6.2 below).
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Figure 6.1 Process model of WBL in Higher Education

The process model of higher-level WBL builds on the WBL typology presented
in Chapter 2 (Table 2.2) and depicts a continuum meant to portray an
increasingly integrative and collaborative approach to knowledge acquisition.
‘Disciplinary’ represents study bounded within a single subject area at one pole
and ‘Trans-disciplinary’ represents a completely integrated and collaborative
approach at the other pole, at which point disciplinary boundaries are extremely
permeable. The interim concepts represent disciplines working together, but
separately with limited permeability between disciplinary boundaries
(‘Multidisciplinary’) and disciplines working together, but collaboratively with a
greater degree of permeability (‘Interdisciplinary’).

In relation to WBL models, the disciplinary approach represents a traditional
knowledge-based model, often based on professional standards and/or bodies of
knowledge. This type of WBL is primarily concerned with developing a defined
set of specialist skills characteristic of the workers in a particular occupational
area, characterised by depth rather than breadth of knowledge. A disciplinary
approach is more frequently found at sub-HE level, although technical
professional qualifications at HE level such as Computer Science and
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Engineering exhibit strong disciplinary aspects. Disciplinary WBL is particularly
prevalent when the ‘work-based’ component of the study programme takes the
form of a student ‘placement’, which is subsidiary to the academic component.

In contrast, a trans-disciplinary approach largely eschews a curriculum based
around externally set professional standards and focuses on deriving the
curriculum from the workplace. ‘Work is the curriculum’ is the nostrum
proposed by its adherents. Trans-disciplinary WBL tends to favour breadth over
depth, contextualised skills and knowledge over professional standards and
frameworks and the development of generic skills as well as occupationally
specific ones. Trans-disciplinary WBL is particularly prevalent when the study
programme is delivered wholly or mostly in the workplace.

In seeking to locate OU WBL on this continuum, the fact that the OU operates as
a distance-learning provider can sometimes obscure the true nature of its WBL
model. OU WBL modules sit within a disciplinary-based foundation degree and,
although students do not attend lectures and seminars to receive their
academic/theoretical input, that does not mean that the curriculum is derived
wholly from work.

Disciplinary input is delivered through module materials and resources designed
for supported open learning, however, the OU WBL modules allow students to
use evidence derived from their workplaces within the modules and also cover
many transferable skills. In this sense, the OU WBL model is a hybrid of
disciplinary and trans-disciplinary because the curriculum requires genuine
engagement with the workplace as part of the programme of study whilst not
deriving the entire curriculum from the work setting.
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The research findings indicate that the OU model is valued for the way in which
it allows integration of work and study via its flexible delivery mechanism and
for the way in which it integrates theory and practice and academic and
experiential learning through reflective activities. The research makes no claims
about the relative strengths and weaknesses of the OU WBL model in
comparison with others, but it does provide significant evidence that the OU
model is valued and viewed as being effective by current students. The necessary
caveats to this conclusion are that research participants may have been
predisposed by their past WBL experiences (or lack, thereof) and by the issues
associated with insider research to evaluate their OU WBL experience positively.

There was also a potential misalignment within the findings between the rather
narrow understanding of reflection reported by OU WBL students and the much
more complex and richer picture that emerged from the review of the literature as
outlined in Table 2.3 of Chapter 2 Essentially, the argument put forward here is
that authentic reflection is more likely to take place when the individual engages
in self-reflection. ‘Authentic’ is used here in the sense of being honest about ones
own actions or performance (true to one’s self), which is more likely to occur in a
genuine way when not ‘playing to an audience’. This is not to say, however, that
forms of collaborative and/or shared reflective activity are not useful as precursor
or successor modes to individual reflection. Figure 6.2 below reflects the
potential for the different modes of reflection outlined in Table 2.3 in Chapter 2
to be mutually complementary.
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Individual reflection

Shared reflection

Collaborative
reflection

Figure 6.2 Complementarity of modes of reflection

Policy issues

Governmental policy agendas around PDP, employability and lifelong learning
were prominent at the start of this research and informed the initial design of OU
WBL modules. The findings suggest that these aspects are well catered for within
the WBL modules and valued by students. However, one of the main vehicles for
recording these aspects of WBL, the e-portfolio, did not work well in the OU
context. MyStuff was a technical and pedagogical failure and e-portfolios barely
registered in the findings of this research.

There are more successful examples of e-portfolios in use outside the OU but
unless inhibiting factors such as issues of interoperability and ownership are
resolved, probably with a great deal of political will from governments, the idea
of a life-wide/lifelong e-portfolio for all will remain a pipe dream. Quite apart
from the lack of an agreed technical solution and the apparent lack of political
will to drive the concept, there is little evidence provided by this research, or
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elsewhere, that students are incentivised to develop a portfolio or motivated to do
so outside of particular study or professional contexts.

Practice

The research findings pointed up a number of issues related to practice within the
OU context, which may also apply to other HEIs.

For example, students clearly valued the way in which their WBL experience
enabled them to integrate theory and practice and work and study, and engaging
in reflective activity was identified as an important vehicle for enabling them to
do this. However, the relatively simplistic understanding of reflection that
emerged from the research, when compared with the more complex picture
presented by the literature review, has led me to formulate a revised working
definition for use in OU WBL modules that builds on and deepens the existing
definition given in T121

Existing definition (T121):
‘Reflection entails thinking critically about your own practice with
the aim of improving it, and thinking critically about your own
personal and career development plans to help you to move forward
in your career and to reach your personal goals’.

Revised working definition:
‘Thinking critically, reflexively and authentically before, during and
after an experience with some definite purpose in mind guided by a
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moral imperative to improve practice and to acquire greater selfknowledge.’

The revised definition captures more succinctly key notions of self-reflection and
purposeful and ethical critical thinking.

Summary
Table 6.1 below contains a summary of the main issues and recommendations
that emerged from the research findings and the subsequent analyses and
synthesis. For the sake of consistency and clarity, the issues and
recommendations are presented using the themes of WBL, TEL and Reflection as
an organising principle.
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Table 6.1 Issues and recommendations

Issues
Section 1. Students' views on their
work-based learning experience
Motivation appears to be primarily
extrinsic.

Recommendations

1. Curriculum designers and teachers
should place more emphasis on
surfacing and developing students'
intrinsic motivation.
Commentary
The aim of this recommendation is to
foster greater engagement with episodes
of learning and encourage deep rather
than surface learning, which could
result in higher rates of student retention
and progression. This could be achieved
by an explicit exploration of motivation
theory and the related concept of
conation along with scaffolded practical
activities with a definite outcome.
For example, curriculum designers
could build in activities and resources
related to metacognition, such as
learning styles inventories, study skills
assessments, and action planning for
PDP. These types of activity would need
to be appropriately supported by
teachers, with the aim of producing
more self-aware and self-motivated
independent learners, able to use their
self-knowledge and practical planning
skills to develop achievable personal,
academic and career action plans that
they have taken ownership of and are,
therefore, more likely to implement.
In this way curriculum designers and
teachers equip students to consider why
they want to learn, how they can
improve as learners, as well as to focus
on the outcome/product/use of learning
in terms of self/personal development as
well as academic and professional
development.
The high-level policy aim of this
recommendation would be to encourage
lifelong and life-wide learning by
encouraging learners (and potential
learners) to view learning as an intrinsic
good rather than in purely instrumental
terms.
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Issues
Time pressures and work pressures are
key concerns.

Flexibility of study mode is prominent
as a key benefit.

Recommendations
2. The OU should ensure that high
quality time management resources,
tools, techniques and activities are
readily accessible to all work-based
learners as part of their programme
of study.
Commentary
The vast majority of OU WBL students
are combining part-time study with
other work and/or domestic
responsibilities, which can lead to time
management problems.
Curriculum designers should develop
structured, scaffolded activities around
time management resources, tools and
techniques.
Personal feedback on the outcomes of
such activities would ideally be provided
via personal tutors, who could also look
for signs that students are having
problems with time management.
A system of automatic feedback/selfassessment of the outcome of these
activities would be another option.
3. Maximising flexibility with regard
to where and when study takes place
should be a key design principle for
WBL
Commentary
Curriculum designers have an important
role to play in making sure that
flexibility is maximised. For example,
although it can be helpful to give
students a study planner to help them
pace their studies and meet key
assessment deadlines, it is not always
helpful to schedule activity to a fine
degree of granularity.
For example, prescribing too rigidly
what activities students are expected
carry out each week, or giving precise
durations for activities, could lead to
anxiety and demotivate students who
‘fall behind’ or fail to meet a time frame.
Making sure that workloads are realistic
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Issues

Recommendations
and that some slack is built in to study
schedules, along with good time
management resources and less
prescriptive language, should help to
ensure that the study planner is a helpful
guide rather than a source of pressure.
If there are activities that must be
scheduled precisely, e.g. online tutorials,
then it would be a good practice to make
available more than one opportunity to
participate and/or to provide access to
recordings of online tutorials for
students who cannot attend or want to
review what was said.
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Issues
Section 2. Technology
Use of emails and forums.

Recommendations
4. Curriculum designers should not
discount using ‘older’ technologies
such as email and forums as part of
the educational technology mix.
5. Tutors should carefully consider
the pedagogic affordances of these
technologies in promoting peer
support, enhancing communication
and promoting reflection.

Use of social networking sites for study
purposes.

Commentary
There should be no automatic
presumption that ‘newer’ so called Web
2.0 technologies are necessarily ‘better’
pedagogically. Forums and email are
tried and tested technologies that are
widely accepted and used across all
domains. Forums need to managed and
moderated effectively if they are used for
teaching purposes, but they also have a
role as more informal settings for social
purposes (the OU ‘Café’ forums).
The asynchronous nature of online
forums potentially allows time for more
considered and reflective responses to
prompts and activities; however, there is
always going to be an issue of how to
encourage participation whilst at the
same time facilitating authentic
reflective discourse. Email is often
overlooked nowadays but it still has
many strengths, including facilitating
direct one-to-one communication and as
a means of sharing reflections with a
trusted ‘other’ in private.
6. Curriculum designers and strategic
managers in HEIs should investigate
the theoretical, policy and practice
implications before making more use
of social networking sites for study
purposes. These include issues of
security, privacy and interoperability.
Commentary
Facebook and YouTube are familiar
platforms for many students and their
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Issues

Recommendations
networking and collaborative potential
could be unleashed for educational
purposes.
However, making more use of social
networking sites for credit bearing HE
study poses some significant policy and
practice issues for an HEI like the OU.
The OU has started to use social
networking sites for the dissemination of
general educational advice, guidance
and open educational resources (OER)
but embedding such sites within a
module and designing teaching
activities around them would require
much more thought around issues of
security, privacy, teaching and
assessment and interoperability between
proprietary systems and OU systems for
teaching, learning and assessment.
Alternatively, social networking sites
developed by HEIs could be used
instead of proprietary sites. This would
obviate the issues around security,
privacy and interoperability to a large
extent but would run the risk of
reinventing the wheel and not being as
attractive to learners. The OUs’
OpenLearn initiative has gone someway
down this track, although it does not
currently offer direct credit for studying
resources and the interactive and
collaborative aspect is very limited.

Use chat/IM services.

Yet another model is for HEIs to partner
with companies such as Google or
Microsoft who have a significant
educational technology offer and the
OU has an on-going project with
Google Apps for Education.
7. Tutors should consider using IM,
Twitter and texts as a means to foster
learner engagement with work-based
learners.
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Issues

Recommendations
Commentary
There is a real opportunity to turn IM
technologies that are popular with WBL
students in the leisure domain in to an
educational tool. For example, key
messages relating to task completion,
assignment dates and follow-up re nonsubmission etc. Communication of key
learning messages could also be
delivered in this way, e.g.
previews/summaries of materials, point
to key resources, FAQs etc.
Any initiative would need to be piloted
and researched having secured the
necessary institutional support and
resources. Explicit agreement would
need to be obtained from students as this
kind of communication could be viewed
as intrusive by some and as blurring the
boundaries between leisure and study.

Use of e-portfolios.

8. Curriculum designers, teachers and
technologists should collaborate more
closely to ensure that the educational
potential of e-portfolios is realised by:
 developing e-portfolios that are fit
for purpose;
 ensuring that activities are
appropriately scaffolded;
 ensuring that sufficient training
and support is available to
students and teachers.

Use of VLEs, Wikis and Blogs.

Commentary
The OU, like other HEIs, should explore
the educational potential of e-portfolios
in relation to specific affordances and
teaching aims. Poor implementation
acts as a barrier to students, preventing
them from realising the educational
benefits of theoretical affordance in
practice. This was apparent in the case
of MyStuff.
9. Curriculum designers and tutors
should think carefully about how to
integrate and scaffold the affordances
offered by these technologies.
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Issues

Support for improving digital literacy.

Recommendations
Commentary
The use and, even the understanding, of
these technologies was found to be
limited. In the case of VLEs this was not
unexpected as they represent a portal
through which students access other
tools and module learning resources. In
this sense they are ‘invisible’ to
students. This is not to assert that VLEs
do not offer affordances that could be
optimised. However, it is the
collaborative and reflective potential of
wikis and blogs that is under-used
according to these findings. There
appears to be a lack of thought about
appropriate use of these technologies,
the kinds of activities that they could be
used to facilitate and the provision of
appropriate scaffolding and support to
ensure that students are able to make
the most of them.
10. Students’ digital literacy skills
should be assessed at the start of an
academic programme.
11. Appropriate training and support
should be readily available for
students to fill any skills’ gaps.
Commentary
Digital literacy skills assessment could
include some kind of systematic, selfassessment that enables students to
gauge their current level of IT skills in
relation to the types of technology they
will be expected to use so as to make the
best use of the affordances offered.
Ideally, this kind of assessment would be
carried out before the programme of
study begins so that appropriate
training and support can be in place by
the time studies commence.
Curriculum designers and teachers
should more clearly recognise that TEL
can diminish, rather than ‘enhance’, the
learning experience unless affordances
and constraints are addressed
appropriately at both the curriculum
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Issues

Technology and reflection

Recommendations
design stage and during study of the
module
12. The use of technology in the
teaching, development and assessment
of reflection should be carefully
considered by curriculum designers in
relation to the affordances offered
and the scaffolding and support
required to facilitate different types of
reflective activity.
Commentary
More consideration should be given to
mapping technological affordances to the
purposes of reflective activity, along with
the associated need for academic
scaffolding and technical support. For
example, whilst wikis and blogs may have
affordances (content creation, multi-media,
sharing and collaboration) that could
support collaborative reflective activity, the
curriculum designer should also consider
whether forums would serve the purpose
just as well without the same scaffolding or
technical support overheads. Similarly,
whilst e-portfolios are perfectly suitable
vehicles for individual reflective activity, the
benefits of such a system vis-à-vis a simple
learning log would have to be weighed
against the costs in any given circumstance
– depending on the purpose of the activity.
The dictum for curriculum designers should
always be ‘technology led by pedagogy and
purpose.’
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Issues
Section 3. Reflection and reflective
practice
3.1.Students’ understanding, attitudes
and behaviours
a. Understanding
Students appear to have a more limited
understanding of the concept of
reflection than that which exists in the
academic literature. This understanding
is primarily focused on the cognitive
domain.

Recommendations

13. The concept of reflection should
be taught and developed in a more
comprehensive and structured way.
14. Consider the use of technologies to
aid individual, shared and
collaborative reflective activity.

An ability to differentiate between
various cognitive processes was evident
after completing a WBL module.

15. Realise that not all types of
reflection are equally amenable to
formal assessment and that not all
technologies facilitate different types
of reflective activity equally well.

The code ‘hindsight’ was attributed to
many comments meaning looking back
or returning to some experience with the
intention of analysing it and taking
action to improve future performance.

16. Ensure that reflection on
academic learning is given equal
weight with experiential learning in
module materials and associated
teaching.

b. Attitudes
Students’ attitudes towards reflective
practice were generally positive.

17. Reflective capacity should be
formally developed and assessed, but
the assessment of reflection per se
should be assessed only if there is a
clear rationale, appropriate
scaffolding and a recognition of the
potential issues around the assessment
of reflection.

The results, particularly those from the
interviews, appear to show that
collaborative reflection with peers is
viewed as supportive and helpful.

Commentary
It is clear that reflection is both multifaceted (cognitive, affective, conative and
reflexive) and multi-modal
(individual/collaborative –
synchronous/asynchronous). However, at
present, there does not seem to be enough
explicit recognition of this conceptual
Time pressure was mentioned frequently complexity in curriculum design and
as an obstacle to engaging in reflective
teaching.

Interview data showed a unanimously
positive attitude towards reflection as
being beneficial to PDP and
employability.

activity. This suggests that some
students view reflection as an additional
onerous task rather than an essential and
useful part of their study and/or practice.

In seeking to implement these
recommendations curriculum designers
and teachers should ensure that students
understand that reflection is more than
simply a cognitive process (or, more
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Recommendations
accurately, a range of interacting
cognitive processes).
c. Behaviours
In the study domain assignment
In particular, the affective and conative
feedback as a means of engaging in
aspects of reflection, along with the
reflective activity was predominant;
associated concept of metacognition,
however, reflective tasks within the
should also be introduced to enable
assignments and peer discussions within students to understand that effective and
online forums were also prominent.
productive reflection requires
authenticity, purpose and outcome if it
is to result in improved performance
Using learning journals (electronic and
and practice.
paper) and blogs as a means of
There is a need to ensure that reflective
recording reflections or logging
activities are appropriately scaffolded
reflective activity were used
and that this applies not only to the
infrequently; the majority of participants reflective activity itself but also to the
seemingly satisfied with going through
technology selected to mediate the
the process of reflection without feeling activity. The appropriate technology for
the need to record it.
the reflective task should be selected,
not just the latest fad just to appear ‘on
Students reported engaging in different
trend’. In summary, the following points
types of reflection; individual, shared
should be borne in mind.
and collaborative, although individual  More information about the process and
reflection was the most frequently cited outcomes of reflection should be
type practiced.
provided.
 More advice and guidance should be
provided about the relationship between
reflection and metacognition, and why
metacognitive knowledge is important.
 Build reflective capacity through
scaffolded activities.
 Be wary about formally assessing
reflection and metacognitive knowledge.
 Ensure that the affordances of TEL are
explained clearly to students through
scaffolding activities.
 Allow students greater leeway in what
technologies to use for reflective
activity.
 Ensure that there is a pedagogical
rationale for the use of technology.
 Recognise the motivations of students.
 Recognise that reflective learning is
also about the affective and conative
domains as well as the cognitive.
 Treat the person holistically and offer a
personalised service.
 Emphasise that reflection is also for
‘academic’ purposes.
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Issues


3.2. The work context
Communicating the benefits to
employers
In the work domain formal
appraisals/performance
reviews/supervision meetings with a
line manager were the predominant
forms of reflective activity mentioned.
Although informal peer discussions
were also mentioned a number of times.

Recommendations
Make clear connections between
reflective practice, improved
performance and the positive impact
this can have for the individual and for
their employing organisation.

18. More effective means of
communicating the potential benefits
of employer facilitation of reflection
should be developed, for example
within module guides produced for
employers.
Commentary
It seems clear from the findings that
many employers are ‘agnostic’ about
the individual value and organisational
benefits flowing from the
encouragement and facilitation of
reflective activity in the workplace. In
order to turn them in to ‘believers’ and
gain employer buy-in, more information
about the value and benefits must be
communicated to employers through a
variety of channels, including on the
Study at The OU website, in preregistration information and within
employer-oriented module/qualification
guides.
19. More thought should be given to
providing advice, guidance and
resources to help both students and
employers to undertake/facilitate
productive reflection in study and at
work.
Commentary
Productive reflection is reflection that
leads to an improved understanding
and/or outcome arising from individual,
shared or collaborative reflective
activity. This is more likely to occur if
reflective activity is recorded in some
way, which does not appear to be
happening in a systematic way at
present unless it is a requirement of
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Issues

Recommendations
study (e.g. assessments) or through
appraisals/supervision at work.
More practical exercises in reflective
writing (to build capability across
domains) would help, as would more
advice and guidance on the importance
of recording reflection to capture
thoughts, feelings and insights gained
from the process to help inform future
actions and behaviours.
Suggestions for tools and techniques of
reflection, especially for use at work,
should be made. For example, paper
and electronic logs and portfolios to
record formal and informal reflective
activity, which might consist of formal
appraisals and supervision or more
informal mentoring and coaching, as
well as discussions with peers. The key
thing here is not the technology, but
rather the process of reflection and how
it is best recorded in specific contexts.
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Chapter 7 Reflections
This final chapter contains a brief reflective and reflexive account of my research
experience. To be consistent with what is presented above it seems only right to
explore the cognitive, affective and conative and metacognitive aspects of my
research journey and to reflect on what I have learned from the process, what I
would do differently in future and, finally, to suggest some issues for further
research.

Reflection and reflexivity
Reflecting on the research journey just completed inevitably leads to
consideration of reflexivity. By reflexivity I mean the way in which my
experiences, values and theories (implicit and explicit) have impacted on the
research and, conversely, how the experience of conducting this research has
affected me. In this sense reflexivity is about acquiring metacognitive selfknowledge, or if that seems too ambitious a goal, at least to attain a level of selfawareness about how my role, values attitudes and experiences influence the
research context and are influenced by it.

Therefore, any consideration of reflexivity and its impact must start with a
recognition that the researcher is an integral part of the research and cannot
somehow stand outside of the research context in the role of passive and
dispassionate observer. As a researcher, I decide on the subject, participants,
methods and issues to research, as well as how to collect, analyse and interpret
findings. At each stage of the research process I made choices that, by definition,
cut off other potential avenues that the research could have explored. In this
sense I have to acknowledge that the research presented here cannot be separated
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from me. E.H. Carr, the eminent 20th Century historian, famously irritated a
number of his colleagues when he advised people to ‘study the historian’ before
they read what he had written, and that: ‘By and large, the historian will get the
kind of facts he wants. History means interpretation.’ (Carr, 1962, p. 23)

Of course, these thoughts about reflexivity although summarised here at the end
of the thesis have actually been with me from the start of the research journey. It
could hardly be otherwise as doctoral students are encouraged to demonstrate an
understanding of reflexivity and its potential impacts. Even more so in this
research as reflection, in particular self-reflection, has been such a prominent
aspect of the findings reported here.

So, taking a reflexive approach what can I say about the relationship that
developed between me and my research? How did I impact on it and how did it
impact on me? Firstly, from the outset I was keenly aware of the potential
difficulties inherent in the power relationship between me and the participants
and how this might introduce bias in to the process and affect the findings. To
what extent were students telling me what they thought I wanted to hear;
agreeing with my summaries of what they had said in the telephone interviews
because of any perceived power asymmetries?
Insider (or practitioner) research is problematic because it raises questions about
the validity of the findings based on issues like the ones mentioned above. On the
other hand, however, it could be argued that insider research has more validity
because of the depth of knowledge that such a researcher is able to bring to the
analysis and interpretation of the research findings. The middle way, and one that
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I tried to follow in this project, is to strive for objectivity by seeking to minimise
biases whilst realising that complete objectivity is unobtainable. An
understanding of the social context of the research is central to being able to
analyse and interpret data and, in this sense, the practitioner researcher has
strengths that balance the weaknesses that bias and asymmetrical power
relationships might bring to the research.

Lessons learned
I chose the research topic partly out of anxiety about technological change and
feeling rather unprepared to deal with it. However, I also chose the topic because
it overlapped with the development phase for a new qualification that I was
involved with (the FdCPS). With hindsight, the decision to carry out doctoral
research that was also related to a curriculum development that involved a wider
range of stakeholders was a poor one. In terms of informing the development of
the new qualification, the research was useful but it increased the complexity of
managing my doctoral research, which I now believe should have been a standalone project.
I also had concerns about being the sole researcher, especially when analysing
the qualitative data from the online survey. I found the process difficult to
manage in terms of the sheer volume of data to analyse and interpret and was
relieved to have the software application to automate and structure some of the
process. I think this was partly responsible for leading me to try and reduce the
amount of data for analysis collected from the follow-up interviews, which in
turn led me to choose not to record interviews that I now believe I should really
have recorded – even if I was not going to transcribe them fully.
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In future, my default position would be to record interviews (subject to the usual
agreement for participants) even if I do not intend to fully transcribe them. I
would also send a summary of field notes and transcriptions to participants with
an invitation to respond with comments within a specified time scale. I am also
looking to learn more about digital research tools as part of my continuing
professional development as a researcher.

In future, I would spend more time thinking through the research design and its
implications. In essence this would mean having a more realistic idea (based on
this experience) about the logistical and resource opportunities and constraints
associated with the research context. In other words, think more carefully about
what it is feasible to research to a high standard and the most appropriate
methods, given that there is a correlation between time, cost and quality in any
project.

I would think more deeply about sampling and try to enrich the analysis of my
results by analysing and interpreting differences between more of the
demographic and other variables. As I analysed the results of the research, I
could see that, for example, looking more closely at variables such as gender,
occupational area and previous educational attainment could, potentially yield
interesting findings.

Suggestions for further research
A number of issues arose during the analysis and interpretation of the results that
offer potentially fruitful avenues for further research.
Firstly, further research into the different occupational areas and job roles to
elicit evidence of differences in attitudes and behaviours towards reflection
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would be interesting and useful. Related to this would be some further research
effort in to exploring the employers’ perspective on the organisational benefits of
reflective practice. The findings relating to both these points were fragmentary
and ambiguous, which hindered analysis and understanding. In the first case
comparative analysis between different subject and occupational areas was not a
primary objective of this research and the volume of data collected made such
analysis problematic. In the second case, the questions posed did not elicit much
useful data and, in any case, the focus was on students’ perceptions rather than
the employers’ perspective.
Secondly, further research in to the utility of collaborative reflection and how it
fits in to the reflexive typology that I developed would be useful. Collaborative
reflection did not emerge as a strong theme from the online survey, but was much
more prominent in the responses to the interviews, which makes it an interesting
candidate for investigation. It would be interesting to gauge more accurately the
level of interest in engaging with this type of activity from both employees’ and
employers’ perspectives and to understand the role of the OU and the part that
TEL could play in facilitating it.
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Appendix 1 T121 Learning Outcomes
Knowledge and understanding
1. Understand the mission and purpose of ICTs within your organisation.
2. Identify and understand key legislative and other issues relating to ICTs at
work.
Cognitive skills
3. Apply appropriately the concepts and principles introduced in the course.
4. Demonstrate an understanding of reflective practice and the ability to learn
from your experience.
Key skills
5. Manage and organise your own time.

6. Demonstrate effective written communication skills.

7. Use ICTs to support your own learning and development.

8. Develop an initial personal development plan in relation to future goals.

Practical and/or professional skills
9. Relate your own skills and abilities in ICT to your role at work.
10. Identify and select appropriate evidence of carrying out aspects of work roles
relevant to the ICT standards expected in employment (ability to benchmark
to ICT National Occupational Standards).
11. Devise and execute a structured investigation into your organisation’s ICT
resources and procedures.
12 . Investigate, gather and interpret information about your work to meet specific
requirements of your professional development.
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Appendix 2 List of employability skills
Written communication

Oral communication

Teamworking

Leadership

Interpersonal skills

Computer literacy

Numeracy

Planning and organising

Initiative

Problem solving

Adaptability/flexibility
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Appendix 3 Pilot study report

In this summary I will report and reflect on my experience of conducting a piece of
pilot research to inform the future conduct of my research project.
Pilot research plan
In light of my revisions to the original research proposal my research plan was based
on the following issues:




Preferences and habits for organising studies on the WBL courses.
Use and evaluation of MyStuff and/or other e-portfolio system in any
context.
Awareness of, and attitude towards, reflection and reflective practice.

I formulated a pilot research plan that envisaged a staged approach. The initial stage
in this plan involved the development, dissemination and analysis of a selfadministered questionnaire to a small group of WBL students registered on November
2007 presentations, follow-up telephone interviews and an online asynchronous focus
group to collect further data
I wanted to test out several different research methods to try and achieve some degree
of triangulation, and I needed to extend my research repertoire and expertise. I also
felt that they would yield complementary data if implemented correctly, thus
overcoming the perceived disadvantages of the self-administered questionnaire,
namely:
 inability to collect additional data;
 difficulty in asking a lot of questions;
 inability to prompt the respondent to give a more in-depth answer;
 irrelevance of some questions to some respondents;
 poor response rates.
(Burgess et al, Table 7.2 , p. 72)
An electronic questionnaire is an efficient way to collect both quantitative and
qualitative data, while telephone interviews conducted after I had analysed the
questionnaire responses would allow me to probe some of the issues raised in the
questionnaire in more depth. The asynchronous online focus group would open up
further possibilities for exploring some of the issues in more depth – this time with a
group discussion dynamic.
I used Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com) for the questionnaire and I found
the design and development process very straightforward. I used simple random
sampling (non-probability sampling) to select the recipients of the questionnaire, as I
did not want to make any assumptions about the impact of personal variables at the
stage, although demographic data may be used to refine my analyses at a later stage.
Also, it was my intention to survey the entire population of the WBL courses after
analysing the results of this pilot research – so I do not need to engage in
representative (probability) sampling. To select a random sample of 10, I simply
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chose every sixth person from a list of all T121 students provided via the Student
Survey Office at the OU.
In designing my questionnaire I kept in mind the following principles and concepts:
Brevity: i.e., no superfluous questions;
Clarity: i.e., a clear purpose, structure and unambiguous questions;
Accessibility: i.e., making it easy for students to access, complete and return the
questionnaire;
Validity: i.e., the extent to which the questionnaire would be likely to provide
evidence to support ‘beliefs backed by reason’ in the eyes of myself and others related
to the stated research questions. Such evidence could, of course, contradict my prior
assumptions- and I would have to be open to that possibility. However, whether
evidence tended to confirm or deny my initial assumptions I would still, because of
the ontological and epistemological bases of my methodology, be in a state of belief
backed by reason rather than claiming spurious (in my view) objective knowledge.
Reliability and generalisability: these seem to be less of a concern for an action
research approach which is context specific and makes no strong cl about replication
of, or applicability of, results in different contexts. This, of course, does not mean that
the results of the research have no relevance to other similar contexts.
Bias: a more difficult concept for an ‘insider’ researcher to cope with. I attempted to
phrase the questions in such a way that I did not impose my own preferences on
students. I needed to be constantly aware that reflexivity is a real issue in social
research situation.
I was able to choose from a variety of question types available within Survey
Monkey. I decided to use a mixture of multiple choice questions, sometimes with a
single text box added to allow respondents to record additional information, and space
for descriptive text for students to respond to a couple of questions.
Once I had produced a final draft of the questionnaire I asked tutors on T121 (5 in
total) if they would complete the survey as if they were students on the course. I asked
them to provide me with feedback on the structure and content of the survey and the
ease of access and use. I simply inserted a web link to the questionnaire generated via
Survey Monkey into a message in the tutor forum.
This ‘pre-piloting’ of the questionnaire proved to be a valuable exercise as I was able
to ensure that the link to the survey worked and I made one or two minor changes to
the design of the survey as a result. I also got some valuable feedback from the
Student Research Project Panel in the OU and from my supervisor before
disseminating the ‘live’ survey to my student sample.
Implementation
The implementation phase was unproblematic. I was supplied with a list of email
addresses by the Student Survey Office at the OU and emailed the survey link to 10
students out of a cohort of c.60 along with a covering note explaining the purpose of
the survey and setting out data protection and other issues.
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Data analysis and findings
The analytical functionality of Survey Monkey helped me to conduct both
quantitative and qualitative analyses. I was able to collate and analyse both the closed
question contributions and the free text contributions in an efficient way. Out of the
10 questionnaires sent I received 4 responses, which was a good return given the
relatively short period students had to respond.
I set about analysing the questionnaire results by looking for any inconsistencies and
problems apparent with the completion of the questionnaires. I then moved on to try
and discern patterns in the data collected against the closed questions, i.e. those which
offered a limited choice of responses, semi-closed, i.e. those which offered a limited
response choice but with a comments box added and open questions, which invited
responses in a free text box.
The main aim of the study was to validate the process and to assess the
appropriateness of the research methodology. Obviously, no valid and reliable
conclusions can be drawn from such a small sample; however, I have provided brief
details of my reflections on the results below.
The findings for the three areas of investigation in this questionnaire were as follows:


Preferences for organising studies.

No clear preference emerged for using either hard or soft copies to organise studies. 3
out of the 4 responders used a portfolio of some kind to organise their studies.
However, I probably need to revisit this question and allow some free text space for
students to explain briefly how they organise their studies.


Use and evaluation of MyStuff and/or other e-portfolio systems.

Only 1 of the 4 responders had used an e-portfolio system. This student had obviously
used MyStuff for course-related activities and found it to be satisfactory against the
criteria laid down. It is clearly far too early to estimate on the basis of just 4 responses
the prevalence of e-portfolio user experience amongst the current WBL cohort.
Nonetheless, I feel this section of the questionnaire will produce valuable data
regarding students’ attitudes towards using an e-portfolio.


Awareness of, and attitude towards, reflection and reflective practice.

This was, arguably, the most interesting section in terms of responses and would, if
replicated in a larger sample, provide useful evidence relating to the awareness of
reflection and reflective practice amongst this group of students. An analysis of the
response using simple discourse analysis techniques to highlight the prevalence and
patterns of key words and phases led me to the provisional conclusion that students
viewed the concepts as ‘difficult’ to practice but worthwhile.
Overall, I am pleased with the progress that I have made with the pilot questionnaire.
I now plan to reflect further on the questionnaire design and amend it as appropriate. I
have started working on setting up my online asynchronous focus groups and I have
attached a draft ‘prompt’ message for this at Appendix 4. The contents of this
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message will also form the basis of my semi-structured telephone interview script,
which will attempt to probe in more depth particular issues that have arisen from both
the questionnaire and the focus group discussions. I have identified a clear need to do
a lot more work on data analysis techniques as well and, in particular, I want to look
more closely at the various models of discourse analysis, which might be appropriate
to the different research methods envisaged.
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Appendix 4 Learning through work survey
Learning through Work Survey
If you have any technical difficulties completing this questionnaire please contact the
Survey Office:
email: IET-Surveys@open.ac.uk; or telephone: 01908 652422 / 652423.
Completing this Learning through Work Survey will help us to ensure that the OU’s
work-based learning modules continue to meet the needs of students like yourself in
the future. Your views are, therefore, very important to us.

We anticipate the survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete. The boxes
below allow you to write as much, or as little, as you wish.

Any information you provide us with will be treated in the strictest confidence in
accordance with the Data Protection Act and used only by OU staff as part of this
research.
IMPORTANT NOTE - Please do not close this questionnaire part of the way through
completing it. If you do, all the information you have provided may be lost. To make
sure we receive all of your responses, complete and submit all sections in one sitting.
1 - Motivation for learning through work
1.1 What was your primary motivation for studying this work-based learning
module?
(Please select one only)
Career development
Career change
Returning to paid employment
Plans for further/higher education and/or training
Other
If ‘Other’, please specify:
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1.2 How does this particular module fit in with your study plans?
(Please select one only)
It is part of a programme of study to achieve an OU qualification, e.g.
Foundation degree
It is a one-off module. I do not intend to study further
I am planning to take more OU modules but am undecided on whether to aim for
a qualification
I am using this module as preparation for study elsewhere
Other
If ‘Other’, please specify:

1.3 Has your employer sponsored you to study this module?
(Please select one only)
Yes

No

2 - Your views on learning through work
2.1 Linking theory to practice directly in my workplace is an effective way to
develop skills and competencies.
(Please select one only)
Strongly agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly disagree

2.2 My motivation to complete the module improved through work-based learning.
(Please select one only)
Strongly agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly disagree

2.3 My employer/line manager provided me with sufficient opportunities to study the
module.
(Please select one only)
Strongly agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly disagree

2.4 Have you encountered any issues in studying a work-based learning module as a
distance learner?
Please comment:
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2.5 What do you consider to be the benefits of studying a work-based learning
module as a distance learner?
Please comment:

3 - How successful were you at organising your studies and integrating them with
your work?
3.1 I was able to keep up-to-date with the schedule in the module calendar
(Please select one only)
Yes

No

Sometimes

3.2 How easy did you find it to integrate your work with the programme of learning
on this module?
(Please select one only)
Very easy

Fairly easy

No opinion

Quite difficult

Very

difficult
3.3 Are there any ways in which we could help you to organise your studies and
integrate them with your work more effectively?
Please explain:

3.4 Have you any comments to make about the relationship between your employer,
the OU and yourself as a student on this module?
(We would like to remind you that any information you provide will not be
passed on to your employer or OU
staff other than staff involved in this research).
Please comment:
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4 - Learning tools that could support your work-based learning
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4.1 Have you used any of the following tools to help you
learn/organize/communicate/collaborate at work, in your studies or for leisure?
(Please select as many as appropriate)
Learning journal (electronic):
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Learning journal (paper):
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Leisure

Not used

Blog (as reader):
Work

Study

Blog (as an author):
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Study

Leisure

Not used

Email:
Work

Chat, messaging services, e.g. Twitter, Google Chat, MS Messenger etc:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

VOIP, e.g. Skype, Vonage:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Wiki reader, e.g. Wikipedia:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Leisure

Not used

Leisure

Not used

Wiki author:
Work

Study

Podcasts:
Work

Study

Virtual Learning Environments, e.g. Blackboard, Moodle, Sharepoint, etc:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used
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Online discussion forums:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Online document storage, e.g. Google Docs, Microsoft Office Live:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Web applications, e.g. Google Docs, Zoho word processor etc:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Paper-based portfolio:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

E-Portfolio, e.g. MyStuff, the OU’s E-Portfolio system, Pebblepad etc:
Work

Study

Leisure

Not used

Social networking sites, e.g. FaceBook, MySpace, Bebo, YouTube, Flickr, etc:

Please specify 1):

Work

Study

Leisure

Please specify 2):

Work

Study

Leisure

Please specify 3):

Work

Study

Leisure

Please specify 4):

Work

Study

Leisure

Please specify 5):

Work

Study

Leisure

Social bookmarking sites, e.g. CiteUlike, del.ici.ous, Furl, Digg, etc:

Please specify 1):

Work

Study

Leisure

Please specify 2):

Work

Study

Leisure

Please specify 3):

Work

Study

Leisure

Please specify 4):

Work

Study

Leisure
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Please specify 5):

Work

Study

Leisure

Any other learning tools that you’ve used:
Work

Study

Leisure

If ‘Other tools’, please specify:
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4.2 If you have used an E-portfolio what did you use it for?
(NB - If you have used more than one system please select all of the options that
apply)
Name of E-portfolio(s) used:

E-portfolio 1:

E-portfolio 2:

Recording continuing professional development:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

Course related activities only:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

Storing module activities/worksheets:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

Storing additional module-related items, e.g. assignments, learning journal, etc.:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

Reflecting on skills and competencies:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

To help me with my personal and career development:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

Sharing work with others:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

Preparing for a job interview:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

Applying for a module:
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E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

To submit work for assessment:
E-portfolio 1

E-portfolio 2

Other uses:
If ‘Other uses’, please specify:

4.3 How easy to use did you find E-portfolio 1?
(Please select one only)
Very easy

Quite easy

Average

Quite difficult

Very difficult

4.4 How good was the functionality of E-portfolio 1?
(Please select one only)
Very good

Above average

Average

Below average

Very

poor
4.5 How useful did you find E-portfolio 1?
(Please select one only)
Very useful

Quite useful

Average

Not very useful

No use at

all
4.6 Please write your comments about E-portfolio 1 in the box below:
Please comment:

If you used another E-portfolio (E-portfolio 2) please answer Questions 4.7 to 4.10. If
you did not use another E-portfolio, please go to Question 5.1.
4.7 How easy to use did you find E-portfolio 2?
(Please select one only)
Very easy

Quite easy

Average

Quite difficult

Very difficult
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4.8 How good was the functionality of E-portfolio 2?
(Please select one only)
Very good

Above average

Average

Below average

Very

poor
4.9 How useful did you find E-portfolio 2?
(Please select one only)
Very useful

Quite useful

Average

Not very useful

No use at

all
4.10 Please write your comments about E-portfolio 2 in the box below:
Please comment:

5 - Your attitude towards using reflection to help you learn (reflective practice) at
work?
5.1 Were you familiar with the concept of reflection or reflective practice prior to
starting this work-based learning module?
(Please select one only)
Yes
No
5.2 When you think about the terms ‘reflection’ and/or ‘reflective practice’, what
words, thoughts or feelings first come to mind?
Please comment:

5.3 Please explain briefly how you understood the concepts of reflection and/or
reflective practice PRIOR to starting this work-based learning module.
Please comment:

5.4 Please explain briefly how you understand the concepts of reflection and/or
reflective practice as
a RESULT of your studies.
Please comment:
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5.5 Have you used any of the following techniques/tools of reflection and/or
reflective practice to support your work and/or study?
(Please select all that apply)
Keeping a reflective journal
Conducting regular reviews of work and/or study episodes
Writing a blog
Participating in study groups
Participating in professional networks
Compiling a paper-based or e-portfolio
Talking to a mentor
Being coached
Reading professional journals
Attending professional conferences
Other
If ‘Other’, please specify:

5.6 Do you think that using the techniques and tools of reflection and/or reflective
practice is having any positive benefit on your academic, personal and career
development?
(Please select one only)
Yes

No

Please use the box below to explain your response:

5.7 How do you think that the concept of reflection and/or reflective practice is
regarded in your organization?
Please comment:

5.8 Please use the box below to write your comments about using reflection and/or
reflective practice as a tool for learning and improving your performance at work.
Please comment:
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6 - Final Overview

To what extent did the module enable you to:
6.1 Develop your ability to learn from your work and apply learning in your
workplace:
(Please select one only)
A great extent

To some extent

Not sure

Not much

Not at all

6.2 Develop your skills in understanding how your organisation functions:
(Please select one only)
A great extent

To some extent

Not sure

Not much

Not at all

6.3 Evaluate and develop your personal and professional skills:
(Please select one only)
A great extent

To some extent

Not sure

Not much

Not at all

Not sure

Not much

Not at all

Not sure

Not much

Not at all

6.4 Develop your personal and career development plans:
(Please select one only)
A great extent

To some extent

6.5 Enhance your employability:
(Please select one only)
A great extent

To some extent

6.6 To what extent would you say the module met your expectations?
(Please select one only)
A great extent

To some extent

Not sure

Not much

Not at all

6.7 What were the advantages of studying this work-based learning module?
Please comment:

6.8 What were the disadvantages of studying this work-based learning module?
Please comment:
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You have reached the end of the Learning through Work survey.
Thank you very much for participating in this research.
We may wish to carry out some short telephone interviews following this survey. If
you would be interested in
helping us further by participating in an interview, please give your preferred email
address and daytime
telephone number (preferably a landline number) so that we can contact you.
I am willing to participate in a short telephone interview:

Yes

No

My preferred email address is:

My daytime telephone number is:
We will contact you by 03 July 09 if you are selected to participate in an interview.
Please submit your responses by clicking on the button below.
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Appendix 5 Follow-up telephone interview script
Section 1: Motivation for engaging in work-based learning
Prompt: Can you tell me a little about your reasons for studying a work-based learning
module.
Section 2: Students’ views on the work-based learning experience
Prompt: What was your experience of work-based learning? Perhaps you could focus on
what were the good aspects and what aspects were not so good?
Section 3: Students’ ability to organise their studies and to integrate them with
their work
Prompt: Did you find that your studies integrated with your practice in the workplace?
How did you organise your studies?
Section 4: Use of learning tools/technologies to support work-based learning
Prompt: (a). Do you make use of digital and networked technologies apart from for study
purposes? If yes what kinds of technologies do you use in your (i) work and/or (ii)
leisure time?
(b). Do you use them for study purposes as well? If yes, what are the benefits? If not,
why not?
(c). Is there anything the OU could do to help you use more tools for study?
(d). Would you prefer to use tools provided by the OU or to make use of tools that you
already use for other purposes?
Section 5: Attitudes towards using reflection in study and at work
Prompt: a. Would you describe yourself as a reflective practitioner/learner? If yes, what
is it that you mean by the term reflection?
b. Can you tell me a little about how you engage in reflection at (i) work and for (ii)
study purposes? For example, do you record your reflections and if so how do you do
this?
c. Have you used any digital and networked technologies to help in your reflection? If
yes what tools have you used for (i) work and (ii) study purposes and how do you think
that using e-tools/technologies have helped you reflect more effectively.
d. What is your attitude towards sharing your reflections with fellow students
within/outside of OU systems?
e. Do you engage in any type of collaborative reflective practice at work? If so, what
kind?
f. What benefits, if any, do you gain from reflection in terms of PDP and employability?
Please feel free to say ‘none’ if that’s how you feel.
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Section 6: Overview including students’ PDP and employability development
achieved through work-based learning
Prompt: (i) Can you tell me if you have derived any personal benefits and what the main
benefits were from work-based learning in terms of your personal and career
development?
(ii) Do you think that studying a work-based learning module has enhanced your
employability?
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Appendix 6 Follow-up interview response form
Section 1: Motivation for engaging in work-based learning
Prompt: Can you tell me a little about your reasons for studying a work-based learning
module.
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Section 2: Students’ views on the work-based learning experience
Prompt: What was your experience of work-based learning? Perhaps you could focus on
what were the good aspects and what aspects were not so good?
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Section 3: Students’ ability to organise their studies and to integrate them with
their work
Prompt: Did you find that your studies integrated with your practice in the workplace?
How did you organise your studies?
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Section 4: Use of learning tools/technologies to support work-based learning
Prompt: (a). Do you make use of digital and networked technologies apart from for study
purposes? If yes what kinds of technologies do you use in your (i) work and/or (ii)
leisure time?
(b). Do you use them for study purposes as well? If yes, what are the benefits? If not,
why not?
(c). Is there anything the OU could do to help you use more tools for study?
(d). Would you prefer to use tools provided by the OU or to make use of tools that you
already use for other purposes?
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Section 5: Attitudes towards using reflection in study and at work
Prompt: a. Would you describe yourself as a reflective practitioner/learner? If yes, what
is it that you mean by the term reflection?
b. Can you tell me a little about how you engage in reflection at (i) work and for (ii)
study purposes? For example, do you record your reflections and if so how do you do
this?
c. Have you used any digital and networked technologies to help in your reflection? If
yes what tools have you used for (i) work and (ii) study purposes and how do you think
that using e-tools/technologies have helped you reflect more effectively.
d. What is your attitude towards sharing your reflections with fellow students
within/outside of OU systems?
e. Do you engage in any type of collaborative reflective practice at work? If so, what
kind?
f. What benefits, if any, do you gain from reflection in terms of PDP and employability?
Please feel free to say ‘none’ if that’s how you feel.
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Section 6: Overview including students’ personal skill and career development
achieved through work-based learning
Prompt: (i) Can you tell me if you have derived any personal benefits and what the main
benefits were from work-based learning in terms of your personal and career
development?
(ii) Do you think that studying a work-based learning module has enhanced your
employability?
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Notes and comments
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Appendix 7 Example of code description
Code name
Learning
from
experience

Description/application
Learning from experience includes
all references to learning outside of
formal academic study, e.g.
‘learning from mistakes’, ‘learning
by doing’, ‘experiential learning’,
‘learning from practice’.

Comments
This code is intended to
capture the essence of all
references to learning that
occur outside of
academic study and is,
therefore, associated with
the key concept of
reflective practice rather
than reflection in
learning.
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Appendix 8 Example of analytical memo
Title: Reflection on action

Date: 10 November 2009

This memo is related to a number of key coding choices that I made
during the initial coding of free text responses to Section 5 of the online
survey. In particular, the cluster of codes that I have allocated to
responses that involve aspects of the concept of reflective practice as
defined in the writings of Dewey, Kolb and, most clearly and
comprehensively, Schön. Codes such as ‘Learning from experience’,
‘Hindsight’, ‘Analysing/analysis’ and ‘Improving performance’ all clearly
relate to the key constituent concepts of reflective practice as set out by
Schön; most clearly to the concept of ‘reflection on action’ in which critical
thinking about the experience takes place sometime after the experience
being considered with the emphasis on improving performance next time
round. The code ‘Taking time’ clearly encompasses a number of
responses that incorporate this notion of looking at events from a –
temporal – distance, e.g. includes 'stopping', taking a step back', 'standing
back' although this latter code category should, I think remain distinct, as
it is not always clear whether the respondent is also referring to ‘reflecting
in action’, i.e. in the midst of events. In terms of implications for the
research questions, it seems that reflection on action and its associated
processes have the most significance and usefulness in the eyes of the
respondents and this is clearly the most amenable aspect of reflection to
the application of Web 2.0 technologies. Although, it is also clear from the
results thrown up in response to Section 4 that this potential is not being
exploited to any great extent at present.
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Appendix 9 Glossary of acronyms
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BERA
CAQDAS
CMS

British Educational Research Association
Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis
Software
Content Management System

CoSY

Conferencing System

CPD

Continuing Professional Development

EBL

Experience-Based Learning

ELE

Electronic Learning Environment

EMA

End Module Assessment

Fd

Foundation degree

FdCPS
FHEQ

Foundation degree in Combined Professional
Studies
Framework for Higher Education Qualifications

HE

Higher Education

HEFCE

Higher Education Funding Council For England

HOCS

Higher Order Cognitive Skills

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IET

Institute of Educational Technology

IM

Instant Messaging

IT

Information Technology

IWBL

Institute for Work-based Learning

JISC

Joint Information Systems Committee

KF

Key Finding

LMS

Learning Management System

MCT

Maths, Computing & Technology (Faculty)

MLE

Managed Learning Environment

NOS

National occupational Standards

NSD

No Significant Difference

PDP

Personal Development Planning

PLE

Personal Learning Environment

QAA

Quality Assurance Agency

SMS

Short Message Service

SNS

Social Networking Site

SRPP

Student Research Projects Panel
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TEL

Technology-Enhanced Learning

TMA

Tutor-marked assignment

UKeU

United Kingdom e-Universities

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

VLE

Virtual Learning Environment

WBL

Work-Based Learning

WRL
ZPD

Work-Related Learning
Zone of Proximal Development
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